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Introduction 

Matt Schultz and Katherine Skinner (Educopia Institute) 

About The Guidance Documents 
Over the last fifteen years, colleges and universities have been transitioning from physical 

(paper/microfilm) to digital submission and management processes for student theses and dissertations. 

Increasingly, they are accepting and archiving only electronic versions of their students’ theses and 

dissertations. While this move from print-based to digital-based theses and dissertations greatly 

enhances the accessibility and sharing of graduate student research, it also raises grave concerns about 

the potential ephemerality of these digital resources. How will institutions ensure that the electronic 

theses and dissertations they acquire from students today will be available to future researchers?  

In 2011, a research team led by the University of North Texas, the Educopia Institute/MetaArchive 

Cooperative, and the worldwide Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD), began 

studying the production, dissemination, and preservation of Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETDs). 

Our original intent was to develop and disseminate documentation for academic libraries that would 

help curators better understand and address the preservation challenges presented by these new digital 

collections. 

As researchers from the libraries of University of North Texas, Virginia Tech, Rice University, Boston 

College, Indiana State University, Penn State, and the University of Arizona began to grapple with ETD 

lifecycle management issues, they quickly realized that librarians were but one of many academic 

stakeholder groups that work collaboratively to produce and maintain ETD collections. Studying the 

library role in isolation was neither feasible nor helpful. The scope of our work increased to encompass 

the roles and responsibilities of core stakeholders in the ETD lifecycle: students, faculty, administrators, 

technologists, commercial vendors, and librarians. 

The resulting Guidance Documents address areas of interest to ETD program planners, managers, and 

curators. They will help this extended set of stakeholders understand, document, and address the 

administrative, legal, and technical challenges presented by ETDs – from submission to long-term 

preservation. 

We greatly appreciate the Institute of Museum and Library Services’ generous support of this project. It 

is our hope that readers find the Guidance Documents useful in their local work to build and refine their 

ETD programs. 

This Introduction to the Guidance Documents provides a brief description of each Guidance Document. 

To help different stakeholders target sections within them pertinent to their roles, we have included a 

Roadmap. We also include, a section defining the key terms of interest in this publication, Defining 

“ETDs” and “Lifecycle Management.” 
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Chapter 1: Guidelines for Implementing ETD Programs – Roles and Responsibilities 

Xiaocan (Lucy) Wang of Indiana State University provides a broad, detailed summary of the types of 

stakeholders that are involved in the formation and maintenance of ETD Programs and then describes 

the functions each of these stakeholders might play in key phases of ETD lifecycle management. 

Chapter 2: Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs 

Geneva Henry of George Washington University offers a comprehensive study of policies and practices 

related to access levels and embargoes of ETDs. Henry documents the rationale behind access 

restrictions (and arguments against them), compares implementations of embargoes/restrictions across 

different institutions, and considers the roles of different stakeholders in determining how to establish 

and maintain access restrictions.  

Chapter 3: Briefing on Copyright and Fair Use Issues in ETDs 

Patricia Hswe of Penn State considers the impact of copyright and fair use on the submission, 

dissemination, and preservation of ETDs, including the responsibilities colleges and universities have to 

provide students with clear guidance on their own intellectual property rights. This briefing describes 

copyright and fair use issues from the student-author’s perspective and advises on training/education 

responsibilities within the academic institution. It also considers the copyright issues that may arise in 

working with vendors (e.g., ProQuest).  

Chapter 4: Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and Demonstrations of Value for ETD Programs 

Yan Han of University of Arizona provides a comprehensive overview of evaluation practices for ETD 

collections and articulates the value of collecting and using metrics to establish the value of ETD 

programs. Han describes quantitative and qualitative approaches that institutions might consider to 

help assess user behavior and content delivery success for ETD collections.  

Chapter 5: Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial Decisions and Practices 

Bill Donovan of Boston College describes selection principles, risk factors, and policy decisions that 

institutions make in order to strengthen the long-term outlook for their ETD collections. Covering a 

diverse range of curatorial topics including file formats, content organization, migration, normalization, 

and management of complex (multi-file) content objects, Donovan provides a snapshot of the curatorial 

decisions that librarians working with ETDs must understand in order to provide strong lifecycle 

management services to their campus. 

Chapter 6: Metadata for ETD Lifecycle Management 

Daniel Alemneh of the University of North Texas describes how “metadata,” or cataloging information 

about files, are used in the lifecycle management process. Alemneh provides an overview of ETD 

metadata practices, discusses what metadata elements are most important in lifecycle management, 
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and documents different stakeholder roles and responsibilities in the creation and maintenance of this 

information. 

Chapter 7: Guide to ETD Program Planning and Cost Estimation 

Gail McMillan of Virginia Tech elaborates on the crucial role that economics plays in the establishment, 

maintenance, and ongoing justification of an ETD Program. McMillan identifies the cost categories 

associated with ETD lifecycle management, focusing especially upon personnel and technical expenses. 

The guide different ETD implementation channels, including repository software options and 

internal/external hosting arrangements, and considers the cost and value associated with each. Finally, 

McMillan provides case studies based on five institutions. 

Chapter 8: Guide to Options for ETD Programs 

Dr. Martin Halbert of the University of North Texas documents the spectrum of ETD program 

implementation and offers guidance for academic decision-makers who are either creating or modifying 

ETD programs. Dr. Halbert identifies and offers in-depth analysis regarding the five key decisions that 

ETD programs must make. He also provides a literature review of publications, standards and reports 

that have been produced to date, and relates these to the key decisions.  
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Roadmap 
The authors have aimed to be comprehensive in their treatment of ETD programs, and we encourage 

readers to review all of the Guidance Documents to gain a holistic view. However, we have also 

highlighted the sections of each document relevant to four roles in ETD programs: 

Administrators 
Institutional administrators, deans, associate deans, and other high-level staff responsible for 

management and oversight 

Topic Section Numbers (Beginning Pages) 

ETD program stakeholders and the planning process 1.1 (1-1), 1.2 (1-2), 1.3 (1-6) 

Reasons for and against access restrictions 2.2 (2-2), 2.3 (2-10) 

Intellectual property rights for authors and institution 3.2 (3-2) 

Benefits of program usage statistics 4.1 (4-1),  4.5 (4-12) 

Long-term risks to accessibility 5.1 (5-1),  5.2 (5-2) 

Metadata in the ETD lifecycle 6.1 (6-1) 

Personnel and technical costs in ETD programs 7.2 (7-3),  7.3 (7-5) 

Important decisions in planning an ETD program 8 (8-1) 

 

Submission Staff 
Graduate school and library staff responsible for interfacing directly with authors during ETD creation 

and submission 

Topic Section Numbers (Beginning Pages) 

Other stakeholders and submission responsibilities 1.2 (1-2), 1.3 (1-6) 

Access restriction policy guidance 2.2 (2-2), 2.3 (2-10), 2.4 (2-11) 

Intellectual property rights issues for authors 3.2 (3-2) 

How usage statistics support access policies 4.1 (4-1), 4.5 (4-12), 4.6 (4-14) 

How format policies affect long-term access 5.1 (5-1), 5.3 (5-4) 

How information about ETDs is recorded 6.3 (6-6) 

Personnel costs and program case studies 7.2 (7-3), 7.4 (7-9) 
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Access & Repository Staff 
Graduate school and library responsible for managing the long-term access and storage of ETDs 

Topic Section Numbers (Beginning Pages) 

Other stakeholders and submission responsibilities 1.2 (1-2), 1.3 (1-6) 

Processes for restricting and releasing access 2.4 (2-11), 2.5 (2-12), 2.6 (2-13) 

Intellectual property rights in relation to IRs 3.2.7 (3-10), 3.2.8 (3-11) 

Purpose and methods to collect usage data 4.1 (4-1), 4.2 (4-2), 4.3 (4-10), 4.4 (4-10), 

4.5 (4-12) 

Long-term access risks and mitigation strategies 5.1 (5-1), 5.2 (5-2), 5.3 (5-4), 5.4 (5-9), 5.5 

(5-12), 5.6 (5-14) 

Metadata standards and workflows for creating metadata 6.1 (6-1), 6.2 (6-1), 6.3 (6-6), 6.4 (6-10), 

6.5 (6-16), 6.6 (6-18) 

 

IT Staff 
Graduate school, library, and IT department staff responsible for the technical infrastructure of the ETD 

program 

Topic Section Numbers (Beginning Pages) 

Other stakeholders while planning the program 1.2 (1-2) 

Methods for automated capture of usage statistics 4.2 (4-2), 4.3 (4-10) 

Risks during data migration scenarios 5.5 (5-12) 

Protocol for federating ETD metadata 6.4.1.5 (6-15) 

Costs for IT infrastructure 7.3 (7-5) 
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Defining “ETDs” and “Lifecycle Management” 
Theses and dissertations comprise an essential record of the intellectual output of students and the 

mentorship provided by faculty to students in a college or university setting. In the US context, theses 

and dissertations include three main types of scholarly content – undergraduate honors theses, masters 

theses, and doctoral dissertations.1 They are submitted by students in support of their candidacies for 

academic degrees and to demonstrate their professional qualifications as graduates of an institution.  

The term “Electronic Theses and Dissertations” is used commonly in academia to denote a digital 

collection of these formal documents. These “ETDs” may be digitized or born digital; indeed, most 

academic institutions manage (or will manage) both forms. The use of the term “ETD” primarily 

differentiates between analog theses and dissertations (paper, microfilm) and their digital counterparts 

(digital objects).  

On the surface, this seems like a simple shift in format, particularly given that to date, the intellectual 

content of a “thesis” or “dissertation” is fundamentally unchanged – most institutions continue to 

support a heavily text-based submission that conforms to long-held standards and print conventions.2 

However, in reality, this shift already presents a number of challenges and requires attention to a wide 

range of legal, administrative, and technical issues.  

When colleges and universities decide to support ETDs, most begin by implementing an “ETD Program” 

involving multiple stakeholders (including the College/Graduate School and the Library) to ensure 

consistency in the submission, dissemination, and long-term management of ETDs. These local programs 

provide policies, workflows, and services around such crucial functions as deposit, documenting 

approvals, metadata capture, rights management, and ingest into commercial and/or library-based 

repository for management. These ETD programs ultimately are geared toward “lifecycle management” 

tasks.  

Information “lifecycle management” has become an important concept (or set of concepts) that help 

curators focus their activities and properly assign resources to ensure that information remains 

accessible and usable over time. Lifecycle management models study and document the progression of 

digital objects through stages of creation, dissemination, use, update and re-use, storage retention or 

archiving, and sometimes destruction or disposal, of digital objects.  

Some lifecycle management models present themselves as being simple, straight-forward and linear 

with fairly discrete phases of activity (e.g., Federal Law 44 U.S.C. 2901 and ISO 15489, see Figure 1). 

Other models are more cyclical in nature with overlapping phases depicted (DCC Curation Lifecycle, see 

Figure 2).  

                                                           

1
 In other countries, the terms “thesis” and “dissertation” are often reversed, with “theses” representing the work 

completed for a PhD. 
2
 See Lippincott and Lynch for discussion of the relative inertia of the thesis/dissertation as an academic form: 

“ETDs and Graduate Education: Programs and Prospects.” Research Library Issues 270 (June 2010). 
http://publications.arl.org/rli270/7. 

http://publications.arl.org/rli270/7
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3
 National Archives and Records Administration, Office of Management and Budget, and Federal Chief Information 

Officers Council, “Federal Enterprise Architecture Records Management Profile.” (December 2005). 
http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/pdf/rm-profile.pdf.  
4
 Digital Curation Centre. “DCC Curation Lifecycle Model.” http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-

model.  

 

Figure 1. Diagram of the Federal Enterprise Architecture Records Life Cycle
3
 

 

 

Figure 2. Diagram of the DCC Curation Lifecycle Model
4 

http://www.archives.gov/records-mgmt/pdf/rm-profile.pdf
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model
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Most models acknowledge that processes, particularly with respect to electronic documents, do not 

always occur in sequence and that multiple processes can sometimes occur simultaneously or in 

different orders.  

Many stakeholders participate in the lifecycle management of ETDs:  

 Student authors create and submit ETDs with software applications according to policies (e.g., 

what formats are allowed). 

 Faculty members supervise a student’s ETD, mentor students about both the ETD process and 

scholarly communication in their discipline, serve on dissertation/thesis committees, and 

participate in policy decisions regarding ETDs at the department, college, faculty, senate, and 

institutional levels. 

 Graduate schools process, approve, embargo, release, and update ETDs over time via online 

submission systems. 

 Libraries/IT/Vendors catalog, archive, and disseminate ETDs through institutional repository 

systems and preservation policies/systems. 

 Scholars and researchers use and re-use ETDs via web browsers, download applications, and 

analysis tools. 

In these Guidance Documents, we use the phrase “lifecycle management of digital data” in the broad 

sense defined by the Library of Congress to refer to the “progressive technology and workflow 

requirements needed to ensure long-term sustainability of and accessibility to digital objects and/or 

metadata” (Library of Congress 2006). Lifecycle management in this sense is about actively stewarding, 

through policies, staffing, resources and technologies, a set of digital resources over time.  

In the Guidance Documents that follow, we address areas within this “lifecycle” that are of special 

interest, as identified by ETD program planners, managers, and stakeholders.5 The documents will 

provide both a series of non-prescriptive strategies that ETD curators can adapt for their ETD programs, 

as well as pointers to real world examples and demonstrable resources. 

                                                           

5
 McMillan, 2008; Skinner and McMillan, 2009. 
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1 Guidelines for Implementing ETD Programs – 

Roles and Responsibilities 

Xiaocan (Lucy) Wang (Indiana State University) 

Topics Covered 
 Potential internal and external stakeholders of an ETD program. 

 Reasons and methods to advocate for the establishment of an ETD program. 

 Stakeholders to consult in establishing policies and workflow for ETD submissions and ingestion. 

 Methods to promote and enhance access to ETD collections. 

 Concerns and methods in maintaining long-term access to ETD collections. 

 Metrics by which each stakeholder can evaluate their portion of an ETD program. 

 

1.1 Introduction 
Since the mid-1990s institutions have increasingly required students to submit theses and dissertations 

in electronic format(s). The management of electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) raises a number 

of issues concerning the processes of ETD creation, ingestion, access, archiving and preservation. As 

Joan Lippincott (CNI) has noted, institutions that implement an ETD program must carefully consider 

how best “[a]n ETD program provides a process(es), standards, and software to automate functions, as 

well as a digital infrastructure for access and preservation” (Lippincott 2006). Like any other project, 

implementing an ETD program requires the identification of various stakeholders, who have an interest 

in the success of the program; and the specification of each player’s role and responsibility throughout 

the lifecycle of ETD management. Effectively engaging stakeholders in project management, and 

successfully coordinating participants’ roles and responsibilities, are the keys that enable an ETD 

program to thrive over time. Without these crucial components, an ETD program can fail at the initial 

planning stage or lack continued support for further development.  Maybe more alarming and more 

prevalent than either of these fates is that of an ETD program just hobbling along and not meeting the 

needs of students and researchers and its institution because of poor implementation.  

This document provides guidance for identifying potential stakeholders and for understanding their 

functions at different ETD management phases. It is hoped that the document will be useful for 

institutions that are beginning to think about an ETD program or just initiating the planning process. 

Institutions that have implemented an ETD program can use these documented roles and 

responsibilities to examine their ETD programs and perhaps make some positive modification to their 

current practices. It is understood that the governance, organization, staffing, policies, and terms differ 

from institution to institution and from country to country; the involved parties and their functions in a 

particular locale may not be identical to those specified in the document.  
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1.2 Types of Stakeholders  
Different types of stakeholders have different interests and concerns in an ETD program.  Some parties 

may be actively involved throughout the entire lifecycle of the program, while others may take part in 

one or two particular processes, either directly or indirectly. Based on whether the stakeholders are 

from the institution where ETDs are generated, the stakeholders may be broadly divided into two 

groups: internal and external stakeholders. (see Figure 1-1 for a diagram of these groups) 

Internal stakeholders are the individuals or academic units from institutions of higher education where 

ETDs are generated. The primary internal stakeholders consist of institutional administrators, graduate 

schools, libraries, and IT personnel.  

Institutional administrators are a group of top-level decision makers such as the university president, 

provost, chief information officer, and representatives from graduate council and the office of general 

counsel. Institutional administration personnel are not involved in the day-to-day operation of an ETD 

program. Rather, they support the program in various ways, including provide general oversight and/or 

funding support. They may also be the links that ensure the cooperation among other stakeholders. 

a. Graduate schools are stakeholders directly engaged in ETD programs, especially in the process 

of planning, creation, and submission. Besides the graduate council previously mentioned, this 

group includes graduate school deans, assistant and/or associate deans, deans from various 

colleges or schools, and graduate school staff who handle many details surrounding ETD 

programs (for example, student service officers and graduate research assistants). In addition, 

this group includes two other important stakeholders: graduate students and graduate faculty, 

both of whom are intimately involved in the development of theses and dissertations.  

b. Academic libraries have been one of the implementers of ETD programs in higher education 

institutions. Library administrators (i.e., library deans/directors, assistant and/or associate 

deans, department heads) and departments such as digital initiatives, systems, technical 

services, and reference together play an important role in ETD advocacy, ingestion, access, 

preservation, and assessment. Due to internal structures and resource availability, libraries may 

not have the exact configuration or personnel mentioned above. Likely, academic libraries are 

group that coordinates or tracks all the responsibility areas related to an ETD program. 

c. IT personnel also have a stake in ETD programs. Chief information officers, systems 

administrators, program analysts, application specialists, computer support specialists as well as 

IT help desk staff are vital to implementing ETD programs. IT personnel may be in a centralized 

university unit and/or the library’s IT unit. Management of born-digital student research papers 

and retrospectively digitized theses and dissertations demand strong technical support from 

these information professionals as ETD–related activities require running software applications 

and server hardware in a network environment. 
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External stakeholders are entities involved in ETD programs at various levels of engagement. They 

reside outside the students’ institution. External stakeholders exist in various forms: organizations, 

industrial firms, associations, and individuals. They may be for-profit or not-for-profit. External 

stakeholders are categorized as follows: 

a. Commercial companies have vested interests in the publication of ETDs. A leading organization 

in this group is ProQuest (formerly called University Microfilms International), which has been in 

the business of centrally collecting dissertation research and distributing microfilm and print 

copies of dissertations since its founding in 1938 (Lippincott and Lynch 2010). In addition, there 

are several other commercial enterprises that publish ETDs. One of them is Dissertation.com, a 

Florida-based company founded in 1997.1  

b. ETD organizations  

a. Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD) was established as a 

voluntary international organization in 1996. Its mission is to promote the adoption, 

creation, use, dissemination, and preservation of ETDs as well as to support the 

development of ETD programs (Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations).2 

                                                           

1
 Dissertation.com has published more than 600 master’s theses and doctoral dissertations as of September 2012, 

in association with Amazon.com, http://www.dissertation.com/browse.php (last accessed 11-14-2012). 
2
 As of April 2012 the NDLTD had reached ninety institutional members, three consortial members and twenty-four 

individual members from all over the world, including seventy-one universities and institutions. Approximately 80 
percent of the institutional members are based in the United States. 

 

Figure 1-1. ETD Program Stakeholders 

http://www.dissertation.com/browse.php
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b. United States Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Association (USETDA)3 is a non-profit 

association, established in 2009. One of its missions is to enable and encourage state-

wide ETD associations, for example, California Electronic Theses and Dissertations 

(CAETD),4 Florida Electronic Theses & Dissertation Association (FLETDA),5 (Ohio 

Electronic Theses and Dissertations Association (OETDA),6 and Texas ETD Association 

(TxETDA7), and to promote ETD program information sharing and advancement. 

c. Library consortia support local or regional ETD programs, usually by providing ETD submission 

systems, delivering federated ETD searching and retrieval, and preserving ETDs in a collaborative 

and cost-effective manner. Some examples are the OhioLINK ETD Center,8 the Texas Digital 

Library (TDL),9 the California Digital Library (CDL),10 and the Florida Virtual Campus.11  

d. Access harvesters/facilitators are involved in ETD initiatives with emphases on promoting ETD 

readership and facilitating the processes of searching ETD literature. Access harvesters include 

major search engines such as Google, Bing, Yahoo, and Ask. Access facilitators comprise web 

discovery tool service providers (e.g., Serial Solutions’ Summon, Innovative Interface’s Encore, 

MANGO, and Ex Libris Primo). Two other stakeholders are OCLC and the OAIster harvesting 

group that utilizes the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) to 

aggregate ETD metadata from multiple ETD archives.  

e. Digital repository system providers generally provide a platform for ETD management, 

including functions for ETD submission, ingestion, dissemination and retrieval. Example software 

solutions developed by these providers are DSpace,12 CONTENTdm,13 bepress,14 Fedora,15 

ArchivalWare,16 EPrints,17and Vireo,18 some of which are open source and others of which are 

proprietary.  

f. Digital preservation services directly or indirectly archive and preserve digital collections to 

ensure continued access to digital materials as long as necessary (Beagrie and Jones 2002).  The 

                                                           

3
 See http://www.usetda.org/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 

4
 California Electronic Theses and Dissertations, see https://sites.google.com/site/caetds/ (last accessed 01-24-

2013). 
5
 Florida Electronic Theses & Dissertation Association, see http://www.fletda.org/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 

6
 Ohio Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Association, see http://www.oetda.org/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 

7
 Texas ETD Association, see http://txetda.wordpress.com/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 

8
 The OhioLINK ETD Center was launched in 2001 as a joint project of OhioLINK and the Regents Advisory 

Committee on Graduate Study, http://etd.ohiolink.edu/faq.html#what-is (last accessed 11-15-2012). 
9
 The Texas Digital Library, a consortium of 15 higher education institutions in Texas founded in 2005, 

http://www.tdl.org/members/ (last accessed 11-16-2012). 
10

 See California Digital Library, http://www.cdlib.org/ (last accessed 11-21-2012). 
11

 See Florida Virtual Campus, http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/ (last accessed 11-21-2012). 
12

 See http://www.dspace.org/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 
13

 See http://CONTENTdm.org/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 
14

 See http://www.bepress.com/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 
15

 See http://fedora-commons.org/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 
16

 See http://www.archivalware.net/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 
17

 See http://www.eprints.org/us/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 
18

 See http://tdl.org/etds/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 

http://www.usetda.org/
https://sites.google.com/site/caetds/
http://www.fletda.org/
http://www.oetda.org/
http://txetda.wordpress.com/
http://etd.ohiolink.edu/faq.html#what-is
http://www.tdl.org/members/
http://www.cdlib.org/
http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/
http://www.dspace.org/
http://contentdm.org/
http://www.bepress.com/
http://fedora-commons.org/
http://www.archivalware.net/
http://www.eprints.org/us/
http://tdl.org/etds/
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following stakeholders have taken part in the digital preservation management of ETD 

collections: 

a. MetaArchive Cooperative is an international membership association founded in 200419 

that is dedicated to preserving a broad range of digital assets including ETDs.20 As of 

December 2012, it serves more than 50 institutional members in 13 states and four 

countries.21   

b. LOCKSS22 Alliance, based at Stanford University Libraries, is an international community 

initiative, committed to providing digital preservation tools and support for digital 

materials such as ETDs via Private LOCKSS Networks23 among its members (Stanford 

University Libraries).  

c. Cloud-based service providers have stepped into the digital preservation arena with 

some preservation functionality. Examples of providers include Amazon and 

DuraCloud.24 DuraCloud was launched in 2011 and is currently in use by a number of 

major institutions such as MIT for digital preservation and access to digital scholarship, 

including ETDs, in a broad range of formats.25  

g.  UC3Merritt,26 developed by the University of California Curation Center, provides long-term 

preservation of digital assets. The Merritt preservation system is integrated into the ETD service 

of California Digital Library.27 

Beyond these external stakeholders, there are others who do not directly play a part in the 

implementation of ETD programs, although they have an impact on one or more aspects of ETD 

operations. For instance, ETD end users, both local and distant, provide input on how to search and use 

ETDs effectively and efficiently; and ETD funders (e.g., government agencies or private for-profit 

organizations) may greatly influence the embargo period of funded ETDs.   

                                                           

19
 MetaArchive was founded as part of the Library of Congress’s National Digital Information Infrastructure and 

Preservation Program, http://www.metaarchive.org (last accessed 11-21-2012). 
20

 MetaArchive has developed an organizational model and implemented a technical infrastructure based on 
LOCKSS software to preserve ETDs, http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/lib/summary/v057/57.3.skinner.html (last 
accessed 11-21-2012). Since 2008, MetaArchive Cooperative has partnered with NDLTD to undertake a 
preservation venture, an ETD dark archive designed specifically for ETDs in higher education institutions through 
the NDLTD/MetaArchive distributed digital preservation network. 
21

 See Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations, ETD Preservation, 
http://www.ndltd.org/resources/etd-preservation (last accessed 11-15-2012).  
22

 LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe) is an award winning, open-source digital preservation software released 
in 2004, http://www.lockss.org/about/how-it-works/ (last accessed 11-21-2012). 
23

 See http://www.lockss.org/community/networks/ (last accessed 04-10-2013). 
24

 DuraCloud is a cloud-based service developed and hosted by the nonprofit organization DuraSpace. It offers a 
simple and scalable cloud-based solution to preserve digital content in using multiple cloud service providers such 
as Amazon or Rackspace. It also allows users to replicate and access their digital content in the cloud. 
http://www.duracloud.org/faq (last accessed 11-15-2012).  
25

See Kimpton, Michele and Jonathan Markow, “Building community clouds to support access to scholarship,” 
http://docs.duraspace.org/documents/DuraCloudEducauseFeb2012.pdf (last accessed 11-15-2012).  
26

 See https://merritt.cdlib.org/ (last accessed 01-23-2013). 
27

 See http://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2011/12/06/uc-electronic-theses-and-dissertations-etds-now-have-
preservation-and-access/ (last accessed 01-25-2013). 

http://www.metaarchive.org/
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/lib/summary/v057/57.3.skinner.html
http://www.ndltd.org/resources/etd-preservation
http://www.lockss.org/about/how-it-works/
http://www.lockss.org/community/networks/
http://www.duracloud.org/faq
http://docs.duraspace.org/documents/DuraCloudEducauseFeb2012.pdf
https://merritt.cdlib.org/
http://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2011/12/06/uc-electronic-theses-and-dissertations-etds-now-have-preservation-and-access/
http://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2011/12/06/uc-electronic-theses-and-dissertations-etds-now-have-preservation-and-access/
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The following sections attempt to outline the roles and responsibilities of the above stakeholders in ETD 

program management, although not all ETD programs receive participation from the potential 

stakeholders. The process of ETD program management involves planning, implementation, and 

assessment. The implementation process in particular covers several procedures such as ETD 

submission, ingestion, access and preservation. (see Figure 1-2 for a diagram of the process) 

1.3 Stakeholders’ Roles and Responsibilities   
This section details the roles and responsibilities of ETD planning committees and institutional 

administrators at the planning stage. At this stage, a number of internal stakeholders join the planning 

committee and undertake three primary tasks: providing a rationale for establishing an ETD program, 

advocating the program, and proposing an implementation plan.    

1.3.1 ETD Program Planning  
The first move towards instituting an ETD program is planning. Typically, a planning committee is formed 

to lead the work. The planning committee ideally consists of nominated or designated members from 

various internal stakeholders: the graduate school dean, the graduate school personnel, faculty 

members, graduate representatives, the chief information officer, the general counsel, the library dean, 

as well as the heads of the library digital initiatives, technical services, and reference units. The major 

responsibilities of the committee are charted below. Please see also Guide to ETD Program Planning and 

Cost Estimation. 

 

Figure 1-2. Stages of Implementing an ETD Program 

Program 
Planning 

Creation, 
Submission, 
and Ingest 

Access 
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1.3.1.1 Providing a Rationale for Establishing an ETD Program  

The planning committee bears the responsibility for identifying the significance of ETD programs. 

Normally, the committee surveys the ETD professional literature, visits ETD websites, and consults peer 

institutions through face-to-face or teleconferencing meetings. By comparing the current local practice 

of handling paper-versioned theses and dissertations with ETD services, the committee may reach an 

agreement regarding the potential advantages of introducing an ETD program in general terms, as 

follows: 

a. Increase the prestige of higher education institutions via open dissemination of high-quality 

intellectual output (Copeland and Penman 2004). 

b. Provide greater visibility of underused graduate original research in the global academic arena. 

c. Streamline and automate the processes from theses and dissertations’ submission, distribution, 

to preservation. 

d. Save resources that would otherwise be spent on printing, binding, shelving, storing, and 

circulating ETDs including through interlibrary loan services (Jewell et al. 2006). 

e. Convey a richer message through the use of multimedia and hypermedia technologies, such as 

images, sound files, videos, datasets, and databases (Suleman et al. 2001). 

f. Enhance graduate education (Fox et al. 1996). 

g. Promote scholarly communication by sharing intellectual capital and supporting the open access 

movement.28  

h. Promote developing digital libraries built upon collaboration among universities (Rodríguez 

2006). 

1.3.1.2 Advocating the Program  

To gain support from every key sector of the academic community, the planning committee is 

responsible for promoting the value of ETD programs to the entire institution. Early involvement of the 

representatives from all concerned groups is imperative for the success of the project (Jewell et al. 

2006). The planning committee is accountable for actively approaching stakeholders and engaging them 

in the establishment of an ETD program. Promotional and advocacy work includes not only the ETD 

program, but also the ideas of the open access movement, digital publishing, scholarly communication, 

and digital libraries (Jones and Andrew 2005). 

The planning committee advocates the program to the university community and attempts to fully 

understand individual stakeholders’ perceptions of the program. The committee should share the 

implementation details and seek comments and suggestions from the stakeholders. The committee is 

responsible for clarifying misconceptions, debating the pros and cons of the program, identifying 

possible areas of concern, and addressing issues raised by stakeholders. Advocacy problems often 

encountered include but are not limited to:  

a. Lack of awareness of the importance of the program. 

                                                           

28
 See more on Open Access, http://www.arl.org/sparc/openaccess/ (last accessed 11-15-2012). 

http://www.arl.org/sparc/openaccess/
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b. The lack of funds, trained staff, technical expertise, and infrastructure (Satyanarayana and Babu 

2007).  

c. Lack of university regulations and policies for ETD program implementation. 

d. Copyright or intellectual property rights related issues (see also Briefing on Copyright and Fair 

Use Issues in ETDs).29 

e. Perceived threats of plagiarism due to the free access of ETDs.30  

f. Potential negative impact for future publication in journals and books.31 

g. Concern over the quality of non-research degree theses (Bevan 2005).  

h. General disinterest in or negative attitude towards changes.32 

To communicate effectively with stakeholders, the planning committee needs to reach out actively to 

them. This may be accomplished through presentations about the ETD program at various campus 

meetings (e.g., administrative, departmental, and college faculty meetings); personal visits to faculty, 

staff, students, and administrators; the publication of articles in campus newsletters or newspapers; as 

well as invitations to ETD program operators from peer institutions to share their experiences and 

lessons with the local audience (Greig 2005).  

1.3.1.3 Proposing an Implementation Plan  

The planning committee takes on a further responsibility by drafting an ETD program proposal. In 

addition to specifying the program background, goals, and objectives and estimating associated costs 

and fees, the committee systematically investigates a range of core implementation issues: 

a. What policies, regulations, and procedures with respect to ETD creation, submission, intellectual 

property rights, publication, and preservation should be made? 

b. Where to host the ETD collection: in a third-party vendor’s platform, a consortium of 

institutions, or a home-grown system?  

c. What ETD submission, publishing, and preservation systems to adopt/develop: host platforms 

which allow for self-submission and publication such as DSpace, EPrints, Fedora, CONTENTdm, 

Ex Libris DigiTool, and VTLS Vital; or open source, in-house, or proprietary software ETD 

submissions systems that include graduate college review workflow, such as ETD-db, ProQuest 

ETD Administrator, Digital Commons, and Vireo.  

                                                           

29
 Copyright or intellectual property rights related issues are seen as a significant barrier often confronting 

institutions adopting ETD programs (Ghosh 2007).  While students generally own the copyright of their work, home 
institutions or funding agencies may claim the rights, and commercial publishers own the rights when a copyright 
transfer agreement is signed. 
30

 But some argue that Internet search engines, on the other hand, expedite detection of plagiarism (Yiotis 2008),  
which should mitigate the concern. 
31

Because ETDs that are freely available on the web may be considered prior publication. However, based on the 
earlier work (for example, An Investigation of ETDs as Prior Publications: Findings from the 2011 NDLTD Publishers’ 
Survey http://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/bitstream/handle/10919/11338/PriorPubs4ETDs2011Paper.pdf?sequence=3), 
“publishers do not necessarily see an ETD as an obstacle to a future publication” (Yiotis 2008). 
32

 “Cultural issues are the most significant factors discouraging the adoption and development of ETD programs 
rather than technical issues” (Alsalmi 2008).   

http://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu/bitstream/handle/10919/11338/PriorPubs4ETDs2011Paper.pdf?sequence=3
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d. What suitable formats to accept for submission, access, as well as archiving and preservation 

(e.g., PDF and XML)? How to deal with ETDs with non-textual components? (see also Managing 

the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial Decisions and Practices) 

e. How to manage intellectual property rights, including fair use, copyright, plagiarism, access 

restrictions, and embargoes? 

f. Which metadata standard to utilize in the cataloging of ETDs and whether to render metadata 

for harvesting? 

g. What workflows to develop in regard to the life cycle management of ETDs?  

h. Where to disseminate and access ETDs? Some options are library catalogs, institutional 

repositories, ProQuest, OCLC WorldCat, NDLTD, search engines, consortial systems, etc.  

i. What access options to apply: worldwide open access, restricted access, fee-based access, or 

mixed access (Yale 2004)? 

j. How to archive and preserve ETDs, including what media, formats, procedure, and strategies?  

k. Whether and how to digitize retrospective theses and dissertations? 

l. What IT infrastructure and technical support to employ?  

m. What are the logistics with ProQuest or other external entities? 

As a result of extensive and in-depth investigation, the planning committee proposes key decisions or 

plans, suggests a timeline and milestone events, and estimates the cost for program implementation. 

Most importantly, the committee stipulates the roles and responsibilities of key operational 

stakeholders at different implementation periods.   

An ETD project must have full administrative support with an adequate budget (Rodríguez 2006). In the 

planning phase of an ETD program, institutional administrators have a significant influence on the 

adoption and development of an ETD program (Alsalmi 2008). The institutional administrators 

thoroughly review the proposal and make decisions to approve, reject, or modify the document. If the 

proposal is approved, the institutional administrators have the authority to (a) amend university-wide 

regulations, policies, and procedures for graduate degree completion and submission (Jewell et al. 

2006); (b) allocate a budget and resources for the management and ongoing maintenance of the 

program; and (c) delegate responsibilities to individual university units/staff for ETD submission, access 

and preservation. Moreover, the institutional administrators are in a position to ensure that the key 

issues raised by internal and external stakeholders are addressed. Although institutional administrators 

are generally less involved during the public implementation phase, the institutional administrators 

monitor the implementation progress and may intervene in a particular step when deemed necessary. 

1.3.2 ETD Program Implementation 
ETD program implementation is a multipart procedure. To ensure the success of instituting this 

program, an ETD working group (usually including representatives of graduate schools and libraries) first 

conducts a pilot test. The pilot test limits the ETD operation to a particular academic period and/or 

unit(s). During the testing period the working group monitors the progress and evaluates the outcomes 

of the pilot (e.g., the faculty/student satisfaction level, the cost, and the efficiency of workflow). The 

most important job of this group is to identify the areas (e.g., ETD creation training and copyright 

support) that demand addition, adjustment, or elaboration. In addition, this group is responsible for 
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verifying that the roles and responsibilities of the stakeholders are clear and that the stakeholders act in 

accordance with their duties.  

With the experience from the pilot test and positive evaluation by the institutional administrators and 

planning committee, the ETD program enters a production period. The following section outlines the 

roles and responsibilities of key ETD stakeholders in four key stages: ETD creation, submission, and 

ingestion; ETD access; ETD archiving and preservation (with reference to the DCC Curation Lifecycle 

Model33); and ETD program evaluation and assessment. 

1.3.2.1 ETD Creation, Submission and Ingestion 

ETD creation, submission, and ingestion are a series of processes resulting in ETDs being electronically 

produced, submitted, cataloged, and rendered accessible through a digital repository. The chief 

stakeholders in this phase are graduate schools, graduate students, faculty, offices of general counsel, 

libraries, IT personnel, and several external stakeholders (e.g., ProQuest, NDLTD, and library consortia). 

Graduate schools play a critical role in ETD creation and submission. They develop a body of ETD related 

policies and procedures, manage the ETD electronic submission process, and approve final manuscripts. 

Developing ETD Submission Policies and Procedures  

Graduate schools establish a set of relevant policies, articulating ETD guidelines, ETD templates, ETD 

formatting policies, ETD checklists, ETD embargo policies, etc. Graduate schools may adapt existing 

policies to incorporate ETDs, but two new policies need to be created for ETD submission format and 

embargo if it is permitted: 

a. The submission format policy may restrict ETDs to a limited range of formats for both text and 

non-text files and develops a set of guidelines for formatting common content types. When 

making format decisions, a recommended practice is to consciously balance ease of production 

and access with ease of future migration/retention (Teper and Kraemer 2002). 

b. The embargo policy withholds an ETD document or a portion of it for a defined period and/or 

limits it to certain types of users. When the embargo request expires, the ETD will become 

publicly accessible (see also Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs).  

Graduate schools can also team with external stakeholders (e.g., ProQuest), as well as various internal 

units, to establish a submission procedure, to create a submission form, and to determine a submission 

fee. 

Offering Assistance for Students  

Graduate schools may coordinate with IT personnel to set up a fully developed ETD website that 

distributes up-to-date ETD policies, format instructions, and other relevant documents. The ETD website 

can serve distance and on-campus students anytime and anywhere if an Internet connection is available. 

Graduate schools may be also responsible for creating tutorials and providing ETD consultation services 

                                                           

33
 See DCC Curation Lifecycle Model, http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model (last accessed 11-

15-2012). 

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model
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to graduate students as needed.  Because ETDs particularly involve technical requirements and legal 

issues related to digital publication, it is a recommended practice that graduate schools conduct a series 

of workshops or training that describe ETD benefits, preparation, submission, access, preservation, 

student responsibilities, publishing checklist, institutional repositories, etc., at least one semester prior 

to graduation.   

Administering the Submission Process and Approving ETDs  

Prior to final submission, graduate schools verify the completion of submission and ensure that final 

ETDs are in conformity with all ETD requirements. They may be also accountable for administering the 

submission process and notifying other stakeholders (e.g., students, faculty, libraries, and ProQuest) in a 

timely manner regarding any decisions they have made. Lastly, graduate schools have the authority to 

either approve or reject embargo requests and final submission.  

Graduate students assume the full responsibility of creating a research manuscript and converting the 

document into the required ETD formats. During the process, they may need a lot of support from their 

departments, the IT groups, the graduate school and other units on campus. The students may be 

responsible for submitting ETDs to designated repositories, depending on which submission method 

his/her home institution chooses (i.e., self-submission or mediated submission). 

Constructing Theses and Dissertations 

In terms of developing original research, students’ responsibilities do not deviate greatly from writing a 

paper-formatted work. However, due to the nature of ETDs, students can add non-textual material (e.g., 

visual images, audio and video files, simulations, 3D visualizations, hyperlinks, and html) into their text-

based documents assuming they respect other parties’ copyrights. This is particularly useful for such 

disciplines as studio art, film and digital media, theatre, performing arts, and computer sciences.  

Formatting Theses and Dissertations 

(see also Guidelines for Implementing ETD Programs – Roles and Responsibilities) 

Students are responsible for converting their manuscripts, including supplemental files, into acceptable 

digital formats (e.g., PDF, TIFF, MPEG, or AIF). In the conversion process, they must conform to any 

requirement imposed by their home institutions, such as embedding fonts, hyperlinks, and multimedia 

objects, removing security restrictions, and using non-proprietary file types. Should a student encounter 

formatting and conversion difficulties he/she needs to contact appropriate stakeholders for assistance.  

Complying with Copyright Law and Making Embargo Requests 

(see also Briefing on Copyright and Fair Use Issues in ETDs).  

Many factors, such as the open access of ETDs, the use of a published journal article as a chapter of a 

dissertation, and the use of multimedia files, complicate the intellectual property rights surrounding 

ETDs. Therefore, students are responsible for understanding what rights they hold, what laws they need 

to abide by, and what liabilities and responsibilities they have when signing licenses in legal documents. 

For example, students should understand that a non-exclusive license does not relinquish the copyright 

of their work; instead, the license is to confirm that students retain the copyright of their research. Also, 
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students hold the responsibility of appropriately using and citing copyrighted material (i.e., with 

permission, public domain, and fair use). Graduate school reviewers often require evidence of fair use 

analysis, including those in non-textual components, students should conduct a fair use analysis 

beforehand, seek permissions from copyright owners if fair use does not apply, and pursue help if they 

are uncertain. A recommended practice is to incorporate copyright information into ETD advice, 

services, and library instruction at the early stage of students’ embarking on their research, as well as 

throughout their studies via various channels. 

For concerns such as research containing sensitive data or works pending publication or patent, 

students may request an embargo (i.e., not publishing the work prior to a specific date) before final 

submission by following the local request procedure. Students who wish to extend the original period of 

embargo need to abide by local policies and submit a new petition before the manuscript reverts to 

open access. It should be aware that some institutions do not permit any embargo requests; therefore 

there is no embargo policy and processes in the ETD management.   

Submitting ETDs  

Unlike printed copies of theses and dissertations, ETDs reside in a virtual environment. Students are 

responsible for submitting their manuscripts to an appropriate web destination (e.g., an institutional 

repository or external publisher). At some institutions, in the online submission process, students are 

responsible for following instructions for a successful submission, including uploading approved final 

ETDs; paying a publishing fee for external stakeholders (if needed) and other mandatory fees associated 

with submission and graduation; choosing one of the access options; registering their copyright with the 

US government; and supplying metadata such as free-text keywords. If the documents are not 

compliant with the ETD submission requirements, students are requested to revise them for another 

submission. 

Faculty members serve as graduate advisors and approvers of theses and dissertations.  They are 

responsible for providing guidance on students’ project development from initial proposal to defense 

(Indiana State University 2012). Faculty have primary authority approving theses and dissertations that 

will then be converted into required electronic format(s) and sent to graduate schools. Faculty members 

frequently share responsibility with the deans of graduate schools to approve embargo requests. In 

some institutions, faculty may participate in the review process of ETDs to certify that the final ETDs 

meet the expected standard of content and format (University of South Florida). In addition, through 

their own experience of digital publication and/or with concerns over their advisees’ theses and 

dissertations, faculty may counsel students on intellectual property-related issues and suggest access 

levels of specific ETDs.   

Offices of General Counsel are responsible for developing ETD related legal policies and offering legal 

counsel, in addition to providing legal principles for ETD programs.   

Creating and Reviewing Legal Documents   

Offices of General Counsel construct ETD-related legal policies, one of which is a non-exclusive 

distribution license that allows universities to openly deliver, reproduce, perform, and/or display ETD 
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submission. The offices also undertake the task of reviewing and revising the partnership agreement 

between institutions and external parties. It is the responsibility of the General Counsel to advise the 

university community about intellectual property law and balance the needs of multiple stakeholders 

(Surratt 2005). 

Providing Legal Services  

The general counsel offices provide legal assistance for students, academic staff, faculty, and 

departments/units. For example, they may offer advice on using copyrighted material under the 

doctrine of fair use, obtaining explicit permission when fair use exemptions do not apply, publishing 

retrospective titles, and negotiating with journal or book publishers which rights to transfer. In addition, 

they may suggest tools and resources34 for students to identify potential or unintentional copyright 

infringement. They may also supply students with templates for copyright requests to publishers and 

other copyright holders. Given the complexity of legal issues relating to ETD programs, the offices may 

be responsible for presenting legal workshops and providing individual consultation whenever needed. 

Libraries are in a position to catalog ETDs, manage the processes of ingesting ETDs into libraries, handle 

retrospective ETDs, and prepare ETD preservation at creation. At some institutions, libraries are 

responsible for uploading final ETDs into local repositories. 

Cataloging and Ingesting Born-Digital ETDs  

Libraries have the responsibility of establishing an ETD automated cataloging workflow in local 

integrated library systems or institutional repositories. Cataloging and metadata librarians employ an 

ETD metadata standard (e.g., ETD-MS35) and develop a local ETD metadata set. The librarians provide 

technical, preservation, and descriptive information to create bibliographic records. To maximize ETD 

access points, cataloging and/or metadata librarians review author-supplied metadata and catalog these 

records according to library cataloging standards (e.g., LCSH36 and presumably RDA37 in the near future). 

Librarians, perhaps along with graduate school staff correct errors introduced by graduate student 

authors, make certain that special characters are represented properly, and most importantly, conduct 

name authority control and subject analyses (McCutcheon 2011). 

In some cases, when ETD files with accompanying metadata are returned from outside agencies to 

institutions, libraries are responsible for the successful ingestion with the help of IT professionals who 

import and export ETD collections between systems and write scripts to transform metadata from one 

schema to another. Libraries supervise the transmitting procedure, harvest ETD metadata, map the 

                                                           

34
 See Fair Use Evaluator by American Library Association, http://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/, also see 

Virginia Tech Fair Use Analysis Checklist, http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/copyright/FairUseChecklistVT.pdf (last 
accessed 11-15-2012). 
35

 See http://www.ndltd.org/standards/metadata/etd-ms-v1.00-rev2.html (last accessed 01-22-2013).   
36

 Library of Congress Subject Headings, see http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html (last accessed 04-04-2013). 
37

 Allen B, Ashman. “A Brief Look at How RDA Is Being Used To Catalog Electronic Theses and Dissertations.” 
Kentucky Libraries vol. 77, Issue 3 (2013): 16. 
 

http://librarycopyright.net/resources/fairuse/
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/copyright/FairUseChecklistVT.pdf
http://www.ndltd.org/standards/metadata/etd-ms-v1.00-rev2.html
http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects.html
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metadata to automatically populate bibliographic records in the MARC standard, conduct quality control 

on imported metadata, and ingest ETD files and associated metadata into local systems.   

Digitizing and Ingesting Retrospectively Reformatted Theses and Dissertations 

Digital initiatives departments are responsible for rationalizing a retrospective digitization project. This 

includes analyzing the necessity and expenses of the massive digitization of analog documents. The 

departments review legal rights with the general counsel or copyright expert before scanning without 

the permission of former students. Library administrators have the authority to choose whether to use 

local digitization services or outsource digitization to vendors such as the Internet Archive. If the library 

administrators decide to scan retrospective theses and dissertations in-house, digital initiatives are 

responsible for the digitization operation, such as providing recommended scanning equipment and 

software, defining digitization standards, OCR-ing text to enable full-text search, developing digitization 

and ingestion workflows, creating ETD metadata usually based on existing online bibliographic 

information, as well as ingesting digitized material into a repository. These departments also need to 

control the quality of final products (e.g., digitized items and cataloged metadata) because the scanning 

process may produce problematic results such as missing, duplicate or misplaced pages, data 

conversion, and file naming (Alsalmi 2008). 

Libraries may play a much broader role in ETD creation, submission and ingestion, depending on the 

practices of individual institutions. Libraries may be solely responsible for, or participate in, ETD 

literature review, ETD creation support (e.g., the use of citation management tools), ETD training, and 

more. 

IT personnel provide technical recommendations and support for ETD creation and submission. Campus 

IT experts suggest desirable formats to graduate schools. As diverse technology and software are 

typically employed during ETD creation, conversion, and submission (Hall et al. 2005), computer support 

specialists have the responsibility of preparing workstations and installing necessary applications, for 

example, MS Access, Cold Fusion, Java Scripting, LaTex, and Adobe Acrobat. The help desk staff may 

conduct workshops and create manuals to review technical details, such as how to embed non-textual 

material into PDF files. 

The other significant responsibility of IT personnel is to prepare an electronic ETD submission system.  

After evaluating the suitability, functionality, interoperability, and sustainability of a possible software 

package (Copeland and Penman 2004), and considering in-house technical resources, expertise, the 

program’s purpose, and funding, the IT personnel make a recommendation to implementation teams on 

whether to develop an in-house software or adopt an outside application (i.e., proprietary or open 

source). Chief information officers estimate the expenses that will be incurred (e.g., purchasing a new 

server). System administrators set up network infrastructure and a server where submission will take 

place. Afterwards, application specialists and/or program analysts develop a local system or install a 

third-party application for ETD submission along with some level of local customization. Once the 

submission system is ready, system administrators are responsible for setting up an LDAP or other 

authentication system, creating student logins, and developing programs to automate the submission 

process. Associated tasks include maintaining and administering the system.   
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ProQuest retains a noteworthy role in ETD submission and ingestion in the commercial sector. 

Cooperating with an institution doing business with ProQuest, ProQuest creates an ETD administrator 

website, a service that debuted in 2003.38 The website serves as an electronic submission management 

site for students to submit ETDs and for graduate schools to review and oversee ETD submission.  

To assist students with submission, ProQuest provides a range of services (e.g., a PDF conversion tool, 

the support of uploading multimedia files, and copyright registration) in addition to step-by-step 

instructions. In response to the open access movement, ProQuest offers an open access publishing 

option (with the specification of students’ rights, access restrictions, expenses, etc.) that has been 

available since 2010, in addition to the traditional publishing model.39  

ProQuest charges contributors service fees, including the publishing fee (if the contributor chooses open 

access publishing option), the cost of purchasing copies in a variety of formats, and copyright 

registration fee (if ProQuest, on behalf of the contributor registers the contributor’s work with the US 

Copyright Office). Based on the agreement between an institution and itself, ProQuest is in charge of 

cataloging, archiving, and publishing approved ETDs at ProQuest. At the request of institutions, 

ProQuest sends ETDs with accompanying metadata and documents to corresponding institutions along 

with a submission report. 

Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations assumes an international leadership role in ETD 

initiatives. NDLTD developed an interoperable ETD metadata standard (i.e., ETD-MS) in 2001, based on 

the Dublin Core standard. ETD-MS sets up a guideline for cataloging ETDs because the standard 

metadata set is tailored to capture such information as committee members (advisors), degree names, 

and degree levels that are specific to ETDs. NDLTD also encodes the standard for cross walking with the 

MARC-21 standard and XML schema as well.40  

Since adopting the use of OAI-PMH, NDLTD has been harvesting ETD metadata information on a periodic 

basis from individual NDLTD participating members into its international and central union ETD 

catalog.41 Additionally, NDLTD collaborates with member institutions to create a submission process. It 

has also developed submission instructions for non-member individuals and/or occasional contributors 

(Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations).42  

Library consortia represent a joint venture to manage ETDs in a consortial setting. Library consortia not 

only serve as an ETD knowledge base and resource, but also deliver a range of services and undertake 

                                                           

38
 See http://www.proquest.com/en-US/products/dissertations/etd_administrator.shtml (last accessed 11-15-

2012).   
39

 See http://www.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/open_access_faq.pdf (last accessed 11-15-2012). 
40

 See ETD-MS: http://www.ndltd.org/standards/metadata/etd-ms-v1.00-rev2.html#introduction (last accessed 
11-15-2012). 
41

 See NDLTD Union Catalog Project, http://www.ndltd.org/join/ndltd-union-catalog-project/ (last accessed 11-15-
2012). 
42

 See Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations, “Submit ETDs,” http://www.ndltd.org/submit (last 
accessed 11-15-2012). 

http://www.proquest.com/en-US/products/dissertations/etd_administrator.shtml
http://www.proquest.com/assets/downloads/products/open_access_faq.pdf
http://www.ndltd.org/standards/metadata/etd-ms-v1.00-rev2.html#introduction
http://www.ndltd.org/join/ndltd-union-catalog-project/
http://www.ndltd.org/submit
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initiatives of importance to consortial members. Generally, some of the services that the library 

consortia may provide during ETD creation, submission, and ingestion are as follows:  

a. Develop a common platform to host ETDs for participants. For example, the OhioLink’s ETD 

center is a central repository for ETDs from contributing universities and colleges in Ohio.  

b. Create a submission and management system. For instance, TDL has created an ETD submission 

solution, Vireo, to handle the submission and management of ETDs with value-added features 

(e.g., tracking and managing the manuscript review process).43 

c. Work with individual graduate schools to propose a publishing agreement and to develop a 

submission workflow.  

d. Create a standardized ETD metadata set and provide crosswalks as well. For example, TDL 

created its own ETD MODS Schema (based on ETD-MS) and maps the schema to ETD-MS and 

TDL ETD DC, a qualified set of the Dublin Core standard.44  

e. Support multimedia file submission. 

f. Catalog ETDs. For instance, FCLA creates MARC records from METS format45 metadata and puts 

them directly into the NOTIS integrated library system (Florida Center for Library Automation).46 

g. Ingest ETDs to a central database for future indexing and publication alongside other digital 

resources. 

h. Forward ETDs to ProQuest if needed. For instance, Florida Virtual Campus uses FTP to send ETDs 

to ProQuest (Florida Center for Library Automation).47  

i. Provide a report of submission statistics as requested.  

1.3.2.2 ETD Access 

(see also Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs) 

ETD access is the process of making submitted ETDs visible, searchable and available in multiple venues. 

Graduate schools, offices of general counsel, libraries, IT personnel, ProQuest, NDLTD, library consortia, 

as well as access harvesters/facilitators share a joint effort in this regard.  The job of these stakeholders 

is to optimize ETD display, discovery, and access, which in turn largely exemplifies various advantages of 

ETD programs (for example, access to the full text of ETDs where available). 

Graduate schools and offices of general counsel primarily make policies relevant to ETD access and use, 

as well as manage access control.  

                                                           

43
 See more on Vireo, http://www.tdl.org/etds/ (last accessed 11-15-2012). 

44
 See more on Texas Digital Library Descriptive Metadata Guidelines for Electronic Theses and Dissertations, 

http://www.tdl.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/tdl-descriptive-metadata-guidelines-for-etd-v1.pdf (last 
accessed 11-15-2012). 
45

 METS format is a standard XML schema commonly used by libraries. 
46

 See Florida Virtual Campus, “FCLA support services for electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs),” 
http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/uploads/Priscilla%20Caplan/FCLA_Support_Services_for_ETDs.pdf (last accessed 11-15-
2012). 
47

 See previous footnote. 

http://www.tdl.org/etds/
http://www.tdl.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/tdl-descriptive-metadata-guidelines-for-etd-v1.pdf
http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/uploads/Priscilla%20Caplan/FCLA_Support_Services_for_ETDs.pdf
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Generally speaking, graduate schools and offices of general counsel are accountable for developing ETD 

release/access policies, defining different access levels (ranging from immediate unrestricted access to 

closed access) and specifying how to apply for a particular access level. In practice, “most universities 

that encourage or require electronic ETD submission also encourage or require open access” (Suber 

2008). The statistics gathered by Virginia Tech demonstrates the increased use of freely accessible ETDs 

compared to printed equivalents. However, it is reasonable to accommodate the need to postpone 

public access of some ETDs for a designated period.  

An ETD end user license states how the end users of an ETD can use the ETD, for example, whether users 

possess the rights to distribute an ETD or derive works based upon the ETD. One practice is to license 

end users with one of the six Creative Commons Licenses (Perry and Callan 2006). Graduate schools and 

offices of general counsel share the responsibility of explaining ETD user licenses, as well as enforcing 

ETD access restrictions and other legal constraints, along with providing legal counsel for graduate 

students before and after graduation.  

In conjunction with libraries, graduate schools specify the rights and responsibilities of stakeholders or 

personnel involved in access management. Meanwhile, they designate specific staff to authorize 

embargo requests, restrict or release ETDs for public access, monitor the embargo status of restricted 

ETDs, and work with students to monitor the final results of copyright requests, etc.  

Libraries commonly perform a lead role in distributing ETDs, including retrospective copies through 

various channels. They also improve the visibility and accessibility of ETDs overall.  

Distributing Born-Digital ETDs  

For ETDs submitted directly to institutions, libraries are responsible for the timely availability of ETDs to 

the outside audience by accelerating the workflow from ETD submission to publication between 

graduate schools (or students) and libraries. For ETDs submitted to outside publishers (e.g., ProQuest or 

consortia), libraries handle the license that allows for campus access to external ETD databases. 

Sometimes when ETDs need to be ingested and published in local systems, libraries work with third 

parties to rapidly disseminate ETDs to local and remote users.  

Distributing Retrospectively Reformatted Theses and Dissertations  

Libraries have a duty to consult with legal officers about the appropriate access options for retrospective 

content, as there is a risk of copyright infringement. For example, former student authors may not allow 

the reproduction and open dissemination of their work, or unauthorized copyrighted material was used 

in the original theses and dissertations. Currently, one common practice is to publicly disseminate these 

digitized documents but to inform the student authors how to request access restrictions, because 

seeking permission for public access from previous graduate students would be prohibitively expensive 

(Perry and Callan 2006). To distribute retrospectively digitized theses and dissertations digitized in high 

resolution, libraries usually reduce the documents’ sizes and then upload them to ETD publication 

systems (e.g., institutional repositories). Also, libraries may need to add an additional MARC field that 

contains the URL pointing to the web location of digitized material in the existing bibliographic records. 
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Assisting Users with ETD Search and Retrieval 

Libraries undertake the task of developing instructions (e.g., ETD LibGuides) on where and how to 

effectively browse, search, and retrieve ETDs. To access internal and external ETD collections, libraries 

provide search and retrieval assistance as usual because ETD collections are actually part of the digital 

resources generated by institutions and managed by libraries. While interacting with faculty, students, 

and other ETD end users, reference departments may discover the limits of current ETD publication 

systems and suggest implementing value-added search functions (e.g., searching ETDs by committee 

chair). In addition, libraries share the responsibility with IT personnel to make certain that large ETDs 

and ETDs with multimedia components are accessible and reader-friendly to users.  

Providing Multiple Access Points 

To make ETDs discoverable both within and outside the university community, libraries are responsible 

for exploring an array of channels that may give the widest access possible to ETDs. In doing so, some 

recommended practices are:  

a. Placing a direct link to the ETD portal on the front page of other ETD websites, institutional 

student portals, and educational portals (e.g., Blackboard). 

b. Linking online bibliographic records directly to full-text ETDs. 

c. Adding ETD collections to the list of library electronic resources.  

d. Indexing ETDs with major search engines. 

e. Registering institutional repositories containing ETDs with open access repositories (e.g., ROAR48 

and OpenDOAR49).  

f. Exposing ETD metadata to aggregators who extract ETD information from OAI-compliant 

repositories.  

One of the recommended practices is to become a member of NDLTD whose ETD metadata is then 

harvested into the NDLTD ETD union catalog as part of the global collection of ETDs.  

IT personnel provide the technical infrastructure and support for ETD dissemination, search and access.  

Ensuring the Visibility and Accessibility of ETDs   

A primary task for IT personnel is to develop a user-friendly ETD publication interface where the ETD end 

user license is posted. To support textual and non-textual ETD content for proper viewing, the IT 

personnel are responsible for setting up software and hardware to appropriately present ETD contents 

for end users including those with physical disabilities or reading with handheld devices.  

Another responsibility of IT personnel is to prepare the ETD collections for harvesting by enabling OAI or 

incorporating OAI in publishing systems. To protect students’ intellectual property rights, these IT 

personnel may advise on employing a security mechanism such as encrypted digital signatures or 

watermarks when delivering ETD documents.  

                                                           

48
 See Registry of Open Access Repositories, http://roar.eprints.org/ (last accessed 11-15-2012). 

49
 See Directory of Open Access Repositories, http://www.opendoar.org/ (last accessed 11-15-2012). 

http://roar.eprints.org/
http://www.opendoar.org/
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Enhancing ETD Searchability  

In some institutions, IT personnel are in charge of tailoring ETD search and browse features to meet 

local requirements, typically based on the feedback from libraries and graduate schools. For example, 

program analysts may request a new criterion that conducts search by file format.  At some institutions, 

to enhance ETD search, display, and retrieval, it is the responsibility of the offices to integrate third-

party web discovery tools into institutional repositories or library cataloging systems.  

ProQuest is the leading commercial publisher and distributor of theses and dissertations in the United 

States. It holds the most comprehensive repository of dissertations and theses in its ProQuest 

Dissertations and Theses database (PQDT). PQDT has grown from the former Dissertation Abstracts to 

PQDT Full Text that includes nearly three million searchable citations to dissertations and theses from 

around the world from 1763 to the present day, together with over one million full text dissertations 

that are available for download in PDF format (ProQuest).50 

Access to ProQuest-based ETDs is generally by subscription only. Whether users can access the abstract, 

the citation, the first 24-page preview, and the full text of theses and dissertations where available 

depends on which particular ProQuest dissertations and theses service an institution subscribes to. 

ProQuest offers access and download to theses and dissertations including supplemental digital files for 

paid users, while providing online retrieval and copy ordering (print, PDF, or microform) services at the 

expense of non-authorized users. With the open access publishing model available since 2010, ProQuest 

now furnishes free access to ETDs at PQDT Open for any Internet users, provided that the students who 

submitted the ETDs opted to publish works for open access and paid with an additional charge of $95. 

Like degree-granting institutions, ProQuest manages access control and delays publishing some entries 

according to the embargo agreement between graduate student submitters and ProQuest.  

ProQuest electronically delivers theses and dissertations through its information access and retrieval 

system. To improve the online search experience, ProQuest offers multiple options in searching, results 

display, and document view, including searching by language, looking up index terms, combining line 

search (which is designed to help build a precise search using operators to combine different fields that 

target users’ search terms) (ProQuest),51 sorting results by relevance or date, exporting/saving results, 

creating a formatted citation, and the like.  

Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations is dedicated to centralizing ETD resources and 

enhancing access to ETDs worldwide.  NDLTD offers access to ETD scholarship contributed by 

participating institutions and consortia at no cost throughout the world. As of September 2012 with the 

support of individual institutions that have implemented the OAI protocol and registered the OAI 

interface, NDLTD has harvested more than 1.9 million records of ETD metadata into its seamless union 

from which users can access ETD data at the websites of individual institutions. 

                                                           

50
 See ProQuest, “ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Database,” http://www.proquest.com/en-

US/catalogs/databases/detail/pqdt.shtml (last accessed 11-15-2012). 
51

 See ProQuest, “Overview,” http://search.proquest.com/help/academic/webframe.html?Advanced_Search.html 
(last accessed 11-16-2012).  

http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/pqdt.shtml
http://www.proquest.com/en-US/catalogs/databases/detail/pqdt.shtml
http://search.proquest.com/help/academic/webframe.html?Advanced_Search.html
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NDLTD has developed two tools (i.e., Scirus ETD Search and VTLS Visualizer) specifically for federated 

searching and browsing across multiple institutions simultaneously. NDLTD Scirus ETD search uses an 

older and more limited search interface, while VTLS Visualize provides a more dynamic and 

sophisticated discovery platform with such features as linking pages of results  on a social media 

network and turning a query into an RSS feed. Besides these two search tools, NDLTD lists a variety of 

valuable search tools which focus on specific countries or regions, e.g., Australasian Digital Theses 

program and South Africa’ National ETD portal.52 All these search tools together deliver a wide range of 

ETD access points and thereby greatly promote the scholarly communication of ETD collections 

worldwide. 

Library consortia generally offer access services for ETDs submitted through either individual or 

consortial submission systems. After indexing ETD contents, library consortia display ETDs at an 

exclusive ETD portal such as the OhioLink ETD center or distribute ETDs alongside other digital resources 

like TDL. In addition to providing federated search across ETDs from individual institutions, library 

consortia usually enable searching by institution. ETDs at member sites are normally freely visible and 

accessible via major Internet search engines. However, the accessibility of full-text ETDs is contingent 

upon each member’s access policies. Consortia may be responsible for executing ETD access control, for 

example, temporarily or permanently removing ETDs with critical problems. 

Access harvesters/facilitators use advanced search capabilities to provide access to ETDs. Access 

harvesters crawl the web and index ETDs from a broad range of open access ETD repositories, and then 

provide easy- to-search interfaces with improved features to expedite the process. These search engines 

notably expand the availability of ETDs in a channel beyond the traditional scholarly community.  

Access facilitators working with libraries generally embed a discovery layer into integrated library 

systems (e.g., Millennium and Voyager) so as to provide seamless federated searching across the full 

breadth of library contents. They offer a range of sophisticated search functions, such as relevance 

ranking, faceted searching, social tagging, and reviews, which aid users in discovering ETDs quickly, 

easily, and effectively. 

The OAIster harvesting group utilizes OAI-PMH to harvest and index full-text resources contained in 

open access collections worldwide, including over 450,000 full-text theses and dissertations. Since OCLC 

took over OAIster in 2009, the OAIster database has been integrated into OCLC via the WorldCat Digital 

Collection Gateway. ETDs contributed to the OAIster database are available from Worldcat.org and 

OCLC FirstSearch to base package subscribers as well as the OAIster website (OCLC).53 OCLC WorldCat 

                                                           

52
 See more search tools at NDLTD, http://www.ndltd.org/find (last accessed 11-16-2012). 

53
 See OCLC, “How to access the OAIster database,” http://www.oclc.org/oaister/access/default.htm (last accessed 

11-16-2012). 

http://www.ndltd.org/find
http://www.oclc.org/oaister/access/default.htm
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Dissertations and Theses provides access to more than eight million dissertations and theses. Many of 

these are available electronically, at no charge, directly from the publishing institutions.54  

1.3.2.3 ETD Archiving and Preservation 

ETD preservation ensures the long-term usability of ETDs regardless of changes in technology. It is 

critical that ETD stakeholders take into consideration digital preservation issues as they relate to 

lifecycle ETD management. ETD preservation is a complex and on-going process, involving such activities 

as data curation awareness, financial support, longevity of storage medium, preserving metadata, rights 

management, and technology obsolescence (Shearer, 2006). Institutional administrators, libraries, IT 

personnel, and some external stakeholders are the parties who manage ETDs for long-term readiness 

(see also Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial Decisions and Practices).  

Institutional administrators have a critical role in the long-term commitment to ETD preservation. Due 

to the lack of general awareness towards digital preservation, institutional administrators are 

particularly responsible for clearly articulating the necessity of digital preservation policies for 

intellectual output, including ETDs, and incorporating digital preservation as part of the institutional 

strategic plan. This task is essential to preserve the primary student literature through garnering support 

from various stakeholders and securing stable funding even in times of economic difficulty.  In addition, 

institutional administrators are responsible for adapting or creating the regulations and retention 

policies governing ETD preservation.  

Libraries assume a leading and evolving role in terms of preserving ETDs in perpetuity. Because ETDs 

have become part of the library’s digital collections, the task of archiving and preserving born-digital and 

digitized theses and dissertations historically has fallen to libraries. ETD preservation is a complex and 

difficult task as libraries deal with ever-changing technology, a growing variety of digital file formats, and 

the lack of well-established ETD preservation standards and best practices.  

Advocating ETD Preservation and Developing a Formal Preservation Plan  

One challenging task of libraries is to discuss an array of ETD long-term retention issues early in the 

program planning stage and throughout other implementation phases. Libraries, in particular, digital 

initiatives departments, are situated to form a university-wide digital preservation committee, to 

propose a long-term ETD retention plan, as well as to establish corresponding policies, workflows, and 

procedures. Libraries have a responsibility to examine the literature on best practices of digital 

preservation, to analyze the multitude of preservation choices (e.g., preserving ETDs in local systems, 

ProQuest’s Vault, and/or ETD-specific preservation networks; open-source alternatives such as 

commercial solutions), and to recommend a comprehensive preservation strategy that goes well beyond 

simple ETD backup to full preservation.  

                                                           

54
 See OCLC, “OCLC WorldCat Dissertations and Theses (WorldCatDissertations),” 

http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/firstsearch/databases/dbdetails/details/WorldCatDissertations.htm 
(last accessed 11-15-2012). 

http://www.oclc.org/support/documentation/firstsearch/databases/dbdetails/details/WorldCatDissertations.htm
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Organizing ETDs  

Libraries should consider how to organize ETDs at the outset of implementing ETD programs with digital 

preservation in mind, because taking care of ETDs involves online storage, web delivery, and format 

changes. To avoid ETD collections becoming overwhelmingly cluttered over time, one recommended 

practice is to logically structure ETD repositories, standardize naming convention for files and directory 

structures, and control different versions of submissions and files created over time (Halbert and 

McMillan 2009). 

Preserving ETDs in Reliable Media or Systems  

With support from IT staff, libraries are responsible for storing ETDs in safe and reliable media or 

preservation systems, either online or offline, either onsite or offsite in multiple locations. Some 

example options are preserving ETDs in live servers, static storage media, and/or long-term preservation 

networks such as the distributed preservation network of the MetaArchive Cooperative.  One associated 

task is to migrate ETDs from media to media over time.   

Preserving ETD Contents  

Libraries are responsible for preserving digital copies of scanned theses and dissertations. For the 

purpose of preservation, libraries usually archive the production files as well as the master files 

generated during the digitization processes. These files are typically large and uncompressed, which 

poses a challenge for storage space in parallel with increased budget demands. For born-digital ETDs, 

the evolution to ETDs that are solely or substantially composed of multimedia or other accompaniments 

may prove problematic for preservation and accessibility in future years (Jewell 2006). To retain the 

integrity of ETDs, libraries should make best efforts to preserve ETDs with critical components for 

complete readiness. For example, HTML files encapsulated within ETD documents must include all other 

referenced files (e.g., CSS and any other associated files) to properly execute the web-formatted 

contents.  

Preserving ETD Formats  

The level of format preservation support provided for an ETD is relevant to the file format in which it is 

created, as well as procedure-related decisions. Libraries bear the responsibility of preserving ETD 

formats, which includes forward migration, normalization and/or emulation (Caplan and Thomas 2006). 

Libraries should carefully weigh the advantages and disadvantages of possible preservation formats and 

consequently determine the most sustainable formats according to local requirements.  

The ideal preservation formats are well documented, well tested, nonproprietary, widely distributed, 

and platform-independent (Fisher and Dollar 2000). In practice, as there is no single robust ETD file 

format for preservation, a number of institutions have decided to accept certain archival formats such as 

print, microform, PDF, and XML. 

Considering the changing status of file formats and underlying support technology, libraries are 

responsible for converting or normalizing ETDs into accessible formats, as well as migrating them into 

succeeding formats upon obsolescence, in controlled, supported, or emulated systems for unimpeded 

access. The optimal format migration does not lose the original content, formatting, and functionality of 

ETDs (McMillan and Skinner 2009).   
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Preserving ETD Metadata and URLs  

Often neglected areas of ETD preservation are ETD metadata and URLs. Libraries are responsible for 

extracting ETD metadata from ETD publication systems and saving it, including the descriptive, technical, 

and administrative metadata, on a periodic basis. Along with the development of PREMIS (Preservation 

Metadata: Implementation Strategies) whose charge is to define a set of semantic units that are 

implementation independent, practically oriented, and likely to be needed by most preservation 

repositories (Caplan and Guenther 2005), libraries should investigate the use of the PREMIS metadata 

schema and incorporate it as appropriate into digitization and ETD workflow processes. For complex 

digital objects, there is a growing need to use a metadata wrapper that contains all relevant ETD 

metadata in METS55/XML Schema and also provides pointers to individual elements of the objects. With 

respect to preserving ETD URLs, one of the favored practices is through a third-party service such as a 

Handle system56 to assure the permanence and persistence of ETDs’ web addresses. 

Actively Preserving ETDs  

ETD preservation demands active and continual actions for a full-scale ETD preservation service. 

Libraries are responsible for proactively implementing a preservation approach with dedicated staff and 

resources. Also, libraries should routinely assess the risks to ETDs’ formats (e.g., deterioration or 

obsolescence), monitor the storage medium used, and check ETD fixity and completeness. Moreover, 

libraries need to record the actions taken on ETD preservation such as data replication, repairs, and 

reformatting in an ETD master registry file. 

IT personnel play an active role to ensure that the software and underlying hardware enable better 

digital preservation treatment. They share the responsibility with libraries to examine preservation 

solutions in the market and to make a technical recommendation for the most appropriate strategy. 

Regardless if in-house or collaborative efforts between internal and external stakeholders are required, 

it is the responsibility of IT personnel to provide preservation infrastructure, sufficient storage space, 

and technical expertise. For instance, system administrators may migrate stored ETDs from one 

electronic storage/platform to another due to technical failure.  

Furthermore, because “technology obsolescence seems to be the greatest technical threat in terms of 

digital preservation” (Salmi 2008), IT personnel are responsible for ETD reformatting. They investigate 

and supply ETD transformation hardware and software, as well as convert and migrate ETDs formats 

including associated formats (e.g., multimedia and hyperlink) into other readable formats. To safeguard 

ETD data integrity and avoid possible data loss, IT personnel are required to employ virus checking, fixity 

checks (e.g., checksum validation), versioning control, and other mechanisms as necessary.  

                                                           

55
 Metadata Encoding & Transmission Standards, see http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/ (last accessed 01-25-

2013). 
56

 “The Handle System provides efficient, extensible, and secure resolution services for unique and persistent 
identifiers of digital objects.” See http://www.handle.net/ (last access 01-25-2013). 

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
http://www.handle.net/
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Digital preservation services provide cost-effective and long-term preservation for a wide range of 

digital contents. Although the preservation practices of these services differ, stakeholders in this 

category have the following responsibilities in common:  

a. Provide a technical preservation framework to archive and preserve digital collections including 

ETDs. For example, Amazon S3 provides a scalable backup and storage service to preserve digital 

information in its cloud platform for contributing parties on multiple devices across multiple 

facilities.  

b. Assist institutions with content organization and ingestion into dedicated preservation systems. 

One example is the MetaArchive Cooperative which recommends organizing digital content in 

manageable and logical archival units, as well as providing a set of documents on how to ingest 

digital material into a distributed preservation network through developing plugins (xml files 

which tell web crawlers which file URLs to fetch and crawl) or through producing and submitting 

BagIt packages (“bags”) for ingest.  

c. Store ETD data in dark archival servers, keep content synchronized when preserved information 

is modified at the contributor end, and restore the files as needed.  

d. Distribute redundant copies to multiple locations such as domestic and oversea networks. For 

example, LOCKSS technology enables replicating and storing data in multiple networked servers.  

e. Transform formats when necessary for contributors. The DAITSS digital preservation repository 

software “implements active preservation strategies based on format-specific processing 

including, where necessary, normalization and forward migration.”57  

f. Provide online and real-time access to the preservation dark archives for a large variety of 

formats and content types at a designated web interface, depending on the agreement between 

the involved parties. For example, the streaming service of DuraCloud is designed to allow for 

easily embedding media at a contributor’s web site directly from DuraCloud.58  

1.3.2.4 ETD Program Evaluation and Assessment 

(see also Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and Demonstrations of Value for ETD Programs) 

ETD program evaluation is often overlooked for many reasons, such as no need, interest, or funding; no 

procedure in place; no responsible stakeholders or assessment teams; and no ETD-specific evaluation 

criteria, methods, instruments, and benchmarks. As a result, most institutions have not integrated 

program evaluation into ETD management and do not have an overall assessment of the ETD program, 

although a few institutions have limited evaluation activities (e.g., creating a web survey and counting 

the number of downloads). However, systematic evaluation plays a significant role for a newly instituted 

ETD program to receive continued support from various stakeholders and therefore to prosper over the 

passage of time. 

ETD program evaluation is not a trivial process. The following section details the roles and 

responsibilities of internal stakeholders (i.e., institutional administrators, graduate schools, libraries, and 

                                                           

57
 Florida Virtual Campus, “Welcome to the DAITSS website!” http://daitss.fcla.edu/ (last accessed 11-20-2012). 

58
 DuraCloud, “Services,” http://duracloud.org/services (last accessed 11-20-2012).  

http://daitss.fcla.edu/
http://duracloud.org/services
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IT personnel) in this management step. It briefly covers what to assess, what evaluation data to collect 

and analyze, what meaningful measures to employ, what instruments to create, and what importance a 

specific evaluation may produce (see also Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and Demonstrations of 

Value for ETD Programs).   

Institutional administrators relate the program outcomes to the proposed goals and objectives, based 

on the evaluation report(s) from individual internal stakeholders or assessment teams.  Institutional 

administrators measure the overall benefits of the program (in learning, teaching and research) and 

gauge the return on investment at the macro level. For example, they evaluate whether the program 

raises the school research profile, promotes institutional scholarship, reduces the cost associated with 

processing and circulating paper-formatted work, and/or empowers students and universities. 

Institutional administrators are also responsible for illuminating barriers among stakeholders and 

incorporating the evaluation results into decision-making processes. The decisions made for the further 

growth of ETD programs may include: aligning financial, human and technical resources; adjusting 

individual stakeholders’ responsibilities; modifying institutional-level policies (for example, changing ETD 

submission guidelines from voluntary to mandatory). 

Graduate schools, in particular, the administrative offices, are responsible for assessing submitted ETDs 

as well as submission procedures and support services.   

Evaluating ETD Submission 

For administrative purposes, graduate schools collect submission information from internal or external 

submission systems and various forms (e.g., graduate application forms, embargo request forms, and 

copyright owner request forms). Then they compile, analyze and report this information, such as the 

number of total submission, award-winning ETDs, embargoed ETDs, as well as submissions by discipline, 

format, graduation level, and graduation year. This assessment primarily evaluates the extensiveness of 

the ETD collection that can be used as trend data for the individual institution in comparisons to peer 

institutions (Digital Library Curriculum Project). It can also be used as a checkpoint for ETDs requiring 

follow-ups and for students needing further assistance.  

Evaluating ETD Submission Procedures and Support Services  

Graduate schools, together with other stakeholders (i.e., libraries, offices of general counsel, and IT 

personnel) are responsible for creating a suite of measurement instruments, for example, exit surveys, 

interview questionnaires, and evaluation forms. To gather responses from students, graduate schools 

may incorporate these instruments into one or two ETD submission processes. Three criteria (i.e., 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction) can be utilized to assess these aspects of the submission 

operation. 

Evaluation data graduate schools may collect include: the time, the steps, and the cost for students to 

accomplish the submission task in comparison with submitting paper copies; the creation and 

submission difficulties students have encountered; the satisfaction levels of faculty, students, and 

working staff towards the changed creation and submission practices of theses and dissertations; and 

the provision and timeliness of ETD support and training.  
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With the first-hand feedback information, graduate schools are responsible for modifying submission 

practices and reinforcing some areas so as to maximize the positive impact of ETD programs.  

Libraries play a primary role for ETD program evaluation. Library administrators, digital initiatives, 

reference, and technical services departments are involved in evaluating the program from different 

perspectives. Libraries may be in charge of constituting an assessment group and preparing the final 

report. As ETDs are usually one of the digital resources provided to patrons and also one of the library 

digital initiatives, the standards, criteria, and methods for evaluating networked digital resources and 

services can be applied for ETD program assessment.  

Library administrators evaluate program impact towards library services. Library administrators use the 

evaluation reports from individual departments within the library to assess whether the ETD program: 

advances digital library technologies; develops and populates a digital library that accommodates 

primary student scholarship; makes contributions to improve networked library services; and positions 

libraries in the trustworthy stewardship of institutional digital preservation. Moreover, library 

administrators assume the responsibility of reviewing the budget, timeline, output, and cost-

effectiveness of digitization projects for retrospective theses and dissertations.   

Technical services departments review and evaluate ETD cataloging practices. By cooperating with 

graduate schools, digital initiatives and outside stakeholders (e.g., library consortia and ProQuest), 

technical services departments have a duty to gauge the efficiency of overall ETD cataloging workflow 

and thereby create a well-established and organized procedure. These departments also assess how 

rapidly ETDs can be made available in publication systems, regardless of whether ETDs are hosted in 

institutional repositories or external systems. In addition, catalogers and metadata librarians conduct 

post-cataloging quality check to make certain that subject headings are designated, names are 

authorized, consistency are maintained, etc. User-supplied reviews or comments can be used to check 

how the created ETD metadata supports access and comprehension. 

Digital initiatives departments generally evaluate ETD archiving and preservation practices. Digital 

Initiatives needs to periodically review digital preservation policies and procedures, ensuring that these 

are adequate and appropriate for implementing an ETD digital storage and preservation strategy. They 

should measure the reliability and effectiveness of the adopted approach, in conjunction with the 

assessment of the outcomes, such as the quality of digitized, converted, migrated formats and the loss 

(or damage) of data. Lastly, they evaluate the size of the ETD collection and estimate future storage 

needs.  

Reference departments are responsible for conducting usability and accessibility studies of ETD 

collections and users. Because reference and subject liaisons have developed a close relationship with 

end users over time, reference departments are in the best position to conduct the assessment. They 

are responsible for developing and/or employing measurements such as observation of users, analyses 

of Google Analytics and ProQuest supplied data regarding ETD transaction, and the application of newer 

assessment measures (e.g., e-metrics and LibQual+) to collect, analyze, and report these qualitative and 
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quantitative data. The areas reference departments may evaluate include user’s information seeking 

behavior, as well as ETD usage patterns and accessibility.   

Reference departments conduct user studies, including the awareness of ETD collections, different levels 

of experience and education, search strategies, motivation for searching, and satisfaction rate to 

understand users’ ETD seeking behavior in completion of given search tasks. Reference departments 

may measure the usage of ETDs, such as the number of full-text downloads, unique visitors, page views, 

and search sessions (e.g., by domain, subject and access level). Interestingly, the ETD statistics analyses 

from Virginia Tech and National Digital Library in South Korea both reveal that ETD usage echoes the 

general academic calendar, which shows a strong academic orientation of ETD user groups (Zhang et al. 

2001). In addition, these departments evaluate the accessibility of full-text and multimedia ETDs as well 

as service quality of ETD delivery. 

The attractiveness of the ETD collections to the users and the ease of using technology all contribute to 

the overall usage (Fuhr et al. 2007). These user-oriented studies, combined with statistical reports, help 

capture a relatively accurate picture of user search behavior and usage, provide understanding of users’ 

perceptions of ETD collections and websites, and identify gaps in ETD discovery and delivery, which in 

return may help librarians increase the sophistication level of end users of library resources and 

information services. 

IT personnel take an active role with respect to ETD assessment. The technologists provide technical 

preparation beforehand for other units to measure various aspects of the program. For example, system 

administrators embed web-based surveys and Google Analytics for reference departments to gather and 

interpret user feedback.  

In addition, IT personnel evaluate ETD programs from the technological perspective to ensure that ETD 

systems are fully operational, technically sustainable, and financially viable. The technical staff is 

responsible for designing and creating assessment methods, including developing surveys about 

technical assistance and functions, inviting IT experts to review technical components, and making use 

of system statistical reports (e.g., transaction log files and log analyzers). IT personnel conduct system-

centered assessment and are typically concerned with system performance and usability. The areas IT 

personnel need to evaluate include:  

a. Robustness and security of infrastructure and servers. 

b. Adequacy and replacement of ETD long-range storage. 

c. Placement of ETD disaster plans. 

d. Usability of the core ETD systems (e.g., submission, publishing and retrieval,  archiving and 

preservation, and ETD websites) where the interaction occurs among students, end users, ETD 

working staff, and administrators. This might include the assessment of the computer system, 

network performance, interface design (e.g., visual appearance and content organization), the 

handling of multimedia contents, and browsing and searching mechanisms. The navigation 

system is particularly necessary for an evaluation, because navigation disorientation is among 

the biggest frustration for web users (Jeng 2005).  
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e. Upgrade, improvement and migration of ETD systems, such as adding a student identity 

management layer into submission systems.  

f. Scalability and interoperability of ETD systems. 

g. Availability and currency of technical equipment and applications. 

h. Service quality of technological support.  

Such assessment information is important to generate better design recommendations, implement 

desired system features and optimize websites. IT personnel usually collect, analyze, and convey their 

findings to other stakeholders. (see Figure 1-3 for a summary of key stakeholders by stage.) 

 

Figure 1-3.  Key Stakeholders by Stage 
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1.4 Summary 
Higher education institutions interested in pursuing an ETD program should understand the roles and 

responsibilities of the different types of stakeholders involved in the lifecycle management of the 

program. Issues these stakeholders may raise, such as ETD copyright, access restriction, long-term 

readiness, and support of a service gap, among other things should be taken into account and 

incorporated into the ongoing decision-making process. Having full-lifecycle management from the 

program planning stage, moving forward to the implementation and assessment stages, all while clearly 

specifying the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders and adopting best practices for ETD operation 

will help to ensure a successful program. 
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2 Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs 

Geneva Henry (George Washington University) 

Topics Covered 
 Reasons for students and institutions to restrict access to ETDs. 

 Methods to restrict partial or complete access to ETDs. 

 Benefits for students and institutions of not restricting access to ETDs. 

 Methods of managing access restrictions from application to renewal. 

 

2.1 Introduction 
The transition from print to electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) has led to increased scrutiny over 

who will be allowed to access the electronic versions and how widely they will be disseminated. With 

print-only, access to a thesis is necessarily delayed due to the time required to print, bind, and process 

the work for availability. The physical nature of the print also imposes restrictions on access since users 

are required to either purchase the work, go to the library of the institution where the thesis was 

published, or request it via interlibrary loan. These are all implicit barriers to broad dissemination of 

theses.  

These impediments disappear when the works are submitted in their born-digital formats. The ability to 

widely disseminate the scholarship of an institution through the theses that are produced and to make 

the research available on the Web immediately upon submission of the final, approved thesis can prove 

advantageous to the newly-degreed student, the institution, and other researchers. In exceptional 

situations there may be concerns about making the research available immediately.  For these 

circumstances, access restrictions may be imposed to address the concerns. 

The purpose of this document is to examine access-related issues and provide guidance to ETD program 

stakeholders. These stakeholders include graduate student offices, graduate students, librarians, 

academic faculty, researchers, sponsors/funders, and other institution administrators who are 

responsible for making decisions about access to ETDs at their institutions or the institutions that were 

funded to do the research. This is a living document that will be updated as best practices continue to 

evolve around these issues.  

This guidance document explores the issues related to access levels and embargoes of ETDs with the 

intent to help ETD stakeholders establish reasonable access policies for their institutions that will lead to 

consistent approaches and best practices for enabling access to ETDs. The document is structured to 

address the reasons for access restrictions, arguments against access restrictions, how restricted access 

policies compare across institutions, who makes the decisions about access, how restrictions are 
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enforced, how stakeholders are informed about the release of a thesis from restrictions, implementing 

retrospective access restrictions, how theses are accessed, and a summary of the findings. 

2.2 Reasons for Access Restrictions 
Numerous issues can cause an institution to restrict access to an ETD. This section addresses the issues 

of how and when access happens, publishing concerns, the inclusion of sensitive data in an ETD, 

research sponsor restrictions, patent concerns, other types of concerns, and the policies for 

implementing access restrictions. 

2.2.1 When and How Does Access Happen and What Does It Mean? 
Access restrictions can be applied to an entire work or only parts of it. Embargoes are one form of 

access restriction whereby a thesis or parts of it are not available for a specified period of time; this is 

also referred to as a “publication delay” (United States Electronic Thesis and Dissertation Association 

2012). In most situations, a thesis embargo is not intended to be permanent, but rather provide a means 

for delaying its public release, either in part or in whole (University of Kansas 2011). There may, 

however, be reasons for imposing a permanent embargo, though those are much less common. In 

addition to embargoes, redactions can be use to conceal specific information in a thesis even though the 

thesis is not embargoed. Redactions involve masking, or blocking out sections of the document that 

contain information that cannot be released. Access restrictions, more broadly, indicate that the full 

thesis or parts of it are not broadly available for some period of time, though they may be available to a 

limited audience such as members of a consortium or university (NDLTD 2010). There are a variety of 

access restrictions used by institutions to limit access to theses. The policies vary across institutions and 

the reasons for allowing access restrictions, as well as who makes those decisions, are many.  

When a thesis or dissertation is available only in print, access requires more deliberate effort than when 

it is available digitally over the Internet. In discussing access restrictions for ETDs, it is useful to consider 

a comparison of how access functions in each medium (i.e., print vs. digital), and whether the ETD is a 

digitized version of a print document or a born-digital work. 

Access to an ETD happens when the thesis is discovered online and either downloaded or opened for 

viewing. While it is natural to assume that an individual is doing this, it may also be a software program 

such as a “robot” crawling for theses or a software-harvesting engine collecting online works to 

aggregate them for dissemination through a common website. This did not happen when theses were 

available as print documents. In print, there were a very limited number of theses available to either 

borrow from a library or purchase from a thesis distributor such as UMI. (Publication of a thesis by a 

publishing organization, whether print or digital, has generally involved revisions to the original thesis to 

create a more refined work that would meet broader needs. This will be discussed in more detail later in 

this section.) Therefore, timing of availability, along with ease of distribution, are key issues that arise 

when considering how access will be provided to an ETD.  

Many institutions have included digitized copies of their print theses in their ETD collections, making 

them more widely available than they were in print. However, retrospective digitization of theses and 

their inclusion in ETD collections must consider issues such as the institution’s policy regarding the right 
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to distribute these works in digital form, whether or not explicit permission is required from the authors 

to make them available online, what copyright license governs the work, and whether or not there is 

sensitive information included in the dissertation that should limit its distribution. Review of these and 

other issues identified by the institution may lead to a decision to restrict the availability of a 

retrospectively digitized thesis until the concerns are properly addressed. 

With born-digital ETDs, many of the concerns that may be present with retrospectively digitized theses 

can be addressed from the outset of implementing an ETD program; these are discussed in detail in later 

parts of this document. Once online, the metadata that describes a thesis can be picked up by Internet 

search engines and readily discovered by anyone on the Web. Thus, timing of the dissemination of the 

research is significantly faster, offering the researcher almost immediate visibility and highlighting the 

type of research that prospective students might expect to engage with at the institution that issued the 

degree. 

The role of traditional library catalogs in discovering an institution’s theses is also worth considering. 

With print theses, the institution’s library catalog included a record with the full bibliographic 

information for each thesis that was produced. These records have been and continue to be shared with 

both national as well as global catalogs such as WorldCat (OCLC 2012). With ETDs, the practice of 

including a record for each ETD, or a link to its digital version if it was digitized from print varies across 

institutions. Some institutions will include only a single record for the entire ETD collection, identifying 

the online location where all ETDs for the institution can be found while others are much more diligent 

about continuing to create item-level records for every thesis, regardless of its format, with links to the 

online versions. Without an item-level record, researchers using the catalog search interface for 

discovery of relevant resources will have more difficulty discovering them. For print theses that have no 

online representation, their discoverability is more limited for researchers who rely on Internet search 

engines such as Google Scholar to discover scholarly resources worldwide. While a MARC catalog record 

may exist and be available through a site such as OCLC’s WorldCat.org, searches that use vocabulary 

that is not recorded in the catalog record will likely result in some relevant theses not being identified.  

Catalog records for ETDs and their metadata record counterparts are not always consistent. Depending 

on the standard being used for each and the local practices for including some specific information such 

as department name and advisors, as well as the subject or key word terms associated with the thesis, 

the discoverability may vary for a user even though the catalog record is available online. Discovering 

either the metadata record or the catalog record for a thesis helps a user, but if the catalog reference 

does not provide a link for the digital version, the user may be disadvantaged in being able to access it. 

In addition to the catalog and metadata records for an ETD, the thesis may reside in multiple 

repositories. Subscription databases such as the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses database (ProQuest 

LLC 2012) limit access to most of the theses they hold to subscribers only, unless the author has paid for 

their thesis to be made available open access. The Networked Digital Library of Theses and 
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Dissertations1 enables discovery of the theses of participating institutions through a union catalog that 

directs access to the hosting repository. Many institutions now provide online access to their ETDs via 

their institutional repository or a repository dedicated to managing ETDs.2 Students can also elect to 

have their thesis that they submit to a company such as ProQuest distributed by third parties, resulting 

in further distribution by sellers such as Amazon.3  Many institutions still require their students to 

submit their theses to ProQuest in the belief that it is the authoritative database of all theses and 

dissertations in the US. Graduate students, however, are beginning to take issue with such 

requirements, sometimes arguing quite articulately that there is not a benefit to them to have their 

thesis in the ProQuest database of theses and dissertations (Clement 2012). There is not currently a 

single repository that serves as the official repository of all theses, though several institutions have 

expressed a strong desire to have one identified (“LISTSERV 16.0 – ETD-L Archives – October 2012” 

2012). 

Discovering that a thesis exists through metadata or a catalog record is different from having access to 

the actual work. Catalog records may fail to provide a link to the electronic thesis. Even though a 

descriptive record may be available to show that the thesis does exist, any access restrictions or 

impedances on an ETD will limit its distribution. Embargoes for a specified period of time, limited 

distribution to campus IP addresses, requiring a subscription to a database and other restrictions are 

ways of limiting access to theses. Policies for allowing theses with access restrictions to be discovered 

via a metadata record vary across institutions, with some institutions making their metadata and catalog 

records for the works available while others hide the record until the thesis can be distributed. While 

many may view a metadata record as independent of the thesis and argue for its availability even when 

a thesis is embargoed, there may be very valid reasons for not making the record available. If 

verification of a student’s degree completion and successful completion of a thesis is required, the 

administrative units of the institution should be contacted directly rather than relying on the discovery 

of a metadata record for the student’s thesis. For individuals searching for a thesis they know has been 

written and successfully defended, it can be very frustrating to not be able to find any references to the 

work. 

2.2.2 Publishing Concerns 
The definition of whether or not an ETD is considered “published” once it has been submitted in 

fulfillment of the degree requirements remains unclear. This has led to questions and practices around 

ETD embargoes specifically related to publishing. The scholarly publication of work based on a thesis 

almost always takes a different form than the thesis that was submitted in fulfillment of degree 

requirements (Ramirez et al. 2012). In the past, publishers were more likely to express reluctance to 

enter into a publication agreement with an author whose thesis was available online, though policies 

                                                           

1
 See http://www.ndltd.org/. 

2
 Examples of institutions with dedicated ETD repositories include Virginia Tech (http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/) 

and the University of Western Ontario (http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/etd/). 
3
 For example, see 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=sr_st?bbn=173514&keywords=dissertation&qid=1354292442&rh=n%3A283155%2

Ck%3Adissertation%2Cn%3A!1000%2Cn%3A173507%2Cn%3A173514%2Cn%3A227191&sort=daterank. 

http://www.ndltd.org/
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/
http://ir.lib.uwo.ca/etd/
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=sr_st?bbn=173514&keywords=dissertation&qid=1354292442&rh=n%3A283155%2Ck%3Adissertation%2Cn%3A!1000%2Cn%3A173507%2Cn%3A173514%2Cn%3A227191&sort=daterank
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=sr_st?bbn=173514&keywords=dissertation&qid=1354292442&rh=n%3A283155%2Ck%3Adissertation%2Cn%3A!1000%2Cn%3A173507%2Cn%3A173514%2Cn%3A227191&sort=daterank
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around this were often undocumented by various publishers (Seamans 2003). More recent surveys of 

publishers are finding that they are now more likely to view an ETD as a pre-print rather than a previous 

publication since the editorial work needed to publish it in a form that is considered a finished scholarly 

work is often significant (McCutcheon 2010; McMillan et al. 2011; Ramirez et al. 2012). For works such 

as creative writing or chemistry publications, however, publishers are likely to be more reluctant to 

publish the work if the thesis on which it is based is already available online. If planning to publish their 

work with a particular publisher, students should contact the publisher and confirm that an openly 

accessible copy of their thesis will not preclude the later publication by the publisher. Several 

institutions with creative writing programs still will not allow those theses to even be submitted 

electronically, insisting on print as a way to minimize the distribution of the thesis prior to its publication 

through a publishing house. 

Since publisher policies and practices are still perceived as ambiguous, some schools are choosing to 

restrict access to recent theses to allow students time to publish their work with a recognized press that 

will further their publication credentials. Many, however, realize that making their theses available as 

open access documents increases their visibility and can lead to an increased number of citations to 

their work.4 Publishing editors, however, may question the validity of citations to a thesis as a valid work 

if they consider the thesis to not be published. There is some evidence to indicate that editors will reject 

a citation to a thesis if it is not available online, referring to it as an “unpublished work” (Olson 2012). 

Other editors have stated their belief that ETDs will generally not be cited, only publications that have 

been through a publisher’s peer review process will be recognized and cited as reputable sources 

(Ramirez et al. 2012). As the transition to ETDs from print theses continues, many of these citation 

issues are likely to be resolved as both publishers and institutions gain a better understanding of ETDs. 

One measure that can help encourage ETD citations is to include a recommended citation format to the 

work in the thesis; this may be helpful to users who may not be familiar with how to cite an ETD so they 

can include the citation in their own works. 

While publishers are increasingly regarding ETDs as separate from a final, peer-reviewed publication, 

issues remain about the impact of openly accessible ETDs on publications. One concern that publishing 

editors have is the ability to conduct a fair, blind review of a work to be published that is derived from 

an ETD. It is very easy to search online for a thesis, especially if the work to be published retains the title 

used for the thesis, thereby allowing reviewers to know who wrote the work they are peer reviewing. 

This can introduce bias into the refereeing process (Ramirez et al. 2012).  

Another concern with open access ETDs relates to library acquisition practices in working with approval 

plans. The “dissertation factor” that some academic libraries apply to their profiles for acquiring new 

books may exclude theses that are available as ETDs, with acquisition librarians hesitant to purchase the 

peer-reviewed publication if it will be almost identical to the original ETD that is available through the 

                                                           

4
 See the guidelines document on Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and Demonstrations of Value for ETD 

Programs for a more detailed discussion of increased usage of open access ETDs. 
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institution’s ETD repository. Publishers note that this behavior can lead to their reluctance to publish an 

already-available ETD if it means that no one will buy the book (Ramirez et al. 2012). 

2.2.3 Sensitivity of Data and Sponsor Restrictions 
Research involving sensitive data such as classified government information, industry trade secrets, or 

personal information that could compromise individual identities may be a reason to restrict access to a 

thesis. Many times, the company or agency that sponsors this type of research requires that any 

publication, including theses, resulting from the research be restricted in whole or in part. Medical 

research involving patient data must comply with federal policies such as the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) to ensure that patient privacy is safeguarded. Research 

sponsored by federal funding agencies will often receive more oversight at an institution to safeguard 

the rights of individuals involved in experiments, ensuring that the researcher has received approval 

from the Institutional Review Board (IRB) before any research is conducted. The student and their 

advisors should be aware of any sensitive information included in the thesis and what limitations, if any, 

there are on publishing the research results for broad dissemination. Sensitive data can often be 

redacted to block the information from being released without embargoing the full thesis. Researchers 

working in subject areas that are likely to rely on sensitive data should clearly think through the impacts 

on the thesis and how best to handle it so that the student’s work can enjoy the greatest possible 

visibility. Virginia Polytechnic Institute provides an exemplary policy for graduate students who may 

have sensitive data or sponsor-related restrictions associated with their theses, advising students to 

seek a “pre-research review of their thesis or dissertation plans with the sponsor whenever there is a 

possibility that certain findings might be subject to embargo,” (Graduate School, Virginia Tech 2013). 

Sponsors of research may require the published results to be made available as open access (e.g. the 

National Institutes of Health and the Wellcome Trust) documents, though this may not apply to theses 

since they are not peer reviewed journal articles (National Institutes of Health (NIH) 2009). Other 

sponsors may require that certain information not be disclosed for some period of time to protect any 

discoveries that may be either strategically sensitive in nature (e.g. military concerns) or beneficial to 

the sponsor in some way (e.g. chemical discoveries that can be commercialized). The terms of restriction 

should be clearly identified by the sponsor at the time the funding is provided for the research.  

If possible, redactions of specific information in a thesis can be used to make the overall thesis less 

objectionable for release, avoiding the need for a full embargo. This, however, may require the 

institution to manage two versions of the thesis: the redacted version for public viewing and the full, 

original version that does not have redactions. Both will need to go through the digital curation process 

and the institution will be responsible for managing access accordingly. When theses are provided to 

third party providers such as UMI/ProQuest, additional complications such as required updates to 

microform images for redaction will require students to bear an additional financial burden to have their 

thesis redacted in all versions that the third party vendor maintains. 

Graduate students may be supported by multiple grants in doing their research. Any restrictions by the 

sponsors must be clearly identified and reconciled to ensure that there are no conflicts in policies 

regarding availability of the thesis. If the sponsor has stipulated that they must review the thesis prior to 
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its publication, embargoing the thesis for six months can often provide sufficient time for this required 

review (Duke University Graduate School 2013). Graduate schools that define policies, checklists and 

submission workflows can help to ensure that any sponsor restrictions are met by including information 

that allows the student to identify the sponsors and any restrictions at the time the thesis is submitted. 

2.2.4 Patents and ETDs 
Research discoveries may be eligible for patent claims. Since the patent application process can take 

some time, it is not unusual to request an embargo on a thesis until the patent request has been filed 

and the claim published. Many institutions are supportive of accepting theses in fulfillment of 

graduation requirements even though a request has been made to embargo its availability while 

awaiting a pending patent application. When a patent application is filed, an application number is 

assigned to the request. If this is done online, this number is available right away; otherwise, a paper 

filing will receive an application number within eight weeks of submission. The average time for the US 

Patent and Trademark Office to process the application is approximately 24 months (“Questions and 

Answers – USPTO - USPTO” 2003). If filing for a patent outside of the United States, the researcher must 

be cognizant of other countries’ laws regarding patents since each nation has its own policies. 

Until very recently, patent applicants have had a one-year window to apply for a patent after the idea or 

invention has appeared in a publication. This online availability of a thesis could protect a patent 

applicant in the event that someone else filed for a patent on the same thing, but after the thesis was 

made available online. An ETD that is available online may be considered a prior publication, thus the 

author will have one year from the time it is made available to apply for a patent for ideas or inventions 

discussed in the thesis. To allow an author more time to apply for a patent, institutions may choose to 

provide an embargo that will lengthen the time available to the author. The embargo acts to delay the 

start of the one-year window since it does not begin until the thesis is published (Duke University 

Graduate School 2013). Changes in US patent law effective March 2013 recognize first to file, but the 

one year of protection following disclosure of the idea will still protect US patent applicants (USPTO 

2013). The move to first to file aligns with the copyright policies of most other countries in the world. 

The one-year grace period that US patent filers have, however, is not common in other countries in the 

world. 

2.2.5 Other Reasons for Access Restrictions 
There are numerous additional reasons a thesis author or institution may have to restrict access. Ethical 

concerns such as not violating cultural norms or beliefs may factor into access restriction decisions. For 

example, theses that examine writings by ethnic groups whose cultural beliefs may have gender-

specified audiences for particular works may need to be restricted out of respect for those values. 

Known international prejudices that may be sparked by a thesis subject and that could lead to violence 

or harmful transgressions against a group or individuals may have their access restricted to prevent such 

actions. As the political landscape continues to change, issues that were once regarded as non-

controversial may become hotbeds of tension and vice-versa. This shifting landscape may cause 

institutions to reconsider embargoes of theses where the subject becomes polemic. Theses that involve 

prurient materials may be embargoed if images that are included, though presented in a scholarly 

context, are deemed objectionable to some. A religious school may have stricter policies in this regard 
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than secular institutions. Occasionally, there may be individuals who have, for legitimate reasons, 

requested and received permission from the institution to restrict all information about the individual. 

In these situations, an institution presents no externally available information to indicate that the 

individual has any affiliation with the college or university; this may include any information about a 

thesis. 

Students, their advisors and the institution’s general counsel will be in the best position to assess risks 

and determine whether or not the information can be redacted, the thesis embargoed, or if it can be 

made fully available. Identifying theses that should be restricted after they have been made available 

online will likely happen after it has been discovered by someone who contacts the institution and 

provides sufficient information for requesting that the information be removed from online availability. 

The final decision should rest with the institution and their policies regarding sensitive information and 

is likely to be assessed on a case-by-case basis. The author of the thesis should be informed of this 

changed status and offered an opportunity to provide a response to the concerns that have been raised. 

The above are examples of legitimate reasons for granting an embargo for a thesis, but it should be 

stressed that these instances are the exception rather than the rule. 

Regulations regarding export controls can also lead to access restrictions on theses. This is more 

common in science and engineering subjects. United States export control laws are designed to protect 

the national security and foreign policy objectives of the US (Department Of State. The Office of 

Electronic Information 2011). As with ethical concerns, the changing political environment can result in 

changes to these regulations, with new controls enacted on content that was previously clear and old 

concerns dropped, enabling their open dissemination. While students may not readily be aware of the 

materials that would be subject to export control regulations, there are generally offices at research 

universities that confirm compliance with export controls on any grants or contracts. 

Some institutions may restrict access to theses to either on-campus use or via login. This practice was 

more prevalent prior to 2012; many institutions that were uniformly restricting ETD access have now 

made their theses available as fully open access documents. Access may continue to be limited at 

institutions that are starting ETD programs and have concerns about immediate access to theses. 

Restricting the access to campus-only use mimics the print availability when the theses were maintained 

on library shelves. Institutions may also charge for outside access as a means to recover costs associated 

with the ETD program. MIT, for example, allows access to a non-printable version of their theses online, 

but restricts access to the printable download version to MIT users or those who are willing to purchase 

the PDF (MIT Libraries 2012). The guidance document, Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and 

Demonstrations of Value for ETD Programs, provides helpful information that can guide the decisions 

about whether or not there is a benefit in restricting access to an institution’s ETDs.  

2.2.6 Consistency of Institutional Access Restriction Policies 
Determining access restrictions can and does happen at many levels. Institutions that are part of a multi-

campus system may choose to have a consistent policy for how access restrictions are handled at all 

campuses or may allow each individual campus to set their own policies for restrictions. Within a 

campus, the policies on how access restrictions are made can vary widely since not all campuses have a 
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centralized process for handling theses. At institutions where each individual department or school 

handles the thesis submission process, there may be a wide variance in policies for restricting access. As 

noted above, there are many reasons for determining whether or not there should be any restrictions 

placed on a thesis and the level of restriction to apply.  

A survey of higher education universities in the U.K. found that those institutions vary widely in how 

embargoes are applied. The majority of access restrictions involve full embargoes of theses rather than 

redacted versions. Some institutions automatically embargo all theses while others permit embargoes 

for up to 10 years, with very few permitting embargoes beyond that. The most common practice is to 

allow embargoes for short, but renewable, periods of time, e.g. 1, 2, and 3 years. While reasons for 

embargoes varied, the most common reason stated for restricting access to a thesis was the presence of 

sensitive information (Education et al. 2012). 

Online archives of scholarship have commonly been referred to as “dark,” “dim,” or “light,” connoting 

the degree of openly available access to the archive’s content (Kenney et al. 2006). This terminology has 

been applied to ETD repositories, as well to indicate whether or not the theses are openly available for 

free access worldwide. Dark archives do not provide any external access to the content, but do store the 

theses for long-term preservation. Light archives, by contrast, make the theses available to everyone. 

Dim archives provide restricted access to theses managed in the repository and the conditions for access 

can vary significantly. As discussed above, there are many approaches and reasons for limiting access to 

theses that would lead an ETD repository to be classified in the “dim” archive category. 

2.2.7 Where to Provide Information about Access Restriction Policies 
Institutions generally provide guidance about access restrictions to graduate students and their advisors 

through policies published on websites that provide information about thesis requirements. In very 

large research institutions, this may be available at each individual school or college rather than for the 

institution at large. Smaller institutions, however, may have their processes more centralized, providing 

institution-wide policies about theses and dissertations. The Web readily supports cross-referencing to 

appropriate websites, facilitating finding information about the appropriate policies and procedures for 

a graduate student. Departments, schools, colleges, and overall institutions that have policies regarding 

graduate education and thesis requirements should link to appropriate sites within their own institution 

to help students navigate the procedures they need to be aware of, including access restriction policies, 

in successfully submitting their ETDs.  

In addition to the academic units and graduate student offices, the offices of research, compliance and 

the library are other units that should provide information about access restriction policies and how 

ETDs will be managed. Since these policies are changing as ETDs become more prevalent, it is important 

that graduate students check the sites frequently for updates and that the institutions keep the students 

informed of any changes. Sites that support automated updates, such as RSS feeds or change alert 

messages, would be one way to proactively alert the students to updates in the policies. 

Making sure that both the students and their advisors are aware of the policies is part of the education 

process that should occur prior to the start of the research. Among the key issues, stakeholders need to 

be knowledgeable about the following topics when making access restriction decisions: 
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 Costs and benefits associated with access restrictions. 

 Which restrictions, if any, are possible. 

 Processes that must be followed in requesting a restriction. 

 Responsibilities associated with embargo renewals. 

An early education process covering these and other relevant topics for making decisions about the 

appropriate level of access for a thesis will result in clearer and more consistent decisions. While the 

education about these issues is intended to help students make an informed decision, there is likely to 

be as much impact on the faculty and other administrators who work with the students in providing 

overall guidance throughout their thesis process. 

2.3 Arguments Against Access Restrictions 
 This document has focused on various types of access restrictions and reasons for restricting access to 

ETDs. There are, however, great benefits to not restricting access to ETDs. The benefits of not restricting 

access are also discussed in the Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and Demonstrations of Value for 

ETD Programs guidance document. In this section, a few reasons are highlighted for supporting open 

access to ETDs. 

 Increasingly, institutions and funding agencies are requiring open access to publications produced by 

their researchers and faculty. The Registry of Open Access Repositories Mandatory Archiving Policies 

(ROAR) tracks the number of open access mandates that have been passed, presented here as Table 2-1 

(University of Southampton 2012). Figure 2-1 from the ROAR site illustrates how open access policies 

have grown over the past ten years, though the graphic does not capture the change in open access 

mandates for theses.  

Open access thesis mandates started to appear in 2008, with one mandate, followed by 41 thesis 

mandates worldwide in 2009. In 2010, 35 more were added, in 2011, 14 more, and in 2012, 7 more 

thesis open access mandates were registered (University of Southampton 2012). This increasing trend 

towards open access mandates suggests that institutions should be mindful of the shifting culture that 

expects scholarship to be openly available. Restricting access to the scholarship produced by student 

theses runs counter to this trend.  

Mandate Type Number 

Institutional Mandates 161 

Sub-Institutional Mandates (e.g. School or College within an institution) 34 

Multi-Institutional Mandates (e.g. multiple campuses in a university system) 4 

Funder Mandates 54 

Thesis Mandates 98 

Pending Mandates 24 

Table 2-1. Open access mandates as of January 2013 
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Concerns about the ability to publish a thesis have been shown to be unfounded, as discussed in section 

2.2.2. In surveys with journal editors and university press directors, ETDs are regarded more as  pre-

prints, requiring significant revision prior to acceptance as a publication (Ramirez et. al. 2012). It is 

important that faculty are fully aware of this fact so they can provide guidance to encourage students to 

make their theses openly accessible. 

Those who argue that making theses openly available on the Web will lead to greater piracy of ideas and 

actual text tend not to examine the alternative of having the print theses readily available for borrowing 

on library shelves, with fewer tools and reviewers available to identify plagiarism. Open access enables 

full text indexing of theses that not only makes them more discoverable but also provides a basis for 

detecting plagiarism using online tools designed for this purpose. More “eyes” on the work can also 

curtail any claims to ideas presented in the work that others may present as their own after the thesis 

has been published. 

The benefits of open access have been widely documented and are addressed in other documents in 

this collection.5 At the highest level and applicable to ETDs, open access provides increased visibility for 

the ETD authors, their advisors, their funders and their institutions, increased citations resulting in 

greater impact (Eysenbach 2006), and prevention of duplicate effort in conducting research that has 

already been done (SPARC 2013). Institutions benefit by having the research they support made more 

visible to prospective students, faculty, and research collaborators, increasing the likelihood of 

attracting people and funding opportunities to their programs that align with the institution’s strengths. 

These benefits may often out-weigh the reasons for restricting access to ETDs and should be given 

serious consideration when making decisions about the availability of ETDs. 

2.4 Requesting Restricted Access 
The policies surrounding who makes the decision about whether or not a thesis should be restricted will 

vary. Some institutions allow students to make that decision, and some require the thesis advisor to 

                                                           

5
 To find articles, presentations, webcasts and other open access materials, see the Scholarly Publishing and 

Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC) publications at http://www.arl.org/sparc/publications/index.shtml.  

Figure 2-1. Growth of open access mandates 2003 - 2013 

http://www.arl.org/sparc/publications/index.shtml
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make the decision. Some require that the student and advisor make the decision together, while others 

have an institution-wide policy on embargoes for all ETDs. There can be a multi-level process for 

approving an embargo, similar to Rice University’s policy where the dean of the student’s academic unit 

must request the restriction with the recommendation of the thesis advisor, then it must be approved 

by the Dean of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies (Rice University 2013). Other institutions may 

automatically grant embargoes simply on the basis of a student’s request. The documentation and 

explanations required for requesting an embargo also vary widely. 

The practice with print theses was often to hold them for a semester or a year, and then to send the 

manuscripts for processing. When the bound copies were returned to the library, the theses had already 

undergone a de facto embargo of sorts since they were not publicly available for up to eighteen months 

from the time they were first submitted. When transitioning to ETDs, some institutions have decided to 

impose a one-year embargo on all theses to mimic their availability as bound print works. As noted 

above, funders may also have requirements for restricted access that the students and institutions are 

required to acknowledge. In these situations, the request for restricted access should be accompanied 

by the sponsor’s guidelines that clearly state the reasons for and terms of the ETD embargo. 

Conflicts between institutional open access mandates for ETDs and sponsor policies requiring that a 

thesis be embargoed for some period of time will need to be resolved prior to final submission of the 

thesis. Sponsored research offices can play a role in negotiating with funders who want to restrict access 

to ETDs by letting them know of the institution’s open access policy and encouraging the sponsors to 

minimize the restrictions they are placing on the research. 

2.5 Enforcing Access Restrictions 
ETDs are often managed in a repository and the repository manager may be responsible for enforcing 

any embargoes that have been placed on the theses. Some institutions, however, keep embargoed or 

other access restricted theses in the office of graduate studies or the college/school the student is 

associated with before releasing it to the repository. Depending on the sophistication of the repository 

and the workflow for submitting the ETDs, the document can be handled in multiple ways to ensure that 

an embargo is not compromised. When the decision is made by the departments, schools, or graduate 

studies offices to hold the embargoed theses and not submit them to the repository to be managed, 

there is a risk of not properly managing the ETD to ensure that the integrity of the document is 

guaranteed through long-term archiving and preservation practices that are followed with repository-

deposited ETDs. It may also requires manual checks on a regular basis to identify theses whose embargo 

period has passed so that they can be added to the ETD repository. 

Many repositories now manage embargoed ETDs with metadata or other markers that indicate there is 

an embargo. The repository software will automatically release the theses to make them available when 

the embargo period has passed. Many libraries are now responsible for managing ETD repositories, thus 

it is important that they know which, if any, theses have embargoes placed on them. It is also critical 

that the embargoed ETDs undergo the same preservation practices as the available ETDs to maintain 

their integrity. 
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2.6 Releasing Restricted Access ETDs 
The stakeholders for a restricted access ETD should be aware of when an embargo is ending so that, if 

institutional policy permits, they may make a request that the thesis be embargoed for a longer period 

of time. The policies regarding renewal of ETD embargoes vary widely, as do the responsibilities for 

notifying the stakeholders that the embargo is ending. Embargoed thesis stakeholders can include the 

ETD author, faculty advisors, sponsors, academic departments, graduate student offices, compliance 

offices, and publishers. Institutions that permit an embargo to be extended must set clear policies on 

which stakeholders can request embargo extensions. 

Institutions that allow embargoes to be renewed may choose to provide an advanced notice that the 

ETD will be released in a given number of weeks/months, while others place the responsibility on the 

stakeholders to stay abreast of the embargo timing. If institutions agree to provide advanced warning 

that the embargo is going to expire, they will need to maintain the contact information for the 

stakeholders so that they will receive the notice; this is not generally included in the metadata record, so 

it will usually be maintained in a system external to the ETD repository. Informing the stakeholders can 

be done by a reliable means of communication (e.g. email to a reliable email address or a letter to a 

physical address) and the stakeholders should be given a reasonable amount of time to respond. 

Whatever the policy is regarding notification of the end of an embargo, it is imperative that the 

stakeholders be informed of their responsibilities and the policies of the institution prior to a thesis 

being embargoed. 

2.7 Summary 
This guideline has identified a number of access restrictions and embargoes that can be applied to ETDs. 

The benefits of open access should be considered prior to applying restrictions to an ETD’s availability. 

While some will argue that the students and their advisors should have the freedom to restrict access 

whenever they want (Hawkins, Kimball, and Ives 2013), the institutions and funders of the research have 

a vested interest in the scholarship that has been produced and will be the long-term stewards of the 

information. They will often want that scholarship to be disseminated to demonstrate the work that the 

institution and/or funders have supported. There are, however, occasions when a restriction does 

become necessary. Institutions must define consistent policies for applying any access restrictions and 

practices related to ETDs. Myths regarding publication prohibitions for openly available ETDs should be 

acknowledged as such, and any blanket policies to restrict access to support publication should be 

critically reviewed. Considerable variation exists in the practice of applying access restrictions to ETDs. 

As this medium becomes more prevalent, the best practices in this area will help to shape greater 

consistencies within and across institutions in establishing policies and procedures that provide authors 

with the greatest benefits while safeguarding any issues that could lead to harm. There is an increasing 

emphasis by funding agencies on sharing information that supports the trend towards increasing open 

access for ETDs. As these theses enjoy more citations than non-open access theses, there is more 

motivation on the part of students to ensure that access to their thesis is as open and free as possible. 
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3 Briefing on Copyright and Fair Use Issues in 

ETDs 

Patricia Hswe (Penn State University) 

Topics Covered 
 Explanation of legal framework of copyright and fair use. 

 Guidance on intellectual property rights education for ETD stakeholders. 

 Implications of providing access to ETDs containing fair use materials. 

 Issues of intellectual property rights when retrospectively digitizing ETDs. 

 Effects of intellectual property rights on publishing portions of or depositing ETDs. 

 

3.1 Introduction 
Electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) capture the research efforts of undergraduate and graduate 

students, many of whom will go on to pursue careers in which publications play a role in professional 

advancement. Universities and colleges have a responsibility to provide the best possible guidance on 

students’ intellectual property rights – in particular, copyright and fair use. All parties involved in 

providing, supporting, and managing an ETD service should be apprised of the range of issues 

represented by copyright and fair use practices. Campus entities – such as the graduate school, the 

departments and programs it supports, the library, and the research administration office (e.g., the 

Office of the Vice-President for Research) – have their own stakes in an ETD service. It is in the interest 

of each of these stakeholders to ensure the preservation of and continued access to the scholarly 

record, provide copyright protection for research results shared in an ETD, and conduct workshops on 

ETD copyright and fair use as part of outreach to students and even to faculty. 

The goal of this briefing document is to offer a variety of perspectives on copyright and fair use in the 

context of ETD service provision and management. It reviews copyright and fair use from the student 

author perspective (i.e., the fact that the student – as author of a thesis or dissertation – holds the 

copyright for it, or shares copyright with the institution accepting the ETD) and from the student user 

perspective (i.e., the fact that the student uses copyrighted material for integration in a thesis or 

dissertation). Besides students, the audience for this document includes ETD administrators, librarians, 

research administrators, faculty, and scholarly publishers. It advises on roles and responsibilities for 

communication of and training in copyright and fair use, both from an ETD service viewpoint and from 

the broader perspective of the academic institution housing the service, since research administration 

guidelines and policies impact ETD publishing and dissemination. In addition, it explores copyright issues 

stemming from the aggregation and delivery of ETDs by vendors such as ProQuest, particularly in this e-

book age, and reports on current thinking about copyright in the context of retrospective ETD scanning 
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projects. This briefing should lay a foundation for understanding the basics of these topics when 

administering an ETD service. It has some overlap with the Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of 

ETDs. It also explicitly references Metadata for ETD Lifecycle Management; Guidelines for Implementing 

ETD Programs – Roles and Responsibilities; Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and Demonstrations 

of Value for ETD Programs; and Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial Decisions and Practices. 

3.2 Definition and Overview of Copyright and Fair Use in an ETD Context 
A baseline understanding of what copyright and fair use are, informed by a programmatic or curricular 

approach to literacy in these issues, should be de rigueur for students once they enter higher education. 

The reality, however, is that many students encounter these subjects for the first time only when 

immersed in researching and writing tasks for a thesis or dissertation. Students often include excerpts of 

copyrighted material in ETDs, incorporated perhaps to buttress an argument, or to display an image or 

other resource that is referenced, or to give further details for context. For these and other reasons 

related to inclusion and use of copyrighted content, students on the cusp of doing research for their 

theses and dissertations should understand what copyright and fair use mean. Libraries increasingly 

have personnel, such as copyright librarians, or copyright coordinators, who provide outreach and 

training in this area. Guidance on copyright and fair use, as well as on how to carry out an education 

program addressing these topics, is growing (Graveline 2011; Harper 2007). This knowledge not only will 

serve students well in an ETD context (e.g., educating them on open access issues), but also will inform 

their future scholarly publishing activities.  

3.2.1 The Basics of Copyright Law 
The US Copyright Office keeps current a circular on the basics of copyright, such as who is permitted to 

claim copyright; what types of work have copyright protection and what types do not; length of time 

copyright endures; and more. Copyright law was developed to protect “original works of authorship,” 

whether published, or unpublished (US Copyright Office 2012). Works that are copyrighted may not be 

sold, or – in the case of works in the fine arts and performing arts – displayed or performed in public 

without permissions clearance. When a work is copyrighted, it is considered illegal to infringe on the 

rights procured by copyright law for the owner of the copyright. However, there are legal exceptions 

made for copyright accountability. Probably the best-know exception is the doctrine of fair use. This 

exception is discussed below.” Another consideration students should be aware of is the option to 

incorporate materials that are in the public domain – i.e., materials that have fallen out of copyright, or 

are permitted for open, freely available use by the content creator. 

Students who know they will be integrating copyrighted content that does not fall within the bounds of 

fair use (defined below) need to exercise due diligence, which means seeking permission from copyright 

holders. Graduate schools, as the administrative entity for handling ETD deposits, should collaborate 

with librarians who have knowledge of copyright and fair use issues on instruction and training sessions 

for students on how to contact copyright holders and draft requests for permission to use such 

copyrighted content. 
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3.2.2 Copyright Registration for ETD authors 
As authors of ETDs, students hold the copyright to their theses and dissertations (or share copyright 

with an institution, depending on the latter’s policies), which are considered original, authored works as 

well as their intellectual property. Institutions – such as Washington University, Cornell, and Oregon 

Health and Science University – suggest that students insert a copyright notice (©) in their ETDs. Others, 

such as American University, encourage insertion of a copyright statement. Most institutions provide 

guidance on how to assert copyright (whether through the symbol or a statement) in an ETD but do not 

prescribe any particular approach. ETD authors maintain copyright unless they transfer it – an intention 

that must be conveyed in written form. Since authorship of an ETD renders copyright ownership 

immediate, it is not necessary to register one’s ETD formally for copyright. Registration is an option that 

typically incurs a fee. Authors of ETDs may register copyright directly with the US Copyright Office, or 

they may register it through ProQuest/UMI. Registration evidences formal ownership of copyright and 

thus, in the case of a thesis or dissertation, proof of authorship. Some institutions, such as Catholic 

University of America, recommend that students writing ETDs register formally for copyright.  

3.2.3 International Copyright Law and US ETDs 
Another issue related to copyright and ETDs is whether students’ theses and dissertations are, as a 

matter of course, protected from copyright violations in other countries. While there is not an 

international copyright law, there are international copyright conventions in which the US is a member 

and that offer protection for US authors. These include the Berne Convention for the Protection of 

Literary and Artistic Works and the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC). Signatories of the Berne 

Convention enjoy what is called the “national treatment”: works originating in a Berne Convention 

member country are accorded the same protective measures in each of the other Berne member 

countries that the latter allows for the works of its own nationals (Berne Convention 1979). This 

protection does not require formal registration or other formalities of Berne Convention members – it is 

automatic. A key factor to note is that sound recordings are not protected under the Berne Convention; 

this would be an issue for ETDs consisting of audio files, either in their entirety or in part. The UCC allows 

that “any formality under a national law can be satisfied by the use of a notice of copyright in the form 

and position specified by the UCC” (US Copyright Office 2012). 

It is probably the rare ETD service at US institutions of higher education that encourages its student 

depositors to include a copyright statement asserting protection under the Berne Convention. (Indeed, a 

cursory review of literature on the topic of international copyright and ETDs yields no documentation on 

how many US institutions with ETD services provide this advice to their students.) US copyright law still 

applies in instances where ETD authors are international students, since they are submitting their theses 

and dissertations as part of the requirements of degree programs at US institutions. At the same time, 

because the Berne Convention is a recognized international copyright standard or agreement, it may be 

in the best interest of students, whether of US or other citizenship, to indicate that their theses and 

dissertations are protected from infringement under Berne as well as under the copyright law of their 

home countries. There is precedent in thesis and dissertation services at universities abroad for 

expressing protection under such a combination of international copyright convention and a nation’s 

copyright law. One example of compliance under the Berne Convention comes from the University of 

Dar es Salaam; students submitting theses and dissertations (which are not necessarily electronic) sign a 
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declaration that the thesis or dissertation is their original work, and underneath their signature appears 

the following statement: 

The thesis is copyrighted material protected under the Berne Convention, the Copyright 

Act 1999 and other international and national enactments, in that behalf, on intellectual 

property. It may not be reproduced by any means, in full or in part, except for short 

extracts in fair dealing, for research or private study, critical scholarly review or discourse 

with an acknowledgement, without the written permission of the Directorate of 

Postgraduate Studies, on behalf of the author and the University of Dar es Salaam 

(Kiondo 2004). 

Whether beginning a new ETD service or auditing the practices and services of an existing one, the 

question of what to assert in a copyright statement for an ETD is one of policy (if not also of philosophy), 

requiring a decision on the part of the institution at the earliest possible point, since agreements such as 

terms of use and terms of service come foremost in the ETD deposit process. 

3.2.4 The Basics of the Fair Use Doctrine 
Besides knowing about copyright from the standpoint of an author, students writing ETDs should also be 

aware of copyright from the perspective of a user of copyrighted content. In addition to securing 

permission to use copyrighted materials in an ETD, students should be briefed that they have other 

options: to use public domain content or to apply the doctrine of fair use if incorporating copyrighted 

content. Apprising students of what defines public domain should be a part of any guidance on 

copyright and fair use in ETDs.1  

Increasingly, scholarly communication librarians and copyright specialists based in academic libraries are 

providing such guidance by conducting workshops, creating informative web pages, and contributing to 

the drafting of guidelines to feature at institutions’ ETD information websites. Good examples of library-

based, advisory resources on copyright and fair use that are comprehensive (though not presented in 

the context of ETD preparation and submission) include the following: Columbia University 

Libraries/Information Services (“Copyright Advisory Office”); Emory Libraries (“Copyright and 

Publishing,”); Stanford University Libraries (“Copyright and Fair Use”); UCLA Library (“UCLA Copyright 

Policies”); and University of Minnesota Libraries (“Copyright Information and Resources”). 

Moreover, ETD service managers need to understand fair use in the context of hosting and making 

accessible theses and dissertations with third-party content. Fair use prevents copyright law from 

transgressing First Amendment rights, thereby offering a balance and flexibility to ensure continuation 

of expression unconstrained (Association of Research Libraries 2012). The fair use doctrine consists of 

four factors that should be weighed in determining whether the use of a copyrighted work qualifies as 

infringement or not. The US Copyright Office (2012) lists these factors as the following: 

                                                           

1
 One particularly useful resource is Peter Hirtle’s “Copyright Term and the Public Domain in the United States” 

(http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm).  Another online tool is one called “Is It Protected by 
Copyright?” (http://librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/), produced by Michael Brewer and the American 
Library Association Office of Information Technology Policy.  

http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/digitalslider/
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a. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of commercial 

nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes. 

b. The nature of the copyrighted work. 

c. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as 

a whole. 

d. The effect of the use upon the potential market for, or value of, the copyrighted work. 

In the UK, “fair use” is known as “fair dealing,” which may be claimed for the following types of content: 

“Research and Private Study,” “Criticism/Review,” and “News/Reporting.” 

There is no prescription in fair use for how much of another’s work may be incorporated without 

appearing exploitative. Such setting of definite parameters could also be prohibitive and counteractive, 

going against the balance that fair use is meant to afford with copyright law. The doctrine walks a line 

between tractability and constraint. Yet, as the Code of Best Practices for Fair Use states, “Fair use is a 

user’s right,” (Association of Research Libraries 2012, 6). Such right will be as robust as the frequency of 

its exercise.  

It has long been a practice of scholars to quote from or reproduce in part the work of another, reflecting 

an exchange of ideas that has potential to beget new ones. It is also been the purview of the creative 

and fine arts to use another’s work as a subtext for one’s own new work, whether parody, satire, or 

dramatic reinterpretation. For these reasons, an understanding of fair use early in the ETD research and 

writing process benefits students greatly. (It may also help prevent incidents of plagiarism, whereby 

students pass off another’s content as their own. See 3.2.5.3.) In addition, ETD service managers should 

be aware of any guidelines or policies their institutions provide regarding appropriate use of copyrighted 

materials. In the absence of such guidance then, advice on fair use may need to be addressed on a case-

by-case basis. Two helpful resources for assessing fair use are the Fair Use Evaluator (Brewer et al. 2008) 

and the Fair Use Checklist (Columbia University Center for Digital Research and Scholarship 2011).   

3.2.4.1 The Association of Research Libraries’ “Code of Best Practices in Fair Use for Academic 

and Research Libraries”: On Libraries and ETDs 

One perspective of the fair use doctrine examined in the Association of Research Libraries’ Code of Best 

Practices for Academic and Research Libraries is that of libraries with institutional repositories (IRs) 

housing ETDs. In the report, the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) asserts that it is incumbent on 

libraries, as stewards of such scholarship in digital format, to retain the integrity of ETDs, keeping any 

copyrighted content contained therein intact, rather than to demand permissions for or deletions of 

that content. Further, the Code of Best Practices recommends that, in cases where ETDs are hosted and 

maintained through a vendor application, libraries should require that vendors honor the rights of fair 

use applied by ETD authors. The fair use principle for the IR scenario is stated in the Code of Best 

Practices as follows: “It is fair use for a library to receive materials for its institutional repository, and 

make deposited works publicly available in unredacted form, including items that contain copyrighted 

material that is included on the basis of fair use,” (Association of Research Libraries 2012, 23). 
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The ARL report also notes current gaps in properly carrying out best practices for fair use. These include 

the need for a tool to make it uncomplicated for copyright holders to lodge complaints about use of 

their content in an IR and for libraries to respond to such complaints. According to the report, libraries 

and their home institutions should educate ETD-depositing authors about not only fair use but also the 

correct ways to attribute the inclusion of copyrighted material in an ETD, and about the tendency for fair 

use practices to be dependent on context – i.e., “fair use within the academy may not be fair when a 

work is more broadly distributed,” (Association of Research Libraries 2012, 24). In addition, the Code of 

Practices argues that the case for fair use will be strengthened when institutions have a well-articulated 

policy about appropriate integration of third-party content, such as quotations and illustrations, in ETDs 

and other types of scholarly products. The report also suggests that libraries offer guidance on an 

individual basis regarding how to use copyrighted content in scholarly publications. 

The sections that follow address various factors to consider in appreciating copyright and fair use in an 

ETD service context. These include an institution’s research administration policies for intellectual 

property rights; who should create guidance on copyright and fair use, and for whom; what the 

implications for copyright are when digitizing theses and dissertations submitted before 1978 (works 

published without notice prior to 1978 are in the public domain); and how commercial publishers and 

vendors such as ProQuest impact our practices and our understanding of copyright and fair use.  

3.2.5 Intellectual Property Rights, Sponsored Research, and Student Work 
Since the advice that an ETD service provides on copyright and fair use depends in part on its local 

context, an understanding of the research administration policies and guidelines for intellectual 

property rights (e.g., patent and copyright) at one’s institution marks an important prerequisite for such 

guidance.   

Some theses and dissertations are based on research funded by a grant award, or supported through 

industry partnerships. Because of this fact, and because ETDs qualify as student work, it becomes 

imperative for an ETD service to investigate (and keep current on) institutional policies and guidelines 

related to intellectual property rights for research produced by faculty and students. In cases where 

ETDs will largely be the result of sponsored research, some institutions, such as Virginia Tech, require a 

review of that research as part of thesis or dissertation planning – or even a “pre-publication review” for 

determining publication restrictions, “including acceptable separation of restricted findings into an 

embargoed document,” (Virginia Tech Graduate School 2012). In such cases, graduate schools urge 

students to apprise them early on if students anticipate restrictions to the research incorporated in a 

thesis or dissertation. An office of sponsored research or sponsored programs typically administers 

guidelines and policies that address this and similar issues.  

In addition, ETD service managers may wish to consult the research administration guidelines and 

policies regarding any protections that their institutions have in place for students in the event that 

claims of copyright infringement or fair use violations are brought against them. This marks another 

scenario for which it behooves ETD service managers to confer with the office of sponsored programs on 

development of proper guidance for students, or to confirm that such guidance exists and is up to date. 
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3.2.5.1 Sponsored Research 

When a thesis or dissertation incorporates sponsored research, a few questions to take into account 

include the following:  

 What rights does the institution have to student work? When does research belong to the 

institution, and when does it not?  

 In what circumstances can a student restrict access to a thesis or dissertation? When is an 

embargo appropriate, and for how long? 

 Is there an institutional policy on research data management?  

The rights of an institution to student work often depend on a variety of factors, including – but not 

limited to – the status of the student (undergraduate or graduate rank) and the context of the work 

(e.g., course requirement, or part of a funded research project). If a thesis or dissertation contains 

research relevant to a patent being filed, then a student is likely to place an embargo on the thesis or 

dissertation, delaying its public access. Another reason for restricting access is that occasionally grant-

funded research must be reviewed prior to its distribution through scholarship (including ETDs), or that 

data are still in use on a project and cannot yet be made public. For more about embargoes and other 

concerns associated with access, please consult Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs.  

3.2.5.2 Research Data 

In addition, some institutions, such as Johns Hopkins University, the University of Tennessee, and the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison, have formal policy statements concerning management of research 

data, in which parameters for retention and ownership of data are explained. Additional factors to 

weigh in this context are mandates from grant-funding agencies, such as the National Science 

Foundation (NSF) and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), for the inclusion of data 

management plans with grant-proposal applications. These mandates are intended to facilitate the 

public’s long-term access to research data that has been funded with taxpayer dollars. In light of these 

recent requirements, an ETD service manager may want to consult the office of sponsored programs on 

how best to advise students who are writing theses and dissertations based on research data generated 

from an NSF-funded project, for example; faculty serving as primary investigators (PIs) for such projects 

may need to be consulted as well, since occasionally the scholarship of theses and dissertations is 

mentioned as one of many venues through which data from the project will be disseminated. Liaison 

librarians who teach courses to both undergraduates and graduate students on the literature of a 

subject specialty, such as on chemical literature or biological literature, could work with ETD service 

managers to determine efficient paths for outreach and education regarding research data management 

in the context of writing ETDs.  

3.2.5.3 Plagiarism 

The topic of plagiarism tends to arise when copyright and fair use are addressed. While copyright seems 

closely related to plagiarism, copyright is steeped in the legality and economics of protecting an author’s 

rights, whereas plagiarism has to do with a failure to cite resources supporting one’s research (Vanacker 

2011). Acting responsibly in the conduct of research means maintaining the integrity of that research, 

including giving proper attribution when and where credit is due. This does not mean, however, that 
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accordance of attribution is equivalent to copyright compliance. Compliance occurs when permission to 

use copyrighted material is granted by the copyright holder to the user; or when the use of copyrighted 

content falls under fair use; or when the content being used is in the public domain.  

Students writing theses and dissertations may ask whether ETDs are more vulnerable to plagiarism than 

print theses and dissertations, because ETDs are – by and large – rendered immediately accessible 

(University of Pittsburgh 2007). A typical answer to this question is that anything that is published risks 

being plagiarized. Yet, there are measures students can take to deter or prevent copying or extraction of 

content from their ETDs. Software applications (such as TurnItIn2) can be used to assist in automating, to 

some extent, detection of plagiarism. Since students who write ETDs are advised by faculty regularly, it 

is also incumbent on thesis and dissertation advisers to read carefully the drafts their students submit 

periodically for review. 

3.2.6 Providing Guidance about ETD Copyright and Fair Use: Who, for Whom, When? 
Figuring out which collaborative parties should be involved in creating and providing guidelines on 

copyright and fair use for students writing ETDs is a key initial step. At the same time, it is important to 

note that students are not the only audience for such guidelines – that is, some of the very entities 

needed for collaboration may require guidance on copyright and fair use, too. 

3.2.6.1 Who Provides Guidance: Forming an “ETD Collaborative” on Campus 

As implied by the foregoing, ETD services are informed by cross-departmental partnerships on a 

campus, including – but not limited to – administrative bodies such as the graduate school, 

undergraduate program, and office of sponsored programs; faculty, who make up the teaching, 

research, and learning arm of an institution; librarians, whose specializations support the teaching, 

research, and learning activities of faculty and students; and the institution’s general counsel. Each has a 

slightly different stake in ensuring the best possible guidance for students engaged in ETD preparation. 

From the perspective of an office of sponsored programs, the primary goal might be to encourage 

integrity in conducting research, while from the perspective of an office of general counsel, compliance 

with institutional and legal guidelines and policies may be the focus. For a more detailed picture into the 

roles and responsibilities that support an ETD service, please refer to Guidelines for Implementing ETD 

Programs – Roles and Responsibilities. 

Together, these entities make up an “ETD collaborative,” which should work toward uniform, 

consolidated guidance for addressing copyright and fair use in ETDs. Being “on the same page” is critical. 

Students benefit greatly from a comprehensive, integrated overview:  it saves them the time of looking 

all over an institution’s website, and even beyond, for the relevant pieces of information, and it sets the 

example that a host of factors should be considered in order to understand and address copyright and 

fair use adequately in scholarship. 

                                                           

2
 See http://turnitin.com/.  

http://turnitin.com/
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3.2.6.2 Guidance for Whom: The Internal and External Audiences 

The audience for the guidance provided by a campus-based ETD collaborative is, foremost, internal, 

consisting primarily of students at the institution that is home to the ETD service. In addition, it should 

include those with direct contact with students and/or their scholarship, such as faculty, liaison 

librarians, and institutional repository (IR) managers or scholarly communications librarians. An ideal 

would be to target all students – whether undergraduate, master’s, or doctoral – from the start of their 

academic careers, well before they enter the ETD stage, rather than to wait to require ETD-writing 

students to attend workshops on these issues, or point them to the relevant resources in the nick of 

ETD-filing time. It would also be ideal for ETD service managers to work closely with faculty, librarians, 

and IR managers – the latter are typically well-versed in scholarly communication issues such as 

copyright, fair use, and open access. Education and outreach for these constituencies carries advantages 

at once preventative and proactive. For example, faculty who co-author publications with students need 

to be apprised of copyright practices, including transfer of copyright, in order to advise students 

properly of their rights in collaborative authorship situations and in order to avoid inadvertently signing 

away students’ copyright (Clement 2012). Liaison librarians should stay current on copyright and fair use 

as a matter of course in order to convey suitable advice to students as part of their research services.3 

Besides an internal audience, external audiences are likely to find ETD copyright and fair use guidance of 

benefit. Scholarly publishing organizations, including university presses, may wish to find out what 

policies and practices for intellectual property rights were at play for theses and dissertations they are 

interested in accepting for publication, whether in part or in their entirety.  The literature on ETDs and 

implications for scholarly publishing may be helpful in this regard (Ramirez et al. 2012; McMillan 2001). 

Other universities and colleges that have decided to launch ETD programs may be in search of examples 

against which to benchmark the services they are beginning to model. For these reasons, ETD service 

managers should consider documenting copyright and fair use guidance openly, making it publicly and 

easily accessible.4  

3.2.6.3 Guidance for When: From the Start 

Knowledge of copyright and fair use serves students invaluably from the start of their undergraduate 

and graduate careers. Attuning all students to copyright and fair use in the context of their scholarship 

before they arrive at the ETD phase has implications for efficiency in their research and writing and for 

the integrity of ETD and other scholarly content. A background in these issues also bodes well for their 

potential future as faculty members or as other types of researchers: as part of publishing their 

                                                           

3
 See the section above, titled “The Basics of Fair Use Doctrine” for a list of guides and resources that can help keep 

librarians posted on these topics. In addition, the Berkman Center for Internet and Society at Harvard has created 
an tutorial called, “Copyright for Librarians” (http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/copyrightforlibrarians/Main_Page). 
Another excellent method for keeping up to date on copyright and fair use is to read blogs such as “Copyright 
Librarian” (http://blog.lib.umn.edu/copyrightlibn/), by Nancy Sims, Copyright Program Librarian at University of 
Minnesota Libraries, and “Scholarly Communications @ Duke” (http://blogs.library.duke.edu/scholcomm/), which 
Kevin Smith, Scholarly Communications Officer at Duke University, writes. 
4
 Good examples of ETD services providing such documentation include, but are not limited to, Duke University 

(http://gradschool.duke.edu/academics/theses/copyright.php) and North Carolina State University 
(http://www.ncsu.edu/grad/etd/docs/etd-guide.pdf). 

http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/copyrightforlibrarians/Main_Page
http://blog.lib.umn.edu/copyrightlibn/
http://blogs.library.duke.edu/scholcomm/
http://gradschool.duke.edu/academics/theses/copyright.php
http://www.ncsu.edu/grad/etd/docs/etd-guide.pdf
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research, they will be asked, for example, to secure permission for using any copyrighted images or 

illustrations, or to submit a signed author agreement as required by a publisher (publishers as a matter 

of course pass this responsibility on to their authors). First-hand exposure to copyright and fair use 

issues, including the deposit agreement(s) students are obliged to understand, can amount to a 

formative authorship experience. Yet, the guidance should not be limited to the relevance it has to ETD 

writing and submission activities. That is, there is an opportunity for institutions, via an ETD service and 

the collaborating research library, to be strategically proactive in teaching students about authorship 

experiences they may have beyond their degree programs. Thus, ETD service managers should consider 

working with their institution’s libraries, including liaison librarians and scholarly communications 

personnel, and with their institution’s legal counsel to develop recommendations. These 

recommendations could address the following: how to review a publisher’s contract properly and 

negotiate for one’s author rights; how to publish in open-access journals; and how to deposit data sets 

into open disciplinary repositories for broad discoverability, access, use, and reuse. 

3.2.7 Distribution of ETDs via an Institutional Repository 
Often, the indexing and accessibility of ETDs are managed in the context of an IR. This section surveys 

copyright and fair use in an IR/ETD service context. It takes into account concepts such as distribution 

agreements, “take down” policies, and author agreements. The section also considers possible research 

scenarios that ETD service managers may wish to present to students as a way to kick-start thinking 

about the benefits of sharing and making openly available their research. 

3.2.7.1 Agreements and Licenses 

IRs typically promote open access of scholarly materials, making ETDs a logical content fit for them. In 

addition, students writing ETDs own the copyright to their work and retain that copyright following the 

deposit of the thesis or dissertation into an IR. The copyright status of items such as ETDs can be 

conveyed via a rights statement in the metadata. Generally, IRs do not exert any rights to the content 

deposited in them. Most IRs require that depositors consent to a non-exclusive distribution license – i.e., 

permission, granted by ETD authors, for the IR to archive, make publicly accessible, and manage the 

ETDs. The purposes of archiving and dissemination go hand in hand (e.g., there is no dissemination 

without ongoing archiving), although ETD depositors might not understand this duality at first. However, 

making the case for both, equally and strongly, exposes students further to the challenges of digital 

preservation and archiving. Reviewing such licenses is also not unlike reviewing an author’s agreement; 

therefore, gaining experience reading and understanding license agreements prepares students for 

reviewing author agreements and publishing contracts in the future. Students should be reminded of 

Section 106A of the Copyright Act, which asserts rights of attribution and integrity in authorship. In 

addition, some IRs are supporting Creative Commons licenses,5 which depositors may choose from at 

the time of ingest and metadata entry. These license options could also be presented to students 

depositing ETDs. Obviously, if the thesis or dissertation contains research that cannot yet be shared, 

such as when a student is filing a patent, then an embargo option may be warranted.  

                                                           

5
 See http://creativecommons.org/licenses/.  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
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3.2.7.2 Discovery Implications for Open Access ETDs 

While many institutions provide straightforward guidance regarding information such as the above, few 

of them describe – in the same guidance – scenarios about what it means to make one’s thesis or 

dissertation openly accessible. These scenarios include ETD titles appearing in Google or Bing search 

results or via other digital pathways. ETD service managers who oversee deposits of thesis and 

dissertations may wish to explore what measures their IRs are taking to increase search engine 

optimization (SEO), which focuses on how to lend a website or web page more impact and thus increase 

traffic to it; it is about “affecting the visibility of a website or a web page in a search engine's ‘natural’ or 

un-paid (‘organic’) search results,” (Wikipedia 2013). Some students do not wish for their works to be 

found easily, while others champion such broad access. Equally important is informing students what 

could happen if copyright holders, perhaps discovering via a search in Google or Bing that their content 

has been used in a thesis or dissertation, claim copyright infringement or violation of fair use. In the 

event of such situations, ETD service managers should know what their institutions’ policies are; what 

role the IR plays in such actions; the relevance of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA); and what 

options are available to students whose ETDs are involved. Many ETD programs and IRs have “take-

down” policies, whereby the thesis or dissertation is removed from public access because of a copyright 

or fair use dispute. More information on ETDs and open access may be found in the Guide to Access 

Levels and Embargoes of ETDs. 

3.2.7.3 Documenting ETD Usage and Impact 

Related to scenarios of ETD discovery are scenarios of ETD use, which aid in measuring the impact ETDs 

have on scholarship. Many IRs that distribute ETDs are able to provide usage statistics, including the 

overall number of downloads since ingest, or the number of downloads in a month, and how users are 

coming to their work, or the item record for it (e.g., via a Google search, or a link to it from an online 

citation manager such as Mendeley). Informing students of these types of usage statistics can help them 

see the benefit of making their work accessible worldwide. In addition, ETD service managers may wish 

to investigate new uses of ETDs based on current events in scholarly publishing, such as a recent 

agreement between a researcher and Elsevier in early 2012 to data mine runs of journals published by 

Elsevier (Howard 2012).  

Given that some ETD programs have been in existence for a decade or more, and thus have a substantial 

number of theses and dissertations, data mining and text mining requests could emerge in the near 

future for ETDs in certain subject areas. There is evidence in the literature that data mining should not 

reflect copyright infringement, since, for example, “most scientific data are facts that are not covered by 

copyright except to the extent that an author has exercised minimal creativity in the selection or 

arrangement of data,” (Carroll 2011). In anticipation of researchers making requests to mine the data 

and text of ETDs, managers of IRs and ETD services may wish to formulate guidelines and a process for 

responding to such requests, as well as point researchers to recommended software tools for getting 

out data and text. 

3.2.8 Copyright and Fair Use in Retrospective Reformatting of Theses and Dissertations 
Some institutions, whether they have an ETD service already in place or not, have initiated retrospective 

scanning of theses and dissertations that are in print only, as well as those that were submitted in print 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Website
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_page
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_search
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_results_page
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and then microfilmed by UMI/ProQuest. Practitioners have begun to address questions of copyright in a 

conversion context, and the section below touches upon some of these. 

3.2.8.1 Why Retrospectively Digitize? 

In the last few years, some libraries have started digitizing legacy, or historic, theses and dissertations. 

The reasons for doing so include the following:  

 For both librarians and users, the myriad formats (often in print and as a UMI/ProQuest 

microfilm copy) and locations (e.g., archives, special collections, or subject libraries) of these 

materials impede easy access to them. Digitizing this content for online access facilitates 

improved search and discovery (Shreeves and Teper 2012). 

 Legacy theses and dissertations are often made available via inter-library loan, which has 

inherent access constraints – such as a lending period of only a few weeks. Many of these items 

are also in a fragile state; instead of lending out the print volumes, libraries often scan them as 

PDFs and mount them online. The online availability gives researchers unrestricted access, 

unlike inter-library loan, and serves a preservation purpose. At the same time, these are “one-

off” situations that can disrupt staff workflows.  Thus, digitizing and thus making digitally 

available a body of historic ETD content can eliminate such disruptions. 

 Through scanning these dissertations and theses, libraries may encourage open access of 

scholarship as well as strengthen the academic reputation of their institutions (Martyniak 2008).  

 Historic theses and dissertations are considered grey literature, and some libraries are 

committed to broadening access to such materials as part of strategic collection development 

activities.  

A key issue to consider in retrospective conversion of historic theses and dissertations from print to 

digital format is their copyright status, which the library literature has started to address. As most of the 

articles discussed below attest, the tactics to take in determining copyright status include consulting 

with legal counsel at one’s institution to see where it stands on this issue; negotiating with commercial 

entities that make such content available at a price so that institutions can have some control over it for 

the purpose of broader access; and working with groups such as alumni associations, colleges, 

departments, and graduate schools to establish contact with thesis and dissertation authors for securing 

their permission to digitize, and render available online, their past scholarship. 

3.2.8.2 Brief Literature Survey 

Clement and Levine (2011) investigated whether pre-1978 dissertations, in accordance with the 1909 

Copyright Act, count as publications or not, a dependency in determining their copyright status. They 

found that “For copyright purposes, these were acts of publication with the same legal effect as 

dissemination through presses, publishers, and societiesm” (Clement and Levine 2011, 825). They 

suggest that collection managers should investigate the copyright status for dissertations deposited in 

libraries, including those microfilmed by UMI/ProQuest, between 1909 and 1978; if there is no copyright 

notice, then the thesis or dissertation is likely in the public domain. Moreover, some of these 

dissertations might have fallen out of copyright, if they were not renewed after 28 years for the same 

length of time (Clement and Levine 2011, 826). 
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Shreeves and Teper (2012) recount their experience of a pilot project to digitize historic theses and 

dissertations at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), in which their first priority was a 

thorough understanding of rights issues. For this they consulted University Counsel, which approved 

online access to these materials provided it was limited to the UIUC community; an additional proviso 

was that the library give copyright holders – the authors of the theses and dissertations – the options of 

removing their digitized content, or of opening it up for worldwide “open access” exposure (Shreeves 

and Teper 2012, 533). Furthermore, while University Counsel also approved the conversion of theses 

and dissertations in paper to digital format, they were hesitant when it came to digitizing these 

materials in microfilm, since the microfilmed copies were essentially the property of ProQuest. ProQuest 

subsequently proposed a plan in which UIUC would cover the cost of digitizing the microfilmed theses 

and dissertations and permit their access through ProQuest’s service. Negotiations over a three-year 

period ultimately landed in UIUC’s favor: ProQuest agreed to let the university provide restricted access 

to the digitized content via its institutional repository, as well as to allow open access with permission 

from thesis and dissertation authors. Another hurdle in this pilot, however, was the process of securing 

such permissions from the authors. Again, ProQuest and UIUC worked on a solution suitable to both 

parties that streamlined the permission process. Thus, an important factor in considering retrospective 

conversion of these legacy items is the possible need to negotiate with vendors like ProQuest for control 

over such local content.   

The ETD-L mailing list6 has also been a venue for discussion of questions related to copyright and fair use 

in the context of retrospective conversion of theses and dissertations, as well as of suggestions for 

solutions. Since the list has subscribers from all over the world, it is not uncommon to get glimpses of 

ETD service experiences abroad. For example, the service manager for the Electronic Theses Online 

System, or EThOS, in the U.K. posted a response to a question from a US university about which 

institutions are doing digitization of legacy theses and dissertations without first seeking permission of 

the authors. The EThOS service manager referred the list to a “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ) 

section on the EThOS site, in which appears the answer to the question, “How has the issue of obtaining 

retrospective permissions for digitization been dealt with?” (EThOS Administration 2012). The answers 

that EThOS gives include the following: 1) EThOS argues that it is a cost-recovery operation and does not 

profit from digitization of theses and dissertations, whereas the authors of them, as well as the 

institution where these materials were deposited, enjoy enhanced discoverability and recognition of the 

intellectual content; 2) it is unrealistic to believe permission from all thesis and dissertation authors can 

be obtained; and 3) there are “take-down” policies in place in the event that authors reject such easy 

availability of their scholarship. 

Finally, both Martyniak (2008) and Shreeves and Teper (2012) note the important role that alumni 

associations, colleges, and departments can play in contacting, or locating, authors for their permission 

to digitize and make accessible their theses and dissertations. Each of these articles describes the 

convoluted processes that permissions work can involve; on the other hand, the latter does mention the 

creation of an online form that authors would fill out to confirm ownership of copyright for a thesis or 

                                                           

6
 See http://listserv.vt.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=ETD-L.  

http://listserv.vt.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=ETD-L
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dissertation as well as whether they favor or not making their content openly accessible (Shreeves and 

Teper 2012, 534).  

3.2.9 ETDs, Publishers, and Publishing 
As the previous section implies, vendors such as ProQuest and other commercial publishers have a 

vested interest in managing and promoting ETDs. With the proliferation of the e-book format, 

institutions need to keep abreast of issues relevant to graduate students who have completed and 

submitted ETDs and thus own the copyright to them. There is great potential for ETD service managers 

to work with librarians, copyright specialists, faculty, and publishers on assembling better guidance to 

equip students for publishing their scholarly work. 

As stated at the beginning of this document, the experience of writing theses and dissertations gives 

students a sense of what it is like to prepare a scholarly work for publication. There are format and 

submission standards to which ETDs adhere, just as there exist standards for the preparation of 

scholarly manuscripts; there are committees consisting of faculty members who vet and advise on the 

substance and quality of ETDs, not unlike what an editorial team does; and students are asked to 

consent to agreements (such as non-exclusive distribution agreements). The framework for preparing 

and depositing ETDs is analogous to, and portends, various stages of scholarly publishing. Thus, 

additional guidance for ETD service managers, librarians, and even faculty with scholarly publishing 

experience to provide for graduate students writing theses and dissertations could address questions of 

publication in the context of ETDs: Can an ETD include a chapter that has been published as an article? 

What should students know about reviewing publication agreements? How should students be advised 

about ProQuest options? What impact, if any, do ETDs have on students’ future publication prospects? 

3.2.9.1 Prior Publication and ETDs 

It is not uncommon for students to publish a portion of their theses or dissertations, such as a chapter, 

as an article prior to submission. Policies and practices surrounding this issue may depend in part, 

however, on the local institutional context of the ETD service – i.e., whether or not review committees 

will allow students to integrate previously published material in their theses and dissertations. More 

important is whether the student has transferred copyright to the publisher, or retained the right to use 

the material. Students should read thoroughly their publishing agreements to make certain they 

understand what is allowed. Accordingly, if there is anything in such agreements that students take 

issue with, then they should be encouraged to negotiate the agreement with publishers. A student who 

has transferred copyright to a publisher and would like to reuse the published content for a thesis or 

dissertation will need to contact the publisher for permission to do so. Some ETD services, such as at 

Duke University, advise that rather than integrating a chapter that has already become an article, 

students discuss the research behind the article in a distinctive way. This approach avoids violation of 

copyright law, which safeguards the expression of an idea, not the idea itself (Duke University Graduate 

School 2012). Finally, students should be apprised of resources, such as Sherpa RoMEO,7 to aid them in 

                                                           

7
 See http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/.  

http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
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figuring out various publisher policies for depositing previously published content into a repository 

service. 

3.2.9.2 ProQuest and ETDs 

Many ETD services offer students the option of making their theses and dissertations also available via 

ProQuest Open Publishing PLUS.8 A key advantage of paying ProQuest to host one’s thesis or 

dissertation is expanded means of discoverability: the ProQuest service can, if students choose, expose 

theses and dissertations to search engines; moreover, the ProQuest Theses and Dissertations database 

has been known to receive a couple hundred million searches a year (Hadro 2010).  

With ProQuest, students still retain and own the copyright to their theses and dissertations, but the 

service has the non-exclusive right to distribute the ETDs. Unlike with the traditional publishing option, 

whereby students receive royalties from the sale of their theses or dissertations, with the Open Access 

Publishing PLUS option, students are permitting free, worldwide access to their work, potentially in any 

format, including as an e-book. Within the constraints of not being legal practitioners, ETD services 

would do well to review, in concert with librarians and copyright specialists, the publishing agreement 

furnished by ProQuest, in order to give the best possible guidance to students.  

3.2.9.3 ETDs and E-Books 

The recent phenomenon of people finding the ETDs they submitted as students on sale as e-books 

suggests that close review of the agreement with ProQuest is crucial, particularly where students are 

given the choice of distribution of their ETDs via “third-party selling” (Torres 2012), or third-party sales. 

For, even though a student holds copyright of her thesis or dissertation, if she chooses third-party sales 

as an additional way of distributing her scholarship, then vendors such as Amazon and Barnes and Noble 

are within their rights to sell that thesis or dissertation as an e-book, with profits going to them but not 

to the student. Another concern that ETDs published as e-books raises is whether the e-book format 

negatively affects future publication of the thesis or dissertation as original scholarship as journal 

articles and monographs (Smith 2012). It is early days yet for the ETD as e-book phenomenon, but, 

generally, since ETDs being published as e-books are not revised or put through a peer-review process, 

then this concern is effectively moot; e-books are simply another format – just as the microfilm of a 

thesis or dissertation that is then scanned as a PDF and bound in cloth as a book encompasses just 

another format.  

3.2.9.4 Publishing Potential of ETDs 

A common concern among students, particularly those with aspirations for tenure-track academic 

positions that rely heavily on the publication of original scholarship, is that making an ETD widely 

accessible hampers their chances at publishing it in print. This notion is actually a misguided one, and 

getting the facts and trends straight can impact the success of outreach and educational activities 

intended to promote the benefits of ETDs (McMillan 2001). A 2011 survey of journal editors and 

university press directors in the social sciences, arts, and humanities found that, for the most part, a 

manuscript’s prior status as an electronic thesis or dissertation did not affect its publication potential, 

                                                           

8
 See http://www.proquest.com/en-US/products/dissertations/epoa.shtml.  

http://www.proquest.com/en-US/products/dissertations/epoa.shtml
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mainly because publishers expect – and require – ETDs accepted for publication to be substantially 

revised beforehand (Ramirez et al. 2012). Moreover, ETDs do not undergo external peer review, which is 

a process required by journals and university presses; for most journal editors this fact still makes ETDs, 

or parts of them (e.g., for articles), eligible for submission as original scholarship (Howard 2012). 

Enhanced access to a students’ research through its status as electronic theses or dissertations may 

even lead to publishing opportunities. The idea that making a thesis or dissertation open access is a 

deterrent to formal publication as articles or as a monograph is important to rectify for faculty, too. 

Faculty advise students on their theses and dissertations and need to be current on today’s scholarly 

publishing trends. 

3.3 Summary 
ETD service managers, as well as librarians, faculty, and institutional administration, should recognize 

there are opportunity costs if key issues in copyright and fair use are not presented as thoroughly as 

possible for all stakeholders involved in an ETD service. We do students an important, relevant service in 

giving them the tools they need to make informed decisions about copyright, fair use, and author rights. 

Such a service extends to the institution at large as well, in that it can lessen the likelihood of legal 

action. By coordinating efforts and thus displaying a more centralized, unified front in the understanding 

of copyright and fair use practices, institutions can reduce or prevent confusion among faculty and 

students; possibly shape more efficient development of research policies and guidelines; and position 

themselves to think more strategically about future research and the future uses of research. 
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4 Guidelines for Collecting Usage Metrics and 

Demonstrations of Value for ETD Programs 

Yan Han (University of Arizona) 

Topics Covered 
 Benefits of collecting ETD usage metrics. 

 Examples of usage metrics published by several American ETD programs. 

 Methods to gather both quantitative and qualitative data. 

 Explanations of common web statistics to gather. 

 Methods to analyze return on investment (ROI) and open access benefits.  

 

4.1 Introduction  
Individuals (authors, faculty, and graduate students), institutional structures (libraries and graduate 

colleges), and the scholarly community in general (users) play different roles in the electronic thesis and 

dissertation (ETD) curation lifecycle. These roles include content generation, delivery, access, use and 

reuse, and preservation. In order to assess and understand the outcomes of ETD programs, these 

stakeholders increasingly seek information regarding title and/or collection usage, impact, and user 

satisfaction rates. In order to demonstrate the value of ETD programs, stakeholders that provide content 

generation, delivery, and access to end users (usually libraries and graduate colleges), must collect and 

produce usage metrics. 

Producing usage metrics involves the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of usage for a 

title or a collection. Usage data is the most important data collected to measure outcomes, such as 

return on investments (ROI), effectiveness of delivery methods, and the characteristics of a collection 

(e.g. subject-oriented collections have concentrated users but high visits). As a result, it is critical to 

collect accurate usage metrics and to do so while respecting users’ privacy.  

4.1.1 Benefits of Usage Metrics for an ETD Program  
Libraries and graduate colleges can use quantitative data such as ETD web visits and web-visit-

demographics to understand users, collections, and impact. In combination with qualitative data such as 

survey and focus groups, they can do further data mining and analysis to find out more information such 

as ROI and user satisfaction. Specific case studies can be found in  4.2 below. 

An institution, such as the graduate college or library, needs to understand the use of its resources and 

the outcomes of its investments. Institutional administration is interested in the big picture such as the 

overall impact of a collection, the institution and/or department rankings, the costs, and the ROI. The 

graduate college might be interested in knowing more specific details regarding its scholarly outputs and 
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its graduate students’ experiences with the ETD program. The library may be most interested in the 

users of its resources and their experience with the repository software and search mechanisms that 

enable them to access the collections.  

As it seeks to assess its ETD program, an institution needs to make the connections between (a) 

resources and services in supports of its institutional goals; and (b) how the resources and services are 

used, by whom, and their impact. These measurements and statistics are critical justifications for an 

institution to receive financial and administrative support for advancing its scholarly outputs and 

providing access to information resources and their related services. Areas that an institution needs to 

evaluate include, but are not limited to the following: 

 Satisfaction of graduate students from the institutional view (e.g. evaluation of services offered, 

new and better services for future students). 

 Effectiveness of the overall ETD program (e.g. submission and delivery) and ROI.  

 Usefulness of the ETD collection and its impact.  

 Effectiveness and efficiency of delivery methods. 

As the end users of the ETD collections, researchers are more likely to be interested in understanding 

the impact of a particular title and/or a field. They see the usage metrics in a unique light, including: 

 Measuring the impact and importance of a title. 

 Evaluating the impact of their ETDs (e.g. citation usage, potential collaborators). 

 Assessing the impact of certain research fields within an institution (e.g. citation and usage data 

to compare fields/programs offered by peer institutions).  

 Evaluating the satisfaction of graduate students from individual view (e.g. theses/dissertation 

publishing and copyright services). 

4.2 Evaluation of Electronic Resources: Methods and Issues  
Both quantitative and qualitative approaches should be taken in evaluating digital resources (such as 

ETDs) as a resource and as a service. As a resource, assessment focuses on how the collection was used. 

As a service, assessment focuses on how users interact with digital resources (Franklin, Kyrillidou, and 

Plum 2009). As with other digital materials, changes in content delivery and users’ behaviors have driven 

fundamental changes in assessment methods and tools. 

4.2.1 Examples of Measuring Usage in US Institutions 
Many institutions collect usage statistics, but might not collect them consistently or be compliant with 

best practices. Since the web has been evolving over time, usage statistics and best practices also 

change regularly. However, basic concepts and models have been consistent. It is strongly 

recommended to collect usage statistics with respect to resources available and to keep the statistics 

archived to demonstrate the outcomes.  

Some institutions provide certain usage statistics for public view, which adds value to the collection and 

repository because it helps general users to assess the uses and impact.  Below are just a few 

noteworthy examples. 
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4.2.1.1 Virginia Tech Usage Statistics 

Virginia Tech is known as the first university to require ETD submissions going back to 1997. They 

publish the following metrics: 

 Usage statistics such as the number of HTML pages and PDFs accessed and unique visitors for its 

ETD collection since 1997. The quantitative data gathered and synthesized by Virginia Tech 

provide important statistics for the university and ETD community to see the impact and the 

growth over the past 16 years.1 

 Annual surveys of ETD authors and users. For example, in the 2006-2007 ETD author survey 

there are 14 closed-ended and open-ended questions providing feedback regarding issues such 

as submission, workshop, preparation, file formats, and committee involvement.2  

4.2.1.2 University of North Texas Usage Statistics 

The University of North Texas (UNT) repository also provides its usage statistics for public view, including 

items added, usage per title, partner, and collection.3 Alemneh assessed the ETD usage in the UNT 

Libraries and concluded that there are challenges and opportunities to providing access to digital 

resources (Alemneh 2011).  

4.2.1.3 Texas A&M Graduate Student Survey 

Texas A&M University’s graduate college has been conducting a graduate students theses/dissertation 

survey as an important measure of students’ overall university experience. To date it shows that the 

majority of graduate students were satisfied with their graduate study experience including ETD 

submission (Dromgoole 2012).  

4.2.2 Overview of Evaluation of Library Resources: Methods and Issues 
Libraries have a long history of evaluating and studying use of library resources and collections. In a 

traditional print library, librarians count various outputs such as collection size and collection usage data 

(e.g. circulation numbers), reference question numbers and types, numbers of inter-library loans, etc. It 

is a challenge to have a consistent and reliable way to collect these numbers due to variances in 

methods and sample sizes. These challenges are not new to the digital library. As noted by Glavin and 

Kent in 1977, library data and metrics were “too global in character and too imprecise in nature to serve 

as an adequate basis for reformulation of acquisitions policies. It is useless to tell the acquisitions 

librarian that half the monographs ordered will never be used, unless we can specify which 50 percent 

to avoid buying,“ (Glavin and Kent 1977, 2317-2320). 

Regardless of the challenges inherent in data collection and analysis, libraries have used both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches to assess the performance of their digital library infrastructures. 

Some quantitative measures and tools include Counting Online Usage of Networked Electronic 

Resources (COUNTER), Standardized Usage Statistics Harvesting Initiative (SUSHI), and general web 

statistics such as ScholarlyStats. COUNTER provides consistent, credible and comparable usage from a 

                                                           

1
 See http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/data/somefacts.html.  

2
 See http://lumiere.lib.vt.edu/surveys/results/.  

http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/data/somefacts.html
http://lumiere.lib.vt.edu/surveys/results/
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variety of vendors/publishers, while SUSHI is a standardized protocol for an electronic resource 

management system with COUNTER data. COUNTER and SUSHI are complementary initiatives designed 

to improve the reliability and usability of online usage statistics. These data are analyzed and generally 

used as cost-per-use data. Collecting meaningful cost data is not easy; however, one popular analysis is 

ScholarlyStats, which claims to report more than 400,000 e-journals. Though COUNTER and SUSHI are 

typically used for measuring performance of e-journals, the cost-per-use data these tools help to 

generate might be interesting to apply to ETDs to see the cost-per-use for ETD titles. 

4.2.3 Quantitative Approaches 

4.2.3.1 Collection Statistics 

As the Internet fundamentally continues to change the way people communicate and share information, 

libraries see a profound increase in acquiring and serving networked digital resources rather than 

traditional materials. Digital resources become the de facto standard for information delivery. The 

Association of Research Libraries (ARL) has worked on new measures for the evaluation of electronic 

resources. Since 1961, the association has published ARL Statistics, “a series of annual publications that 

describe the collections, expenditures, staffing, and service activities for ARL member libraries.” In terms 

of web statistics, ARL started project E-Metrics in 2000 to collect data about electronic resources and 

services. The E-Metrics project was carried out in three phases: a) Phase I was to gather inventory of ARL 

libraries and database vendor statistics; b) Phase II was to collect and analyze data; and c) Phase III was 

to propose measurement for electronic resources (Miller and Schmidt 2001). E-Metrics was designed to 

measure electronic information resources. The measures were designed to: a) be consistent with 

organizational missions, goals, and objectives; b) be integrated with an institution’s program review; c) 

balance customer, stakeholder, and employee interests and needs; d) establish accountability; and e) 

include the collection and use of reliable and valid data.   

The project studied a self-selected group of 24 libraries, and found that most libraries kept track of: 

 Types of electronic materials. 

 User measures (e.g. number of logins/visits and numbers of resources accessed). 

 Types of users of electronic resources and services. 

 Costs (e.g. cost per electronic document delivered and cost of database subscription) 

 Other measures related with electronic resources and services such as survey, LibQUAL+, and 

focus group. 

The project compared 12 major database vendors, showing that they collected general web statistics 

such as document types, sessions, visits, logins, and searches. Many vendors complied with the 

International Coalition of Library Consortia (ICOLC) guidelines drafted in 1998; however, practices range 

widely. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

3
 UNT’s ETD collection statistics can be viewed at http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/stats/.  

http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/stats/
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Lack of consistent definitions, comparable measures, and standardized reporting methods topped the 

list. The E-Metrics project called for standardizing usage reports, sharing project information, and 

developing a set of core measures. A number of statistics and measures were recommended, including 

Patron Accessible Electronic Resources, Use of Networked Resources and Services, Expenditures of 

Networked Resources and Related Infrastructure, and Library Digitization Activities. The recommended 

statistics and measures were designed with library content and services in mind, which covers (a) 

technical infrastructure, (b) information content, (c) information services, (d) support, and (e) 

management (Shim et al. 2001). 

ARL currently collects terms, including number of collections, number of items, size in GB, number of 

items accessed, and number of queries conducted (searches).  The emphasis is collection-oriented and 

related to academic libraries’ traditional measurement approaches such as such as those for collections, 

sizes and usage. There are notable issues with these statistics. For example, number of queries 

conducted is not included in the Digital (Web) Analytics Association (DAA) web analytics definitions and 

therefore web analytics tools such as Google Analytics do not report this measure. Library staff should 

devise a way to report this term in a standardized fashion.                                                                                                                       

4.2.3.2 Web Analytics  

In the past, academic libraries tended to measure content and impact by collecting internal statistics, 

primarily collection-oriented (e.g. collection size and spending budget) and not user-oriented (e.g. users’ 

behavior and users’ experience). It has been a decade since ARL published its E-Metrics results. E-

Metrics and performance indicators cannot fully provide libraries with users’ perceptions and 

assessments of their services (Bertot and Davis 2004).  

To face the changing information landscape, academic libraries should collect qualitative and 

quantitative measures to understand more about their end users and services. Business web sites such 

as retailers, advertising companies, and marketing companies focus on users’ behaviors and 

experiences. Their goal is to collect, analyze, measure and report Internet data in order to understand 

and optimize web usage. Web analytics is not only a good tool for measuring web statistics, but also a 

rich data source for business intelligence and marketing research. Web analytics generally use two 

methods: 

 Log file analysis: This method reads and interprets the log files recorded by a web server such as 

Apache or IIS. Common terms (see Table 4-1) can be recorded, and HTTP errors can be captured 

as well. Log file analysis is easy to do because web servers generate the raw data automatically. 

The main issue with log files is accuracy, resulting from a browser’s cache capacity. 

 Page tagging: To address pitfalls of log file analysis, tagging methods using JavaScript and/or an 

invisible image have been. Unlike log file analysis, page tagging also works for non-HTML web 

pages such as interactive Flash movies. It can be also used for companies who do not have 

access to their own web servers. Therefore, page tagging is widely used in web analytics.  

After years of consolidation, web analytics terms tend to be consistent though there is still no national 

or international standard. Easy-to-use web analytics tools are available from different companies. The 
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most popular one is Google Analytics (offered as both a free version and a fee-based premium version). 

Google Analytics makes it very easy to gather basic quantitative measures, including those suggested by 

E-Metrics project. In addition, Google Analytics provides a lot of user-oriented data, including 

demographics (e.g. country, city), behavior (e.g. new, returning users, frequency), technology (e.g. 

browsers, network), and mobile devices. These statistics can be, and often are, used for business 

intelligence and data mining for marketing, content delivery optimization, infrastructure and system 

improvement. More on how libraries can use such approaches for quantitatively assessing their ETD 

collections is included below. 

4.2.3.3 Altmetrics 

Altmetrics, a new metrics proposed in 2010, is an alternative to widely used impact factor.  Its purpose is 

not limited to citation counts and is not limited to articles only. Altmetrics can be applied to journals, 

books, data sets, web pages, and others. It measures extended impacts such as views, discussed, 

downloads, mentions in social media. Like other metrics, controversy has been arisen as altmetrics can 

be self-cited, gamed and boosted in other ways. 

Some publishers such as BioMed Central, Public Library of Science and Elsevier have started to provide 

altmetrics. The National Information Standards Organization (NISO) has been awarded a 2-year grant in 

June 2013, and is working on a project to study, propose and develop standard(s) and practices in 

altmetrics. Since altmetrics is an emerging way to measure impacts, it is recommended to keep an eye 

on the development of the standards and best practices.  

4.2.4 Qualitative Approaches 
Qualitative research involves studying and collecting a variety of empirical materials such as case studies 

and interviews, along with interactive and visual observations, all with the goal of identifying meaning to 

individuals. It is reasonable that each individual is different, and therefore the research has to study 

more than one interpretive practice (Denzin and Lincoln 2011). Employing multiple methods of 

qualitative research can offer better understanding of a research topic. Each method has its history, 

uses, context, and implementation. Two commonly used methods include surveys and focus groups.  

4.2.4.1 Surveys 

Surveys are used to study representatives from a population. For example, polls of public opinions are 

reported in the news media. Since it is based on a sample of the research population, the success is 

dependent on the degree of representation. This method has its advantages and pitfalls. The advantages 

include standardization, ease of management, cost-effectiveness (cost is low compared to focus groups), 

and efficiency for collecting information on a large population. One should be aware that the challenges 

are how to: (a) identify samples; (b) design, evaluate and adjust questions; and (c) reach out and contact 

those who are reluctant to respond. User surveys can be performed during ETD submission to 

understand graduate student experience including ETD submission. Within the research library domain, 

ARL maintains Measuring the Impact of Networked Electronic Services (MINES), an online survey service 

to collect data for the use of electronic resources. Kyrillidou, Plum, and Thompson have also presented a 

literature review of library web surveys and methodologies, and provided a set of methods to evaluate 

electronic services to better serve research, teaching and learning (2010, 159-183). A recommended 
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guidance tool for surveying is Survey Methodology (ISBN 978-0470465462) by Groves et al. from the 

University of Michigan Survey Research Center.  

4.2.4.2 Focus Groups 

Focus groups involve a moderator facilitating a small group discussion on a topic. Advantages include 

valuable insight to data unlikely generated through personal interviews and observations, as well as 

opportunities to discuss the group’s experiences. It was found that “focus groups often produce data 

that are seldom produced through individual interviewing and observation” (Kamberelis and Dimitriadis 

2005). The disadvantages are the limitations of a one-time-study (unless repeated), and the risk that the 

focus group approach could collect biased data if the setting is not right. To learn more about 

conducting an effective focus group, we recommend the book Focused Interview by Robert K. Merton 

who is the inventor of the focus group methodology (1952).  

4.2.5 Recommended Approaches 
In general, an ETD collection from an institution is accessible through the institutional repository. The 

repository system market is dominated by a few such as DSpace and CONTENTdm. These systems either 

provide a way to integrate with Google Analytics or provide their own web statistics. Some institutions 

also set up third party web analytics software to collect detailed usage about users’ behaviors.  

 

Figure 4-1. Google Analytics screenshot 
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4.2.5.1 Minimal Level (Quantitative)  

We recommend that institutions take an approach that meets its basic needs, as an institution may have 

resources and skills constraints. Assuming that the institution has an existing repository, the effort to 

collect usage metrics is straightforward and does not require many additional resources and skills. Web 

analytics tools such as the Google Analytics Standard version are free of charge and provide 

recommended web measurements. Some repository systems such as DSpace have Google Analytics 

code built in, and only need to have it enabled via a configuration file. Collecting statistics such as basic 

ARL measures is also relatively straightforward. Most repository software systems provide basic 

collection statistics such as the total number of items, and the total size of a collection. Using the above 

web statistics, one can report on the major terms defined in the ARL E-Metrics project. One item, 

number of queries conducted may need additional standardization if the repository software does not 

provide it. In this case, library staff may look at the Google Analytics “content” section for the “search” 

page (see Figure 4-1). 

Resources and/or skills required (time, skills and resources are based on the author’s 10 years of 

experience working with usage statistics):   

 Setup (time, skills and resources): 0.5 to 1 hour to set up if the system includes modules for 

analytics code as DSpace does. However, If a repository system does not have this built in, it 

would most certainly require either using (1) adding analytics module, or (2) using third-party 

software and administrative access to web server logs. No IT skills or financial resources are 

needed. 

 Maintenance (time, skills and resources): None (repository system/Google provided). 

 Reporting (time, skills and resources): 0.5 to 1 hour on a recurring basis to output usage 

statistics using web interface. 

4.2.5.2 Advanced Level (Quantitative and Qualitative)  

For institutions that have additional resources and would like to know more about their collections, 

impact, and user experiences, we recommend the collection of more data through both quantitative and 

qualitative approaches. Quantitative and qualitative approaches require: 

 Quantitative data: Minimal level (see above), plus other measures such as content analysis and 

user technology (e.g. browser, mobile devices). These measures may help design better delivery 

methods and user interfaces. 

 Qualitative data: Surveys and/or focus groups. Surveys can be easily implemented in the 

curation lifecycle of ETDs, from submission to access. In order to produce reliable data and to 

avoid design pitfalls such as sample selection bias, one must understand the limitations and 

advantages of these methods. Two helpful starting resources could include: LibQUAL+, which is 

a web-based survey for libraries to solicit, track and response users’ opinions of a service; and 

MINES for Libraries an online survey to collect data on the use of electronic resources and user 

demographics.  
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Term Definition Use Note 

Hit A request for a file from the 

web server 

The number of hits has been 

often cited for usage, but this 

could be misleading and over-

estimates without 

understanding what can count 

as a hit. 

A single web page can 

consisting multiple files (e.g. 

images, javascripts, 

stylesheets, PDF), each of 

which is counted as a hit 

when the page is accessed.  

Page View  

(Pageview) 

The number of times a page 

was viewed  

Page view provides more 

realistic assessment.  

A single page view may 

generate multiple hits.  

Visit  

(Session) 

An individual visits a website 

(usually consisting of one or 

more page views). If no 

action happens within a 

specified time period, the 

visit will be over. 

 Different providers use 

different methods for 

tracking. A typical specified 

time-out period is 30 

minutes. More details see 

Web Analytics Definition.  

Unique Visitor  

(Unique User) 

A distinct person who visited 

a website. A visitor can make 

multiple visits.  

 Uniqueness is tracked by 

cookies (no login) and IP / 

user agent authentication.  

Entry page The first page in a visit.   

Visit Duration Time spent in a visit   

Bounce Rate A bounce occurs when a 

visitor only views a single 

page. Bounce rate = Single 

page visits / entry pages 

Used to determine the 

effectiveness of an entry page. 

“a 50% bounce rate is average. 

If you surpass 60%, you should 

be concerned”. For reference 

please see Inc.com 
4
 

 

New Visitor A visitor that has not made 

any previous visit during a 

reporting period. 

“New visitor” is helpful in 

determining loyalty of a site, 

when comparing to “return 

visitor”.  

Each visitor should be 

counted as a NEW visitor 

only once; however,  

technology is not perfect.  

Return(ing) 

Visitor  

(Repeat Visitor) 

A visitor that has made 

previous visits during a 

reporting period 

New visitors + Return visitors = 

Unique visitors 

Some tools call “Repeat 

visitor” is the same as 

“Return visitor”.   

Table 4-1. Base terms to collect for measuring services 

                                                           

4
 http://www.inc.com/guides/2011/01/how-to-reduce-your-website-bounce-rate.html. 

http://www.inc.com/guides/2011/01/how-to-reduce-your-website-bounce-rate.html
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Setup, maintenance, and reporting (time, skills, and resources) will all vary when taking more advanced 

level approaches. For example, there may be fees for customizing web analytics tools if advanced web 

measurements needed, and certainly collecting qualitative data will take more resources and time. This 

work pays off in the quality of the data an institution gathers. 

4.3 Collecting Web Statistics  

4.3.1 Recommended Web Statistics 
Web statistics data can provide invaluable information for ETD managers and administrators. It shows 

where users are from, what users visited, how long users stayed and how many titles users viewed. 

Interpretation of this information is very useful for institutional intelligence. Several web statistics tools 

have been widely used and data has been effectively gathered. As previously noted, Google Analytics is 

the most popular web analytics tool. 

When reviewing web analytics, it should be noted that each tool/system might use different terms. Visit, 

hit, and page view might not necessarily mean the same thing across different systems. For example, 

Google Analytics uses “visit” where other tools use “session.” Currently there is no standard or de facto 

reference for web statistics, although some web analytics associations such as DAA or committees are 

trying to create some guidelines. Libraries are encouraged to collect the following base terms in Table 

4-1 for measuring services, in addition to ARL E-Metrics statistics.  

When analyzing web statistics, one should be aware that web crawlers (e.g. Googlebot, Bingbot, etc.) 

regularly visit and index websites, including repositories. Most analytics software such as Google 

Analytics use a simple strategy to validate non-web-crawlers visits, creating a 1x1 pixel clear-GIF image 

that is non-cacheable and not indexed by web crawlers. As a result, data from these analytics software 

including Google Analytics is fairly accurate (i.e., it does not include web-crawler visits in its data). If you 

run your own log analysis tool, you will need to evaluate your data and eliminate these web-crawler 

visits to ensure that your data is accurately representing use by researchers, not “noise” from other 

agents.  

The terms in Table 4-1 are recommended to collect for a minimal level set of web statistics. Important 

ratio statistics such as page/visit can be produced once the minimal set is collected.  

4.4 Use of Statistics Data  
One use of collection statistics is for the Ranking Web of World’s Repositories.5 This resource provides a 

list of mainly research-oriented repositories arranged according to a composite index of their web 

presence and impact. It uses indicators such as size, visibility, rich files and scholar content, and these 

indicators are combined to calculate the ranking. For example, arxiv.org is ranked the 2nd place in the 

world repository ranking with 18th in size, 1st in visibility, 1084th in rich files, and 2nd in scholar. 

Obviously increasing the number of titles and quality of titles can improve a repository ranking.  

                                                           

5
 See http://repositories.webometrics.info/.  

http://repositories.webometrics.info/
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With user measures and the cost model available, return on investment (ROI) figures can be calculated. 

Usually people talk about cost per title. Institutions can use these ROIs to compare published literature 

as one demonstration of their outcomes. Scant literature has been published to discuss the usage of 

grey literature, but we expect that more studies will be available in the future so that a better 

understanding of ROI can be reached.  

Common ROIs suggested include:  

 Cost per title: Annual costs related to one title. Linn (2009) states that “there are so few good 

examples of how librarians can use cost-benefit analysis.” The well-known arXiv.org maintained 

by Cornell University listed per-article costs as $9 in 2006, $6 in 2009, and $8 in 2012; while the 

French HAL archive listed per article costs as $6.5 (€ 5) in 2008 (Schopfel and Boukacem-

Zeghmour 2012). 

 Cost per item request: Annual costs related to one item request. A case study (Piorun and 

Palmer 2008) suggested that the cost per item (ETD) request over a specified period of time was 

$1.90 (total project cost: $23,562; 17,555 downloads in 17 months, in comparison to 723 uses 

for print dissertations). 

 Item requests per collection: Average access number per item in a collection. Two case studies 

show that ETDs are requested twice as much as articles and reports (Schopfel and Boukacem-

Zeghmour 2012). 

 Costs per user: Annual costs related to a user. 

 Costs per author: Annual costs related to an author.  

For more on ROIs for ETDs, see Guide to ETD Program Planning and Cost Estimation. 

There can be issues in consistency of collecting usage data and even within COUNTER-compliant reports, 

there is evidence that the cost analysis is more difficult than it appears (Conyers and Dalton 2007). 

Combining quantitative data (web statistics) and qualitative data (surveys, focus groups) will help to 

analyze user behaviors and ROI.  

It is possible to measure not just usage but also impact in the form of citations to articles in a repository. 

Software like Citebase does this, though it requires a significant body of interlinked content to produce 

meaningful metrics. For example, Citebase works well on the high-energy physics open access database, 

arXiv, because there is enough material in that database (over half a million articles) to permit 

meaningful measurement of citations between articles. As the open access corpus grows worldwide in 

institutional repositories, Citebase and other tools like it should be able to work effectively on a larger 

body of scholarly literature.  

There is an increasing focus on the development of metrics that can measure aspects of research. In the 

past, the metric that has been in widespread use is the journal impact factor (JIF), which is the most well 

known metric in wide use by publishers, librarians and scholars. Developed by the Institute for Scientific 

Information (ISI), the JIF is used to measure the impact of individual journals, currently covering around 

10,000 journals. As open access literature and repositories increase, there are concurrent increases in 

the need and ability to measure the impact of literature similar to the JIF. Open access global literature, 
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indexes, and usage metrics will provide librarians and scholars around the world with the raw material 

to develop many new metrics for measuring and assessing research. 

4.5 Open Access Model and Impact  
When an institution decides to provide access to its ETD collection, it may choose between two main 

access models: open access (OA) and restricted access. Using usage statistics and citation analysis, many 

articles and studies have been published to analyze the impact of OA and non-OA literature. Overall, 

studies consistently demonstrate that OA provides easier access and higher impact over non-OA 

publishing models.  

The following bullets provide a brief synopsis of some of the literature on this topic since 2001. 

 Computer Scientists have found that OA articles have greater impact and more citations due to 

easier availability (Lawrence 2001). 

 In 2004 Thomson ISI did a study of the OA journals in core scientific publications, and concluded 

that OA itself does not necessarily create more or fewer citations by comparing 191 OA journals 

and the 8509 non-OA journals indexed by ISI. The increase of readership does not necessarily 

increase a journal’s impact. Therefore, OA journals can have similar impact to other journals, 

and authors should not avoid publishing just because of the access model (Pringle 2004). 

 Harnad and Brody made a further analysis on the Thomson ISI study by comparing the citation 

impact of OA vs. non-OA articles in the same journals. They draw a conclusion of OA having 

dramatic citation advantages. In 2006 they re-confirmed this conclusion (Harnad and Brody 

2004; Harnard et al. 2006, 36-40). 

 Antelman also found that OA articles do have a greater research impact in all four disciplines 

analyzed (Antelman 2004, 372-382). 

 Eysenbach found that strong evidence shows OA articles are “more immediately recognized and 

cited by peers than non-OA articles published in the same journal” (Eysenbach 2006).  

 Impact factor was tested again in 2010 to compare OA journals vs. non-OA journals; Giglia 

concluded that OA journals can compete with non-OA journals (Giglia 2010).  

 Wacha and Wisner suggested that current research uses quantity, not quality, to assess value by 

studying 48 American repositories. They concluded that institutional repositories are not 

consistently collecting materials with high impact, and suggested further research for actual 

impact (Wacha and Wisner 2011).  

Theses and dissertations are classified as “grey literature” in the scholarly community, which is not 

available through the usual systems of publication and distribution. In traditional libraries, grey 

literature is either not catalogued at all or is only partially cataloged, and therefore grey literature is not 

easy to find and access. OA promotes unrestricted online access to content, and under the OA 

publishing model, authors can share work broadly to reach a wider audience. Over the past decade, 

most institutions have set up their own institutional repositories, and some societies have also 

established subject repositories such as the renowned arXiv for math, physics, astronomy and computer 

science. Scholarly OA content has increased steadily in recent years, and OA ETDs account for the 
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biggest collection of OA content. The nature of grey literature and the movement towards OA make 

theses and dissertations a perfect candidate for wider distribution and access. The experience reported 

(see below) shows that ETDs published under OA provide all kinds of benefits to scholarly 

communication, institutions, faculty and students. As a result, we strongly recommend publishing ETDs 

as part of your institution’s OA repositories with the understanding that there may be multi-faceted 

embargo issues that will require clear policy (see Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs). 

4.5.1 OA ETD Benefits to Scholarly Communication, Institutions and Students  
Scholarly communication is the beneficiary of OA. Free online availability makes access much easier, 

including direct links (no proxy), better indexing by search engines and easier integration with third-

party services such as content integration. Vijayakumar and Vijayakumar (2007, 67-75) discussed the 

importance and dissemination of dissertations, surveyed the global ETD movement, and suggested that 

academics play a critical role in creating scholars and meeting challenges at national and international 

levels. Other OA implementations have been analyzed such as Korea Institute of Science and Technology 

ETD (Zhang and Lee 2001, 555-566), UK strategy and the Edinburgh Research Archive (MacColl 2002) 

(Jones et al. 2006), China Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (Jin 2004, 367-370), 

University of Waterloo and Theses Canada in Canada (Jewell, Oldfield, and Reeves 2006, 183-196), Ben-

Gurion University in Israel (Asner and Polani 2008), KIIT University in India (Swain 2010), and North 

Carolina Universities (Early and Taber 2010).   

4.5.1.1 Benefits to Institutions 

Institutions are actors and beneficiaries of OA ETDs. Universities and colleges, big or small, public or 

private, carry out roles of teaching and research. To facilitate both teaching and research, publishing 

research and scholarship is one of the critical missions.  By making ETDs open access, universities and 

colleges make ETD content easily accessible without restrictions and reach broader audiences.  

 Benefits to teaching: OA ETDs add value to the student learning experience. Graduate students 

can easily find and access related research without traditional grey literature boundaries such as 

being difficult to find and not available online.  

 Benefits to research: OA ETDs avoid lengthy traditional publishing timeframes, encourage uses, 

and increase visibility of university research. In return, web statistics and measures of collection 

and services (including ETDs) give fair indicators of a university’s contribution. For example, 

Webometrics’s repository ranking has been published since 2008, which is used to measure a 

repository’s visibility and scientific impact, and ARL statistics measure size of content and visits. 

 Benefits to discovery: OA ETDs allow indexing services from search engines and libraries. 

Exposing metadata and full-text documents makes them available to scholars. 

 Cost savings: Libraries have already reported that OA ETD programs provide significant cost 

savings. By moving to OA ETDs, institutions remove traditional workflows for paper-based 

theses and dissertation, which means no more printing, binding, shelving and manual 

cataloging. (Jewell et al. 2006, 183-196). 
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4.5.1.2 Benefits to Graduate Students 

Graduate students themselves are the contributors and the beneficiaries of OA. Benefits include: 

 Better access to related research: The availability of ETDs enhances discovery and access to 

related research for graduate students and their advisors. Both primary and secondary data are 

available for ready access. 

 Better presentation of research: One article suggested that ETDs have the advantage to present 

both primary data and secondary interpretation in accessible forms (Macduff 2009). There is a 

trend of increased use of multimedia formats and data sets coming with ETD submissions. It is 

reported that less than one third of survey respondents noted that non-text formats in ETDs was 

important (Lippincott and Lynch 2010). 

 Enhancing graduate study experience: Ease of submission and publication enhance graduate 

students’ experience. Council of Graduate Schools released a report in 2010, which suggested a 

few practices to enhance students’ experiences including dissertation support (Council of 

Graduate School 2010). For example, a Texas A&M University graduate college survey shows 

that graduate students are happier with its ETD support in place (Dromgoole 2012). 

 Cost savings: Graduate students save money by experiencing lower printing, submission and 

publishing fees when an OA ETD model is in place. University of Waterloo had a case study on 

demonstrating cost savings and remote submission for students (Jewell, Oldfield, and Reeves 

2006, 183-196). 

4.6 Summary 
We strongly recommend collecting usage metrics including qualitative and quantitative data to 

demonstrate the value of ETD programs. At the very least, we recommend collecting a minimal level of 

usage data with tools such as Google Analytics. Institutions with additional resources are encouraged to 

take an advanced level approach for better understanding their users and impact of their ETD programs. 

A set of web statistics terms that are commonly used can become the core set for statistical analysis. 

Along with costs in mind, ROIs can also be analyzed and can be compared with available literature. 

These ROI figures and usage metrics can work together to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness 

of the ETD program.  
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5 Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial 

Decisions and Practices 

Bill Donovan (Boston College) 

Topics Covered 
 Causes of short-term and long-term risks to the accessibility of ETDs. 

 Guidance for policies to promote the longevity of ETDs. 

 Issues specific to complex ETDs with dependencies on multiple objects. 

 Strategies to ensure the stability of content during migrations. 

 

5.1 Introduction 
Inevitably, and for a variety of reasons, electronic thesis and dissertation (ETD) collections will need to 

be moved, updated, or otherwise modified in order to accommodate technological changes, to 

eradicate errors discovered belatedly (e.g., after ingest), or to enhance the collection with new content 

(e.g., to improve or extend metadata). Potentially, over time, a multiplicity of “versions” will be created 

on different storage media, with different file formats, and with deliberate or inadvertent variations in 

content. Among the many challenges of digital preservation will be: to decide what to preserve; how to 

proactively manage any changes to ETD collections; and how to adequately document these changes so 

that there will always be a continuous record of the entire lifecycle of the digital content. One reason to 

be hopeful about the tractability of these daunting challenges is the ongoing active collaboration among 

members of the digital preservation community to achieve sustainable systems, based on best practices 

and standards. 

Until the late 20th century, a thesis or dissertation consisted of tangible media; in other words, a 

physical form such as printed text-on-paper or microfilm. While discovery or access to these works was 

occasionally problematic, there was little doubt that in years to come that the same physical medium 

would still be there “on the shelf” for future scholars to find, access, and read. In contrast, today’s ETDs 

are much easier to find and access, often involving a fast online search followed by a download of a 

single digital file from an institutional repository or from a database. An interlibrary loan of an ETD might 

entail an email with the ETD as an attachment. However, the expectation that an ETD will still be there 

for future scholars to find, access, and read hinges on actively taking steps to ensure that this will be 

true; “benign neglect” does not work for digital content. 

This guidance document considers some of the risk factors for ETDs, specifically those related to file 

formats, migration, and versioning. It provides advice regarding how best to understand these risks and 
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mitigate them through implementing procedures and policies that explicitly seek to ensure the longevity 

of these ETD collections. 

5.2 Overview of Some Risk Factors for ETDs 

5.2.1 File Formats: Making Sense Out of the Bits 
File formats vary in their complexity, their level of use, and their degree of openness. Each of these 

characteristics has implications for the future renderability of digital objects stored in any given file 

format. File formats may be based on an “open standard” or on a closed, proprietary standard. Open 

standards provide open documentation that can be used by technologists to construct a reader to 

render objects stored in those standards. Proprietary standards do not provide this documentation in 

any publicly available way; instead, only the owner of the standard knows how to render the objects 

stored in that format. Formats that are based in an open standard may be accessed without the 

purchase of software through freely available file readers built for that standard. Formats that are based 

in a proprietary standard often cannot be displayed without the purchase of a licensed file reader.  

ETD programs should consider these factors carefully. Whenever it is possible to use non-proprietary file 

formats, especially those that are in widespread use, doing so will promote future access and usability in 

two ways. First, users will be able to render the files with freely available readers. Second, as these 

formats become incompatible with new versions of software (due to lack of backward compatibility 

support or, as some companies go out of business or abandon certain product lines, their old file 

formats will no longer be supported), open standards are available publicly so that technologists can 

continue to create tools to enable these files to render. This longevity problem is well known.1 

5.2.2 Disk Failures, Missing Files, Corrupted Files, and Other Calamities 
Inevitably storage media develop problems over time. For example an entire hard drive can crash with a 

total loss of files or perhaps one or more files become corrupted (aka “bit rot”) so that they are no 

longer readable. Precautions against such calamities often consist of backing up the files, preferably on a 

storage device in a different location. But in many cases, backups are insufficient because they merely 

replicate the problem (e.g., a file degrades without anyone noticing, and the degraded file is replicated 

in the backups) or are stored too closely to the original (e.g., the backup copies are within the same 

geographic area and/or power grid, and thus are prone to the same physical risks as the original, e.g., 

flooding, physical attack, or prolonged power failure).  

A more proactive process is needed to detect when files are corrupted or lost, while there is still time to 

repair or replace files that have been compromised. The detection part can be accomplished with a 

“fixity-checking” tool that computes a unique digest for each file that depends on the exact bit stream 

contained in the file. If even a single bit changes, the recomputed digest (“checksum”) will differ, 

                                                           

1
 See http://www.dpconline.org/events/previous-events/306-digital-longevity. 

http://www.dpconline.org/events/previous-events/306-digital-longevity
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signaling a loss of file integrity. Given at least one intact back-up copy, the corrupted file can be then be 

replaced.2 

In distributed digital preservation, multiple copies of the file are stored over a wide geographic area, and 

the checksums associated with these copies are regularly checked, e.g. using LOCKSS,3 so that repairs to 

corrupted files can be made when necessary. Storing the copies in different geographical zones (ideally, 

at least 200 miles apart, in different weather zones, power grids, etc.), also safeguards against loss due 

to localized physical calamities such as hurricanes, power failures, and fires. 

5.2.3 Technological Obsolescence 
Even preserving the bit streams of files and moving them periodically to newer storage media does not 

guarantee future meaningful access to the digital content. As hardware and software evolve, these 

changes in the computing environment will impact the viability of our ETD collections. To accommodate 

these changes, one might consider either (or both) of two strategies: emulation and/or migration, as 

discussed below. 

It may be possible in the future to emulate today’s computing environment, in essence reconstructing 

the user experience of the past. For example, embedding fonts in a PDF file is one step undertaken to 

ensure that the text in an ETD will still look the same to future generations of users. Another step is to 

be able to run the obsolete file reader application that was able to render those fonts, but on a future 

computer whatever its operating system. This might require emulating obsolete hardware (such as an 

older CPU bus architecture) with software running on more recent hardware, so that the older file 

reader application can render the original version of the archival file.  

Besides or in addition to emulation, it may also be prudent to migrate archival files to next generation 

file formats and to add metadata to record these “lifecycle events,” and take any other steps required to 

ensure that ETDs can still be discovered, accessed and read with future “computers.” Examples might be 

converting BMP files to TIFF or RTF files to PDF. The purpose of migration is to always have a version 

that can be handled by the current computing environment. The topic of file format migration is 

discussed more extensively later in this document. 

5.2.4 Loss of Relationships among Digital Content 
Some digital content consists of multiple components that collectively comprise an intellectual entity, 

e.g. a website or the output of a research study. If any of these components are missing or the 

relationships among these components are no longer retained, the semantic integrity of the content is 

lost. For these “complex content objects,” structural and other metadata (as well as the naming of 

directories and files) are often used to convey the interrelatedness of the components and to keep the 

components and the metadata together as a single group. As in Figure 5-1 below, for a chemistry 

dissertation there may be laboratory notebooks and measured spectra whose relationship to the main  

                                                           

2
 A detailed discussion of fixity-checking tools and auditing approaches can be found at: 

http://www.metaarchive.org/portal/integrity-checking. 
3
 See http://www.lockss.org/about/what-is-lockss/.  

http://www.metaarchive.org/portal/integrity-checking
http://www.lockss.org/about/what-is-lockss/
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text could be explained in the metadata so that a particular section of the dissertation describing an 

experiment can be linked with the pertinent sections of the laboratory notebooks and the associated 

recordings of spectra. Links to resulting publications, or at least their citations, might also be added 

subsequently to the metadata. 

While ETDs are still predominantly text-based objects, gradually more multimedia are being used, and 

ETDs as digital objects are otherwise becoming more complex. For example, it is not that unusual for an 

ETD submission to include a PDF representing the main body of text, an xml file with the various types of 

metadata, and supplementary files that contain related information that is not part of the dissertation 

itself (spreadsheets, maps, audio and video files, copyright permissions etc.). Some supplementary files 

may be invoked or otherwise be referred to from within the dissertation. All of these files together 

constitute an ETD; the relationships among these files are important to the meaning of the scholarly 

work. Retaining these relationships is part of the challenge of digital preservation. As files are stored and 

as they are migrated to newer file formats, these relationships must be kept intact.  

The following sections of this document will now explore all of the above issues in greater depth. 

5.3 Data Wrangling: Organizing Digital Content Prior to Ingest 
The future usability of any preserved digital content will depend in part on how well organized the body 

of content was when it was first ingested. So, it is vitally important at the outset to establish and follow 

a logical set of principles and conventions that inform the organization of the content and will be readily 

understood in the future. In some cases, this may require remediation of flawed legacy practices 

(Halbert et al. 2008). 

 

Figure 5-1. The metadata accompanying a dissertation may include references to supplemenetary files such as digitized 
laboratory noteb and sprectral response measurement data. 
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The guidelines and examples that follow are not prescriptive but are meant to exemplify a thought 

process that might lead to an optimum set of practices that should then be codified in the policies and 

the procedures that undergird any mature ETD program. 

5.3.1 File/Folder Naming Principles and Conventions: 
File/folder names should be unique and follow documented conventions to ensure consistency and ease 

of use.  File names do not take the place of metadata and should be simple and straightforward. 

Possible conventions:4 

 Use lowercase letters of the English alphabet and the numerals 0 through 9. 

 Avoid punctuation marks other than underscores or hyphens. 

 Do not use spaces. 

 Use leading zeroes (where needed) to maintain equally-long numerical strings in order to 

facilitate sorting. 

 If dates are included, adhere to the ISO 8601 convention, YYYYMMDD. 

 Keep file/folder names brief. Long names may not be as portable. 

Examples for files:  

 solere-chemins_0091.tif 

 nl-mix-xul_20120928.pdf 

 brooker-0101b.jp2 

Examples for folders (indentations being used to denote folder hierarchy): 

2005…………………………… year 

|---q2…………………………. second quarter 

       |---embargo………… no access to full text 

       |---local……………….. campus-wide access only 

       |---public…………….. open access 

       … 

5.3.2 Normalization 
While many institutions mandate what format is to be used for an ETD, there may remain some degree 

of ambiguity. For example, even when a PDF file format is required, both the PDF and PDF/A formats 

may be considered acceptable; there may be no explicit requirement as to which version of PDF is used.  

                                                           

4
 Adapted from Appendix I of Bogus et al. (2013): www.ala.org/alcts/resources/preserv/minimum-digitization-

capture-recommendations.  

http://www.ala.org/alcts/resources/preserv/minimum-digitization-capture-recommendations
http://www.ala.org/alcts/resources/preserv/minimum-digitization-capture-recommendations
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For any files that are included as supplementary files to the ETD itself, even fewer restrictions may 

apply. For these files, merely requiring that non-proprietary file formats be used may be 

insufficient;given the wide variety of non-proprietary formats, one or more media-specific sustainable 

(amenable to preservation) formats (see Table 5-1) should be recommended. For legacy files, it may be 

worthwhile to “normalize,” i.e. to convert files from their original proprietary formats to more 

sustainable formats, which are preferred for archival purposes.5 

Content Software Format Sustainable 

format 

Notes 

text Microsoft 

Word 

.doc, 

.docx 

.pdf 

 

Preferably, PDF/A or PDF version 1.7. See Appendix A. 

For preservation, all fonts should be embedded in the 

PDF and all security features should be disabled. LaTeX .tex 

image Adobe 

Photosho

p 

.psd .tif  

.jp2 JPEG20006 

.jpg  

tabular Microsoft 

Excel 

.xls, 

.xlsx 

.ods Spreadsheet for the ODF (Open Document Format)7 

.csv Comma (Character) separated values 

.tsv Tab separated values 

audio various .mp3 .wav (BWF) Broadcast Wave8 

.aif 

.m4a 

video various various .dv Video is an area of ongoing development and debate in 

digital preservation.9 .avi 

.mov 

Table 5-1. A sample list of content types and format normalization choices.
10 

Table 5-1 is not meant to be prescriptive, comprehensive, or definitive – especially given the continuing 

evolution of file formats, codecs, etc. Instead, it illustrates how one might think about the challenge of 

promoting file formats that will make it easier to accomplish not only the bit preservation of original 

                                                           

5
 Regarding the sustainability of formats please see: http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/index.shtml.  

Regarding what file formats are currently in use, consult PRONOM 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/; and UDFR http://www.udfr.org/. 
6
 See Buckley, 2008 and Lowe and Bennett, 2009. 

7
 OpenDocument Format (ODF): http://www.opendocumentformat.org/. 

8
 See http://www.iasa-web.org/tc04/key-digital-principles. 

9
 See Jones 2011 http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2011/07/whither-digital-video-preservation/ ;   and 

Murray 2013 http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2013/10/one-format-does-not-fit-all-fadgi-audio-visual-

working-groups-diverse-approaches-to-format-guidance/. 
10

 Please note that a similar but more extensive table (Gregory, 2011), including a listing of tools (open source and 
otherwise) that may be used to effect these file format migrations, can be found at: 

http://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/LGFinal_0.pdf.  

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/index.shtml
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM/
http://www.udfr.org/
http://www.opendocumentformat.org/
http://www.iasa-web.org/tc04/key-digital-principles
http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2011/07/whither-digital-video-preservation/
http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2013/10/one-format-does-not-fit-all-fadgi-audio-visual-working-groups-diverse-approaches-to-format-guidance/
http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2013/10/one-format-does-not-fit-all-fadgi-audio-visual-working-groups-diverse-approaches-to-format-guidance/
http://www2.archivists.org/sites/all/files/LGFinal_0.pdf
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files but also the migration to newer file formats that inevitably supercede file formats that become 

obsolete (are no longer supported by software applications and/or operating systems). The proposed 

sustainable formats have been chosen with preservation in mind, as opposed to the derivative files that 

are generated for “delivery” and “use.” The rationales for the choices in this table and their associated 

caveats are discussed below. 

NOTE: All files should be checked for viruses and their formats validated11 before ingest. 

5.3.2.1 Rationale/caveats for text 

As discussed in Appendix A, there are several variants of the PDF file format and of course multiple 

versions as well. Version 1.7 of the PDF file format is an ISO standard12, thereby making it in effect an 

open source (non-proprietary) file format that recommends its use for archival purposes. PDF/A is also 

an ISO standard that was originally developed as an “archival” version of PDF. Unlike “full PDF,” PDF/A 

does not support multimedia or hyperlinking. There is currently no consensus as to which of these two 

versions of PDF is better for digital preservation; both are being used at different universities. 

Meanwhile newer versions of PDF and PDF/A have been under development and may yield even better 

alternatives.13 In addition to saving the PDF file, it may also be worthwhile to save a precursor file such 

as LaTeX, in case the software for converting to PDF (or some other file format) is improved in the 

future. 

5.3.2.2 Rationale/caveats for images 

TIFF is widely used for archiving digital still images, and its internal tags are employed to store key 

technical metadata.14 In saving images to TIFF format, one can choose either no compression or lossless 

compression (e.g., LZW) in order to preserve images at their highest quality. Arguably15, JPEG2000 is an 

attractive alternative to TIFF when preserving large images for which high-resolution detail is important 

to retain. JPEG2000 can serve as a delivery format as well as an archival format; when rendered with 

suitably-designed viewing software, JPEG2000 makes it easier (than TIFF) to navigate across a large 

image (such as a map, newspaper, or an elephant folio book) and then zoom in and out to perceive the 

fine details. Lossless or no compression is supported as part of the JPEG2000 format, but a modest 

amount of compression that might in effect be “visually lossless” is an option to consider (Buckley 2008). 

Finally, for images that do not need to be preserved at an archival quality level, simple JPEG may be 

sufficient and even preferable since it will cause less of an increase in file size. 

                                                           

11
 Regarding testing their validity please see: JHOVE2, 

https://bytebucket.org/jhove2/main/wiki/documents/Abrams_a70_pdf.pdf; DROID https://github.com/digital-
preservation/droid#readme; and FITS http://code.google.com/p/fits/.  
12

 See http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000277.shtml.  
13

 Information about the recently published standard PDF/A-3 can be found here: 

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000360.shtml. 
14

 See ANSI/ISO Z39-87 2006, http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/6502/Data Dictionary - 
Technical Metadata for Digital Still Images.pdf.  
15

 As witnessed by a recent (March 2013) thread by members of the Digital Curation Google Group:   

https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups=#!topic/digital-curation/jX1MELYvpKE. 

https://bytebucket.org/jhove2/main/wiki/documents/Abrams_a70_pdf.pdf
https://github.com/digital-preservation/droid#readme
https://github.com/digital-preservation/droid#readme
http://code.google.com/p/fits/
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000277.shtml
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000360.shtml
http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/6502/Data%20Dictionary%20-%20Technical%20Metadata%20for%20Digital%20Still%20Images.pdf
http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/6502/Data%20Dictionary%20-%20Technical%20Metadata%20for%20Digital%20Still%20Images.pdf
https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups=#!topic/digital-curation/jX1MELYvpKE
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5.3.2.3 Rationale/caveats for tabular 

OpenDocument (OD), based on an ISO standard, includes an xml-based file format for spreadsheets 

(with a file extension of “.ods”). Given the interoperability that now exists with commercial (proprietary) 

spreadsheet application software, one may be able to convert from Excel format (for example) to OD 

format to produce an archival version of a spreadsheet. However, be aware that differences between 

file formats may result in some losses in information or functionality.16 Alternatively, one could convert 

a spreadsheet to PDF format; again, losses or objectionable changes in layout might occur. 

5.3.2.4 Rationale/caveats for audio 

The WAV (.wav) format is an established preservation standard for digitization of analog audio and 

migration of born-digital audio, specifically as Broadcast WAV (IASA). Even though WAV is a proprietary 

format (developed by Microsoft and IBM) it has been adopted as the de facto standard rather than any 

open formats (such as FLAC17) presumably because of its widespread use and its portability.18 

5.3.2.5 Rationale/caveats for video 

 There is as yet no consensus regarding what file format to use for preserving video. One candidate for a 

future standard is lossless JPEG2000 wrapped in MXF.19 Video is problematic in that many video formats 

are already compressed. That said, the best practice at this point seems to be to keep a digital video 

format in its native wrapper (e.g. .dv, .avi, .mov) and to do no further compression (as in the case of 

reformatting mini-DV to .dv files without transcoding). Even compressed video files can be very large. 

For example, a mini-DV to .dv transfer could yield roughly 13 GB per hour of video. Whether or not the 

resulting file is prohibitively large depends on how much space is available.  But even this is seen as an 

"interim" approach (as is the use of other proprietary video wrappers such as .mov and .avi) until the 

move to a standard such as lossless JPEG2000/MXF (as employed by the Library of Congress) becomes 

more widely adopted and more within reach for smaller institutions. This state of affairs and ongoing 

efforts by FADGI has been summarized by Kate Murray (2013). 

5.3.3 Pre-ingest checklist 
Finally, it may prove helpful to devise your own checklist of the suite of actions that you wish to 

undertake before each ingest. The checklist might contain the following tests: 

 File name adheres to local conventions. 

 File is free of any virus. 

 File format is valid. 

 File format has been normalized, if necessary. 

 Checksum has been computed. 

 Metadata has been vetted. 

                                                           

16
 Please see: http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/excel-help/differences-between-the-opendocument-spreadsheet-

ods-format-and-the-excel-xlsx-format-HA010355787.aspx?CTT=5&origin=HA101878944. 
17

 FLAC: http://flac.sourceforge.net/.  
18

 With appreciation to my colleague John Kearney for the information that he provided regarding audio and video. 
19

 See http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000206.shtml. 

http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/excel-help/differences-between-the-opendocument-spreadsheet-ods-format-and-the-excel-xlsx-format-HA010355787.aspx?CTT=5&origin=HA101878944
http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/excel-help/differences-between-the-opendocument-spreadsheet-ods-format-and-the-excel-xlsx-format-HA010355787.aspx?CTT=5&origin=HA101878944
http://flac.sourceforge.net/
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000206.shtml
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Tools for some of these actions already exist and some are discussed elsewhere in this document. Once 

you decide on your preferred tool and workflow for each action, you should document your choices. 

When choosing tools, be on the lookout for open source tools, especially those that will help to 

automate workflows. One example is Fixity,20 a tool for scheduling checksum computations and 

automated comparisons that sends reports after each check to a curator’s email inbox. As with any such 

tool, you will need to carefully assess whether it serves your purposes. 

5.4 Complex Content Objects 
An “ETD” consists of more than just a single file that contains the “full text” of the thesis/dissertation 

itself. Each ETD is a complex content object, or “intellectual entity” in PREMIS terminology,21 comprised 

of several components. Some or all of these components could be encoded as separate files. Or, some 

could be embedded within the full text file. For example, a link can be embedded within a PDF which 

when clicked opens an audio file with an appropriate media player. At the very least, there would be a 

metadata component (typically a separate xml file) as well as the full text file. There might also be 

components consisting of data, audio, video, maps or other graphics. Each may be a separate file. And, 

there could be permissions for using copyrighted material or for granting permission for Open Access 

and/or for digital preservation (including future migration to newer file formats). In effect, a single 

package of these interrelated files is needed to keep them all together (virtually perhaps) as one 

complex content object. 

Embedding multimedia components within the full text might seem advantageous in that they would 

then be inseparable. However, when the time comes that it is necessary to migrate either the full text 

itself or one of the multimedia components, having separate files would greatly simplify matters. For 

that reason, it is better for an ETD author to embed links to multimedia within the full text and include 

the multimedia as separate files. If instead, the author had embedded the multimedia within the full 

text, then an ETD curator should consider whether or not to remediate the file, i.e. by replacing or 

supplementing the embedded multimedia with links to multimedia as separate files. Ultimately, the 

“packaging” of an ETD and all of its constituent parts (metadata, fonts, data, multimedia, etc.) must be 

accomplished in such a way that access to the ETD in the future will encompass all of its intellectual 

content and functionality, as follows.  

5.4.1 Metadata 
An ETD-specific item-level metadata schema ETD-MS has been developed by members of the 

Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD).22 ETD-MS, based on Dublin core, is 

primarily a descriptive schema; it does not include elements for lifecycle management events or 

structural relationships. Instead, elements pertaining to lifecycle management can be   found in PREMIS; 

they are needed to record the status of content at the time of ingest, e.g., fixity checksums, as well as 

any subsequent actions undertaken on behalf of preservation, e.g. format migration. The ETD-MS 

                                                           

20
 Fixity: http://www.avpreserve.com/avpsresources/tools/.  

21
 See http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/briefing-papers/standards-watch-papers/premis-data-dictionary#2.  

22
 Example of ETD-MS metadata: 

http://dcollections.bc.edu/webclient/MetadataManager?pid=139660&descriptive_only=true.   

http://www.avpreserve.com/avpsresources/tools/
http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/briefing-papers/standards-watch-papers/premis-data-dictionary#2
http://dcollections.bc.edu/webclient/MetadataManager?pid=139660&descriptive_only=true
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dc.rights element can be used to record any Creative Commons licensing options. Additional metadata 

elements as in a METS document are needed to record relationships among groups of files that 

constitute a complex content object. In effect, metadata can provide the “glue” that binds these files 

together. A more detailed discussion of metadata issues may be found in the guidance document 

Metadata for ETD Lifecycle Management. 

5.4.2 Fonts 
Whether fonts are selected arbitrarily or very deliberately by an ETD author, they are part of their ETD 

and as such should be preserved. Currently, the embedding of all fonts can be easily accomplished when 

converting, for example, from Microsoft Word to Adobe Acrobat PDF. In fact, having all fonts embedded 

is sometimes an explicit requirement (e.g., of UMI ProQuest). However, many ETD authors succeed in 

embedding only some fonts, but not all. Recently, it has become possible to “fixup” these ETDs with 

Adobe Acrobat Pro’s “preflight fixups embed fonts” function, which embeds any missing fonts, as long 

as those fonts are available among the local computer’s system fonts. Ideally, fonts should be 

embedded while using the same operating system (better yet, the same computer) as was used when 

authoring the ETD in order to ensure that the exact same fonts (or subsets thereof) are embedded 

within the PDF.23  

5.4.3 Hyperlinks 
More and more frequently, hyperlinks are included within ETDs and they will remain active within some 

versions of PDF (depending on the conversion-to-PDF settings). Even if these links eventually “break” 

(aka “link rot”), arguably their inclusion provides some potentially valuable information (Taylor 2012), 

especially if tools become available for repairing broken links. Going forward, technologies are being 

developed to avert and to mitigate link rot, e.g. WebCite and PermaCC.24 Part of the solution will be to 

employ persistent identifiers, discussed next. 

5.4.4 Persistent Identifiers 
For the ETDs themselves, any of several schemes and services may be employed to ensure that they can 

be located in the future despite their relocation to different file servers. These are listed in Table 5-2. 

The process of minting and maintaining persistent identifiers can be automated with tools such as 

EZID.25 

Schema Example Documentation 

Handle http://hdl.handle.net/2345/1328 http://www.handle.net/introduction.html 

ARK http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/

metadc115051/ 

https://confluence.ucop.edu/display/Curati

on/ARK 

DOI doi:10.1016/S0065-2830(06)30001-3 http://www.doi.org/ 

PURL http://purl.oclc.org/OCLC/RSPD  http://purl.oclc.org 

                                                           

23
 A more detailed description of this fixup procedure can be found at: 

http://blogs.adobe.com/acrobatforlifesciences/2008/09/reembedding_fonts_in_a_pdf/. 
24

 See http://www.webcitation.org/ and http://www.perma.cc/.   
25

 See http://n2t.net/ezid. 

http://hdl.handle.net/2345/1328
http://www.handle.net/introduction.html
http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc115051/
http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc115051/
https://confluence.ucop.edu/display/Curation/ARK
https://confluence.ucop.edu/display/Curation/ARK
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S0065-2830(06)30001-3
http://www.doi.org/
http://purl.oclc.org/OCLC/RSPD
http://purl.oclc.org/
http://blogs.adobe.com/acrobatforlifesciences/2008/09/reembedding_fonts_in_a_pdf/
http://www.webcitation.org/
http://www.perma.cc/
http://n2t.net/ezid
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Table 5-2. Persistent URL Schema 

5.4.5 Multimedia 
The use of multimedia (audio, video clips, etc.) in ETDs has been gradually increasing, as is evident in 

many of the recent ETDs recognized by the NDLTD for their exemplary use of the ETD format.26 

As explained above, multimedia components should consist of supplementary files that are separate 

from the main ETD text, thereby making it possible to migrate these multimedia components to newer 

file formats independently of the full text PDF. However, if this migration requires a new extension for 

the filename, then the embedded link will also need to be modified so that it points to the new 

multimedia file. Both files will then need to be handled together as a new version of the ETD. This type 

of joint migration of a complex content object is a prime candidate for automation and, hopefully, 

appropriate tools will be forthcoming if they are not already available. Fortunately, open source media 

players are becoming available that will be capable of playing non-proprietary multimedia file formats 

thereby ensuring the future usability of the content.27   

5.4.6 Research Data 
For some ETDs, the research data upon which the ETD was based (e.g., from surveys or from 

measurements) might also be considered preservation-worthy. Accordingly, one might preserve such 

data as part of an “ETD package” of files that are stored in a preservation network, or one might archive 

the data in a separate data repository that can be referenced within the ETD package. As in the example 

depicted earlier, for a dissertation in chemistry, laboratory notebooks and measured spectra could be 

converted to archival files that could go into an open access data repository; links to the data repository 

from the ETD metadata would then enable researchers to access these research data in the future. Data 

preservation is currently an area of active investigation. For example, Buneman et al. (2004) have 

described some of the challenges when archiving scientific data. Lemire and Vellino (2011) have 

proposed a model “for managing and mechanizing the curation of research data.” Conway et al. (2011) 

have emphasized the value of preserving research data in such a manner that it may be possible to re-

analyze the data in the future. 

5.4.7 All-in-One 
Rather than having dispersed files that could potentially get separated in the future, having an ETD and 

all of its associated information be in one self-contained bundle might prove to be more amenable to 

preservation. This is the premise of an approach being tested at Virginia Tech (Park et al. 2010), using 

HTML5, which “allows a single file to encode multiple media types and support linking among those.” 

Another possible approach is to utilize a technology developed by the Library of Congress and the 

California Digital Library called BagIt.28 This file-packaging specification was designed for transferring or 

storing files, either between disks or over the network. It employs a hierarchical file structure and has a 

                                                           

26
 NDLTD. “NDLTD ETD Awards - 2013 Winners Announced,” 

 http://www.ndltd.org/events/news/ndltdetdawards-2013winnersannounced. 
27

 For example, see: http://www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html. 
28

 http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/news/2008/20080602news_article_bagit.html. 

http://www.ndltd.org/events/news/ndltdetdawards-2013winnersannounced
http://www.videolan.org/vlc/index.html
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/news/2008/20080602news_article_bagit.html
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built-in inventorying system that creates a manifest of whatever is put into the bag and uses that 

manifest to ensure that the same files can be removed intact from the bag at some later time, i.e. with 

no changes to the file bit streams. So, one could conceivably put all files related to a single ETD into a 

single bag to make them inseparable and to have a straightforward check on file integrity, by comparing 

checksums (original versus current). 

5.5 Migration Scenarios 

5.5.1 Media Migration 
As media storage technologies evolve, it will be prudent to transfer digital collections to newer storage 

media. To ensure that all of the digital content is transferred without error, fixity checks will need to be 

done immediately before and after the transfer in order to compare the original files with the newly-

transferred files. Absent any discrepancies, it would then be safe to decommission the original storage 

media. A workflow for automating such fixity checks would include tools that both compute checksums 

or other integrity metrics as a batch process and then also compare the newly-computed metrics against 

their expected values and report out any discrepancies.29 For example, the open source tool Fixity 

available from AVPreserve lets you do just that and emails you a report indicating what if any 

discrepancies were discovered. A more limited but potentially useful tool is FileAnalyzer which batch-

computes checksums but does not then perform comparisons.30 

Or, finally, one could use Unix commands such as md5sum and diff to compute and compare checksums 

respectively, provided that the formatting of the checksum files is consistent. 

5.5.2 Format Migration 
As file formats evolve and older formats approach the point of obsolescence, it becomes critical to 

migrate the content of the files to those formats that are most logically the next generation equivalent 

file, while it still possible to do so. Implicit in this recommendation are several assumptions: that you 

have some reason to believe that a specific file format is about to become obsolete; that you are able to 

predict the format that will replace it; and that tools exist with which to perform the migration and 

efficiently enough to handle large sets of files.31  

The issue of tools has been discussed in detail by Gregory (2010); her emphasis is on the use of Open 

Source tools to perform file format migrations, but recognizes that in some cases proprietary software is 

needed to effect a particular migration and that in some cases changes in layout, or losses in metadata, 

                                                           

29
 If you use an ftp application to transfer files from a DOS-based system to a Unix-based system, be aware that 

you should transfer xml files (for example) as binary files; otherwise the checksums may not agree (because the 
“carriage-return/line-feed” in DOS can change into just “line-feed” in Unix).   
30

 See http://blogs.archives.gov/online-public-access/?p=6270.  Note: this tool overwrites the checksum if it 
encounters another file with the same filename in a different directory. 
31

 Extensive information about the sustainability of individual file formats can be found at: 
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/index.shtml. Additional resources for assessing the viability of specific 
file formats (e.g. a list of what applications can still read and write such files) can be found at: (PRONOM) 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM; and (UDFR) http://www.udfr.org/. 
 

http://blogs.archives.gov/online-public-access/?p=6270
http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/index.shtml
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/PRONOM
http://www.udfr.org/
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or losses in functionality will occur given the tools that currently exist. Many concrete examples of 

attempted file format migrations are given along with insightful assessments of each outcome. 

5.5.3 Fixity-Checking across Formats 
As part of any file format migration, fixity checking will need to be performed in order to establish the 

checksums associated with the new “generation” of files. Assuming one starts with multiple copies 

(replications stored at distributed locations) of files with checksums that have been checked for 

agreement with one another, one should end up with multiple copies of the newly-migrated files with 

checksums that also agree with each other but not, of course, with those of the original files. Moreover, 

if multiple copies of each file are migrated independently, and the new checksums all agree, that would 

indicate success. 

5.5.4 When to Migrate to a Newer File Format 
While widely-adopted non-proprietary file formats such as TIFF and PDF are not likely to become 

obsolete any time soon, one might anticipate that almost any file format may one day be superceded by 

another format with better functionality or smaller file sizes or some other technical advantage. So far, 

however, the file formats typically employed with ETDs have not been in danger of obsolescence.   

Nevertheless, the eventual challenge will be to predict when a file format is in danger of becoming 

obsolete far enough in advance to plan for migration to a newer more stable file format. This 

predictability may depend on having a technology watch system in place, or subscribing to a technology 

watch service for example the DPC Technology Watch Series (Todd, 2009). 

Two possible strategies for deciding when to migrate files to a newer file format are “preemptive” 

format conversion versus “on-demand” format conversion. With the former strategy, one would predict 

what the next archival format is going to be and then batch-convert all soon-to-be-obsolete files into 

that format. With the latter strategy, one would wait until the file whose format is outdated is going to 

be accessed, and then convert only that specific file. At this point, having not yet needed to migrate any 

files, it is not clear which strategy will ultimately prove to be most efficient and sustainable. However, if 

the “window” (time period) during which migration is feasible is brief (Preservation Management of 

Digital Materials: The Handbook, 2009), then the on-demand strategy may prove to be untenable. 

5.5.5 Versioning 
Versioning is the process of storing multiple versions of a file in order to save its change history. This 

enables a content producer to know that changes made to a preserved file, intentional or otherwise, will 

be saved in parallel within a preservation system such that any/all versions of that file may be retrieved 

by the producer in the event of a content restoration session. However, one will need to consider the 

cost implications of saving all intermediate versions; given the potential for escalating storage costs 

(Rosenthal et al. 2012), a purging /de-accessioning mechanism may be essential. 

Note that versions can be the result of generating new files to accommodate internal content changes 

but without changing file format. And, versions can be the result of file format migration. Regarding the 

former, one possible strategy is to maintain a “revision history” as part of the metadata, but not save all 

of the intermediate files. Regarding the latter, one possible strategy would be to save both the original 

archival files in order to keep open the option known as emulation (discussed above) and only the most 
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recently migrated archival file format, but not any of the intermediate versions that might have been 

generated along the way. 

5.5.6 Migration from One Repository to Another 
As with file formats and storage technologies, repository technologies may also become obsolete, 

warranting migration from an older to a newer or better repository platform. However, there is 

currently enough variation in architecture among different repositories to raise the concern that moving 

content from one to another may entail some loss of information. Some efforts such as Towards 

Interoperable Preservation Repositories (TIPR) and Repository Exchange Package (RXP) have begun to 

explore this issue. And, an NEH-funded research effort is currently underway to develop lightweight 

tools and/or methodologies for transferring (digital newspaper) content among various repositories that 

have different architectures.32 Possibly, this transfer of content could be facilitated by the BagIt file 

packaging specification discussed earlier in this document. 

5.6 Summary 
This guidance document has focused on the curatorial decisions and emerging best practices upon 

which future access to ETDs depends. At every stage of the lifecycle of an ETD, one or more agents such 

as the author, ETD administrator, or digital preservation manager performs some action that may affect 

long-term access to an ETD. In the not so distant future, those actions will have determined whether a 

researcher can still find a particular ETD, whether s/he can still open the file(s), whether their viewing 

experience will still be faithful to the author’s original work, will still encompass the totality of the 

scholarly work, i.e. the ETD and any supplementary material (e.g., data, maps, audio, and video) – some 

of which may have been added after the full text of the ETD itself was first published. 

The intent of this document has been both to raise central issues such as adopting a preservation 

strategy (emulation and/or migration) and to delve into more granular issues such as migration across 

storage media, across file formats, and across repositories. Without being prescriptive, we have pointed 

out the need to choose file formats prudently, favoring ones that are non-proprietary and widely-

adopted. At the same time, we have cautioned that in some cases, e.g. video, it is not yet clear what file 

format to prefer for archival purposes, and have pointed the reader to resources that may explain why 

picking the best file format is currently problematic. Regarding other issues such as the naming of files 

and folders (prior to ingest), we have offered advice confidently given the more mature documented 

best practices that exist. 

Inevitably, this overview is incomplete, deliberately leaving out some more esoteric issues and 

inadvertently leaving out other potentially useful details. However, as a stake in the ground we hope 

this document inspires fellow members of our ETD community to comment on and debate some of 

these issues, perhaps thereby accelerating the emergence of best practices and widening and deepening 

our understanding of what it takes to curate an ETD. 

                                                           

32
 See http://www.metaarchive.org/projects/neh. 

http://www.metaarchive.org/projects/neh
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Finally, new standards, new tools, and new methods for achieving sustainable preservation emerge in 

many different venues making it important to cast a wide net for hearing about new developments. For 

example, the listserv ETD-L is an invaluable forum for airing issues with ETD colleagues of all experience 

levels, many of whom are not necessarily in agreement about the best way to run an institution’s ETD 

program. Many other resources are available at the websites of both NDLTD and USetdA. And, finally, 

through the auspices of funding agencies such as IMLS, projects like this one are making it possible to 

compile and disseminate briefings and guidelines that explore every phase of the lifecycle of electronic 

theses and dissertations. 
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Appendix A: Further Details about Various PDF File Formats 
The Portable Document Format (PDF) file format was invented by Adobe Systems Incorporated in the 

1990s. As PDF became the de facto standard for documents on the web, there have been nine versions 

of PDF specifications. In 2006, the ISO standard ISO 32000-1:2008 (PDF version 1.7) was released as a 

published ISO standard. It includes all of the functionality in versions 1.0-1.6 of the PDF file format.  

PDF/A 
PDF for Archive (PDF/A) is a simplified version of the “full” PDF format, with fewer requirements and 

fewer features. It currently consists of three versions.  

PDF/A-1 is based on PDF 1.4, classified as an ISO standard (ISO 19005-1:2005) for long-term preservation 

of electronic documents. 

PDF/A-2 is based on PDF 1.7, classified as an ISO standard (ISO 19005-2:2011). The key idea of PDF/A is 

that it should be a 100% self-contained electronic document. All the information required for displaying 

the document is embedded in the file, which includes all the content (text and images), fonts and color 

information. Some actions and Javascript allowed in other PDF versions are not allowed in PDF/A. 

PDF/A-3 is also based on PDF 1.7 (ISO 19005-3:2012). This version of PDF/A allows one to embed files of 

any arbitrary format inside a PDF file. However, “… the specification makes the PDF/A-3 document a 

“dumb” container that prohibits “actionable” access to the embedded files,” (Lazorchak 2012).: 

http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2012/11/all-in-embedded-files-in-pdfa/ . 

Because a PDF/A document must embed all fonts and other information for displaying the document, its 

file size will be larger than PDF documents without such embedded information. 

Use 
PDF/A has been adopted as the standard for long-term government archives in many countries, 

including USA federal courts, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and the European Commission. 

References 
Library of Congress. PDF/A-1, PDF for Long-term Preservation, Use of PDF 1.4, 

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000125.shtml. 

AIIM. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) ISO 19005-1:2005 PDF/A-1: July 10, 2006. 

http://www.aiim.org/documents/standards/PDF-A/19005-1_FAQ.pdf. 

PDF/A – the standard for long-term archiving, http://www.pdf-

tools.com/public/downloads/whitepapers/whitepaper-pdfa.pdf. 

PDF/A – A Look at the Technical Side, http://www.pdfa.org/2011/08/pdfa-%E2%80%93-a-look-at-the-

technical-side/. 

PDF/A-3, PDF for Long-term Preservation, Use of ISO 32000-1, With Embedded Files, 

http://www.digitalpreservation.gov/formats/fdd/fdd000360.shtml.  
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6 Metadata for ETD Lifecycle Management 

Daniel Alemneh (University of North Texas) 

Topics Covered 
 Roles of metadata in facilitating the ETD lifecycle. 

 Methods to capture metadata manually and automatically. 

 Examples of programs using metadata to enhance ETD access. 

 Strategies to manage metadata over time. 

 

6.1 Introduction  
Electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs) are an important output of the research cycle. Since the late 

1990s, ETDs have played significant roles, not just as new forms of scholarly communication, but also as 

drivers for the development of institutional repositories and digital libraries in general. The successful 

management of ETDs requires effort throughout the entire lifecycle to ensure that ETDs are preserved 

and made accessible in a manner that today's users expect and that tomorrow’s users will find useful. As 

described in this guidance document, the creation and maintenance of information about the ETD files 

(including technical, functional, and descriptive metadata) is a key component of this effort. 

Although the term “metadata” is used differently in different communities, metadata is usually defined 

as structured information that describes, explains, locates, or otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, 

or manage an information resource (NISO 2004). This document first identifies ETD metadata practices 

at different institutions and discusses the critical role of metadata in facilitating ETD lifecycle 

management. It then outlines some of the most important metadata elements to capture and discusses 

stakeholder roles and responsibilities in the creation of this information.  

Some metadata elements are vital for ETD lifecycle management activities; others might be considered 

optional. Some metadata fields can be “extracted” from the files using software tools; other fields need 

to be filled out by hand. This document will recommend implementation strategies based on current 

ETD metadata best practices and standards.  

6.2 Metadata Roles in ETD Lifecycle Management 
Advancements in digital technologies shape the creation, access, use, and preservation of information 

resources in profound ways, including for electronic theses and dissertations. Although most ETDs still 

resemble their print equivalents and are text-based PDF files, supporting technologies have matured to 

allow for the creation and incorporation of complex and dynamic resources in an ETD.  

In view of the central role played by metadata in digital libraries, the following section highlights some 

trends that impact ETDs’ curation as well as metadata best practices at large:  
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 Heterogeneous, multimedia ETDs instead of text documents.  

 Complex retrieval systems instead of matching queries and document representations. 

 Visualization of the information space instead of a ranked list of search results. 

 Human information behavior instead of information needs. 

 Access restrictions requested by the author, school, or research sponsor instead of applying a 

permanent status for the entire lifecycle. 

 Users as both creators and consumers of information instead of one or the other. 

 Long-term preservation of digital assets of unstable digital objects. 

 Deployment of new cataloging standards in libraries, including RDA (Resource Description and 

Access) and the exposure of RDA-based data in the linked data cloud instead of traditional 

cataloging tools such as MARC (MAchine-Readable Cataloging) and AACR2 (Anglo-American 

Cataloguing Rules, 2nd revision). 

6.2.1 Structural Metadata 
Different disciplines have different ETD structures and requirements. Accordingly, institutional 

repositories typically support a variety of digital formats, as determined by the ETD program and 

documented in ETD policies. Candidates for a music doctoral degree, for example, may be required to 

submit a text-based dissertation, usually an analysis of a composition or a particular composer’s works. 

This text document may also be accompanied by recitals that demonstrate the candidate’s 

instrumental/vocal virtuosity and a lecture recital that combines a performance and description of the 

dissertation topic. Depending upon the policies of an institution, these may be recorded and stored as 

part of the ETD to provide additional evidence of the candidate’s performance and fulfillment of 

academic candidacy requirements.  

Accompanying materials in the ETD landscape are not limited to performances. Visual forms (geologic 

diagrams or maps, high resolution images of art objects, videos of lab observations, etc.) accompany 

dissertations in fields as diverse as environmental science, stratigraphic geology, art, and biology. ETD 

Programs and policies have taken different approaches to these additional objects – some separate the 

accompanying materials from the text of the ETD and some do not accept them at all. Increasingly, 

metadata is used as a way to bind these resources together, allowing academic institutions to provide 

and preserve multiple-format ETDs that include content such as video, audio, and datasets (Beagrie and 

Pink 2012).  

Although institutions often require electronic theses or dissertations for graduation, some 

accompanying materials remain in their physical formats. Over the next decade, more theses and 

dissertations will be digitized retrospectively. Ensuring digital access to accompanying materials will be 

problematic for those accustomed to a single format and/or the digital representation of complete 

content.  By employing appropriate metadata elements to record and link various characteristics and 

relationships, institutions can integrate ETDs’ associated contents.  

As described in the Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial Decisions and Practices, such integrations 

of complex content objects have implications for how ETDs are curated. A review of the current 

landscape in digital libraries and emerging trends shows that there is no shortage of opinions on the role 
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of metadata in digital resources lifecycle management (Day 2006; Lavoie 2004). Various emerging Web 

applications – driven by semantic web technologies such as the Web ontology language (OWL), the 

resource description framework (RDF), semantic Web rules language (SWRL), and other members of the 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) family of specifications – offer powerful data organization, 

combination, and query capabilities. 

6.2.2 Supporting Access Restrictions and Embargos 
Limiting access to ETDs according to a student’s campus, either geographically or by user identification, 

is a key intellectual property concern of ETD programs, and it is addressed with metadata. As stated in 

the Guide to Access Levels and Embargoes of ETDs, different institutions may have different access 

restriction polices that can be applied to all or part of a work. However, there are different options for 

handling restricted ETDs. Most institutions usually have a delay (1-5 years) and then the restricted ETDs 

move to public access. Depending upon university policies and student requests, the ETD and/or its 

metadata may be restricted. 

To facilitate this, the metadata should contain information about why and for how long the ETD is 

restricted or embargoed. If the metadata is also restricted and/or embargoed, this should be coded in 

the metadata too. If this information is recorded in a standard way, it can be used by repository 

software to determine the status of an individual object and to change that status over time: e.g., if an 

ETD is embargoed for three years, the metadata should include information sufficient to allow a 

repository system to know the date upon which the embargo is lifted. 

6.2.3 Facilitating Intellectual Property Rights Management  
 

As discussed in the Briefing on Copyright and Fair Use Issues in ETDs, because ETDs capture the research 

efforts of students, higher education institutions have a responsibility to provide the best possible 

guidance on students’ intellectual property rights. Among many stakeholders in the ETD lifecycle, 

libraries play an active role in the long-term stewardship of these resources. While students hold the 

copyright to their ETDs, they generally grant a library the right to preserve and provide ongoing access 

to their ETDs.  

In light of the cross-disciplinary and cross-institution usage of ETD research, expressing rights and policy 

statements via metadata is vital for facilitating distribution of ETDs via institutional repositories. 

However, as stated in Briefing on Copyright and Fair Use Issues in ETDs, issues of copyright and 

intellectual ownership have been identified as serious concerns for most universities. Authors normally 

hold the intellectual property rights in the content of their ETDs. It is important to document the 

minimum core rights information that a repository must know, and what rights or permissions it has in 

order to carry out actions related to objects within the repository. These may be generally granted by 

copyright law, by statute, or by a license agreement with the rights holder. US copyright law, for 

example, governs all items published since 1923, which may differ from other countries. Knowing the 

birth and death dates of the creator and the year in which the ETD was created will help to calculate and 

determine the copyright status. For example, if the creator designated his/her estate as the copyright 
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owner upon his/her death, performance and use of the compositions is the right of the composer and 

his/her estate until seventy-five years after the composer’s death. 

Moreover, in light of transitional events in ETDs’ lifecycle (embargo releases, redactions, and other 

possible preservation actions), rights metadata information needs to track and document the changes 

continually. New rights information may be provided or discovered by the copyright owner, users, or 

other parties. Also, new legislation and policies at national and/or institutional levels will likely require 

changes in rights metadata information in order to reflect the most current right status of the ETDs.  

6.2.4 Facilitating Preservation Activities  
Recognizing the critical role of metadata in any successful digital lifecycle management strategy, 

institutions that take responsibility for digital objects should also implement a metadata-based approach 

to ensuring long-term access. In addition to the descriptive metadata, (which describes the intellectual 

entity and supports discovery and delivery of ETD content), preservation metadata provides provenance 

information, documents preservation action, identifies technical information, and helps in verifying the 

authenticity of digital objects.  

Essentially, the ETD metadata needed to support the full range of digital preservation activities can be 

loosely categorized into the following possibly overlapping groups:  

 Provenance metadata: records the origin or provides an historic context or source provenance, 

such as specifying the analog source material for a digital derivative.  

 Structural metadata: captures physical structural relationships, such as which image is 

embedded within which file, as well as logical structural relationships, such as page order, in 

born digital or digitized ETDs. 

 Technical metadata: captures format-specific technical information that applies to any file type, 

including information about the software and hardware on which the digital object can be 

rendered or executed, as well as checksums and digital signatures to ensure fixity and 

authenticity. 

 Administrative metadata: provides provenance information regarding who has cared for the 

digital object and what preservation actions have been performed on it. It also provides rights 

and permission information that specifies embargoes and access of ETDs and which 

preservation actions are permissible. As discussed in Briefing on Copyright and Fair Use Issues in 

ETDs, rights take different forms and some rights are covered by laws, like copyright law, which 

can be different in different jurisdictions. There are also contractual rights (e.g. licenses) that are 

governed by contracts (terms and conditions) between parties. 

Although there is no “one-size-fits-all” solution to the digital preservation problem, the role of metadata 

in ensuring long-term access and management has been analyzed by many researchers. The PREMIS 

(PREservation Metadata Implementation Strategies) working group holds Preservation Health Check 

workshops and implementation fairs on a regular basis with real life examples of preservation metadata. 

Such a forum can help early adopters, practitioners, and other stakeholders to come together and refine 
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theoretical assumptions in order to build a better shared understanding of what, why, and how 

preservation metadata are collected and created (PREMIS 2014). 

6.2.5 Describing ETDs 
Because dissertations must constitute original research, each is unique to the bibliographic world. As 

such, each dissertation receives original cataloging and metadata descriptions (Alemneh and Hartsock 

2014). In many cases users want to know what has been done in a particular discipline or topic area 

(Voorbij 1998). Although consulting the bibliographic detail or abstract alone is inadequate for 

scholarship, the complete metadata description can convey sufficient information about ETDs to give 

users confidence that the ETD will be relevant to their research areas.  

Metadata elements describe characteristics or aspects of an object or digital resource. With enhanced 

metadata-based and subject-specific search mechanisms, it is now easier than ever to access, use, and 

reuse scholarly works and associated data that have not been available through traditional publishing 

methods. 

Assigning appropriate metadata to ETDs can improve discoverability by increasing their visibility. To 

describe digital resources accurately, metadata creators try to follow, as closely as possible, the thinking 

of the creator/author and also to anticipate what users might want to discover and how they will 

retrieve the information. As noted by many researchers, one of the key issues for information retrieval 

and all other content-based text management applications is document indexing (Cleveland and 

Cleveland 2013). The generation of accurate indexing terms is fundamental to the discovery, use, and 

reuse of digital resources. An index term is simply a systematic representation of an information-bearing 

object (text, image, audio, video, etc.) that points users to specific items on topics of interest. In other 

words, it is an information retrieval tool. 

Indexing enhances the accessibility and value of a resource, provided that it is based on a thorough 

analysis of that resource. Similarly, subject metadata conveys what an ETD is about. In addition to the 

needs and abilities of the searchers, the subject terms needed to sufficiently create access to ETDs 

depend on the content that is indexed. A good index helps users find what they need, even when they 

are not sure of what they are looking for. Lancaster (2003) noted that in the rapidly growing information 

environment, unidentified and disorganized content, however useful it might be, is at risk of being 

rendered undiscoverable, and thus obsolete. Figure 6-1 depicts the most common forms of document 

representation that are familiar from the classic model of information retrieval.  

 
Figure 6-1. The classic Information Retrieval model (modified from Bates 1989) 
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Many information retrieval researchers agree that in light of the continual evolution of users’ 

information seeking behavior systems should be sufficiently flexible to allow users to adapt to the 

current environment (Bates 1998; Ellis 2004; and Kuhlthau 2006). Search engines generate results by 

matching search terms entered with terms in the content, usually referred to as full-text searching. 

“Among young academic researchers in Sweden, Google was the most-used starting point for searching 

scientific information” (Haglund and Olsson 2010). This form of searching has shortcomings, mainly in 

precision.  Precision refers to the proportion of the relevant documents retrieved in a search to the total 

number of documents retrieved in a search. Increasingly, search engines use metadata to enhance 

precision and improve their search results. Similarly, many researchers noted that in comparison to ten 

years ago the use of metadata by Google has increased considerably (Beall 2010). 

In contrast, many information scientists still argue that we have not developed comparably mature tools 

for exploratory search – information seeking where users do not have a known target document and 

may not even have a well-established information need. “Only in the last few years have we seen an 

emerging program of human–computer information retrieval (HCIR) that brings interactive techniques 

to bear on more sophisticated information seeking tasks” (Ardo 2011). 

6.3 Capturing Metadata 
Assigning appropriate metadata to ETDs can improve discoverability by increasing their visibility 

(Ivanovic et al. 2012). There are data elements that serve a function both for the users’ tasks of search 

and retrieval (bibliographic records) and for digital preservation purposes (preservation metadata). 

Users are more interested in the content and the subjects, than in what format the objects are 

delivered. Many commentators agree that the most useful metadata about a digital object are the 

subjects or keywords, since they explicitly describe what the object is about (Schwing et al. 2012). A 

number of researchers (Peterson 2010; Spiteri 2011) have analyzed content indexing (especially subject 

indexing) and described the general information seeking behavior of users. Many agreed that the two 

major reasons why users experience problems with subject access are the quality and application of 

subject indexing on the one hand, and the complexity of users’ knowledge and information literacy skills 

required for successful subject access on the other. To maintain the consistency of search results and 

high recall of available resources, it is critical to ensure the quality of the keywords and taxonomies used 

to index heterogeneous digital resources within digital libraries.  

6.3.1 Metadata by Librarians  
Catalogers and information professionals have always done some assessment of material. To fully 

understand what a good index is, it is necessary to be both micro- and macro-minded. On the micro 

level, we concern ourselves with the specific mechanics of creating an index term. On the macro level, 

indexing is part of the larger context of an information retrieval system. Retrieval of information 

involves the user expressing an information retrieval request that incorporates terms from the common 

vocabulary to match stored records.  

In this regard, controlled terms provide a broad navigational tool for browsing through digital content 

and digital library collections. Controlled vocabulary terms ensure indexing consistency and enhance 

retrieval precision across all digital resources. In many institutions, catalogers adapt existing workflows 
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and procedures to handle ETDs. The creation of digital cataloging and metadata workflows is a good 

opportunity to implement general cataloging policy changes.  

One response is outsourcing some segment of metadata/bibliographic processing or related technical 

service operations. This strategy is increasingly seen as a way to cut technical service costs and enhance 

efficiency. However, outsourcing requires investment in quality control, potentially taking the form of 

experienced or professional librarians to monitor output.   

Another response is opening new positions that facilitate metadata creation: scholarly communication 

librarian, repository librarian, digital curator, copyright librarian, semantic technologies librarian, etc. 

Regardless of their labels or names, the primary and common responsibilities of such positions include 

formulating plans for moving their libraries forward to meet the challenges of changing modes of 

scholarly communication. This usually includes an active role in promoting open access and developing a 

metadata strategy for the library and communicating the implications of such strategies to the university 

community. Their liaison with faculty and students provides opportunities to integrate digital contents 

and digital repositories into the learning and research mission of their institutions. 

6.3.2 Author-Supplied Metadata  
In addition to metadata created by professionals, incorporating author-supplied keywords can enhance 

descriptive metadata.  Some libraries (including early ETD adopters such as Virginia Tech) incorporate 

only author-supplied keywords. However, considering the growing interdisciplinary nature of higher 

education and the importance of topical approaches for ETD users, the subject matter may not be 

sufficiently captured by authors’ supplied terms alone.   

In view of the constant changes in users’ requirements, access to ETDs relies on a seamless discovery 

process that offers multiple options to users. Incorporating both controlled and natural approaches to 

the subject matter in an ETD collection, results in high-level descriptions and representations. Alemneh 

and Rorissa 2012 noted that such approaches (including using author supplied terms and social tags as 

possible sources of metadata) add value and enhance user’s ability to find, access, use, and re-use digital 

objects. 

6.3.3 Automatic Extraction 
There are a growing number of metadata extraction tools that enable works to be automated either 

through batch processing or processing on an individual basis as required. Automated metadata 

extraction is particularly useful for collections like ETDs. For example, the National Library of New 

Zealand’s Metadata Extraction Tool can programmatically extract preservation metadata from a range 

of file formats including PDF documents, image files, sound files, Microsoft Office documents, and many 

others. Although most such tools are designed to facilitate self-documenting and preservation activities 

over time, they can also be used for other tasks such as the extraction of metadata for resource 

discovery. 

In addition to technical metadata, there are many other vital ETD characteristics that need description, 

tracking, and integration. Researcher profiles (or author/contributor metadata) can often be collected 

from an institution’s human resources system (e.g., Banner, PeopleSoft). In most institutions, these 
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systems are tied to the author’s plan of study and can supply additional information such as academic 

discipline, committee members, and document type.  

There is growing consensus among academic and research communities about the critical need to link 

publications and underlying data. In this regard, the current customized version of DSpace-CRIS (Current 

Research Information System) can be cited as one of the emerging new add-ons that enable the 

ingestion, storage, display, and management of metadata and full text for ETDs and other research 

entities. Using such tools, items from native system and/or new resources from different systems, can 

be linked to each other using auto-complete and auto-lookup functions in the submission edit phase. 

Considering the emerging multi-format/part structures of ETDs, tools that simplify a smooth integration 

between local resources and other entities are particularly useful. Quality metadata plays a significant 

role in integrating and contextualizing all of these heterogeneous entities. In turn, this adds greater 

value to each individual component and facilitates visibility, discovery, and understanding of the overall 

research agenda. 

6.3.4 User-Generated Terms – Post-Ingest Activities 
Although different metadata schemas are often complementary, good keyword terms help users find 

what they need, even when they are not aware of their needs. In the quest for better discoverability of 

existing digital resources, libraries implement systems to enrich traditional catalog and metadata 

records with additional user-supplied terms and descriptions.  

A growing number of institutions are assessing the potential for user-supplied tags or folksonomy to 

complement established controlled vocabularies in a diverse and collaborative environment. A 

folksonomy is any system that allows users to tag their favorite digital resources using natural language 

words. In a socially constructed metadata paradigm, users not only search/browse, access, and use 

content but also proactively participate in its production and description by tagging, rating, reviewing, 

highlighting, and recommending (Alemneh and Rorissa 2014; Smith 2008).  

With the increasing popularity of social tagging systems, Sue Yeon Syn and Michael B. Spring (2013) 

explored and analyzed social tagging systems as a mechanism to allow nonprofessional catalogers to 

participate in metadata generation. The results suggest that user tags successfully identify the terms 

that represent the topic categories of web resource content. However, user-generated terms have been 

suggested as a lightweight way of enhancing descriptions of digital contents and improving their access 

through broader indexing. Trant (2008) summarized both the negatives and positives of folksonomies. 

On one hand, critics point to the fact that it is an uncontrolled vocabulary and leads to less effective 

information retrieval. On the other hand, proponents of the concept of crowd sourcing point to the fact 

that it is user-friendly and enables personalized information retrieval by users.  

As folksonomies are in a continual state of flux, they are better able to accommodate current 

terminology and concepts than traditional indexing tools and systems such as the Dewey Decimal 

Classification and the Library of Congress Subject Headings. Traditional approaches share a basic 

problem: the potential users of information are disconnected from the process used to describe that 

information.  
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Figure 6-2. ETD metadata creation by different stakeholders 
 

Combining traditional indexing systems with folksonomies is the solution for delivering a richer digital 

library user experience. However, socially constructed metadata approaches have not been effectively 
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implemented so as to augment legacy library metadata. The problem could partially be attributed to the 

absence of a conceptual metadata framework that could serve as a theoretical basis for a better 

understanding of the possible uses of Web 2.0 services in libraries (Lagoze 2010). There are small but 

growing initiatives in various libraries that have effectively engaged the user community from 

transcribing content to correcting OCR output. Tapping user knowledge does not mean that the 

information professionals curating a collection in a production environment would be able to step back 

from the collection after the core metadata was added. As described by many commentators and 

depicted in Figure 6-2, involving all possible stakeholders and building a dedicated group of contributors 

requires an investment of repository staff time, as well as strategies for promoting data ownership, 

ensuring quality, and producing seamless integration.  

6.4 Best Practices for ETD Metadata 
Maintaining usable ETDs requires high-quality metadata about those digital objects. An effective 

metadata management approach improves consistency, clarity of data lineage, and relationships 

between and among objects so that institutions can better integrate resources. There are many 

metadata practices that are implemented by the ETD community at national, regional, and even 

international levels. A definition of what constitutes minimal, good, and optimal metadata – regardless 

of format or schema – depends on many factors. These factors can differ from country to country and 

from institution to institution.  

Quality metadata plays a significant role in facilitating the establishment of a union catalog, which is an 

indispensable element of library networking and resource sharing. Some countries coordinate activities 

related to ETDs and work with institutions of higher education to ensure high quality metadata. While 

ETDs are maintained by the institutions at which they were produced, it is possible to give searchers the 

appearance of a single collection by gathering all the metadata into a central search engine. When a 

potentially relevant document is found, the systems redirect the user to the institution that houses the 

document. 

A number of institutions and consortia have developed or instituted local metadata best practices. The 

following sections provide further description. Although the adopting institutions had already validated 

the practices as “best” by their standards, they may not be suitable for every institution.  

6.4.1 International Initiatives 

6.4.1.1 Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD) 

The Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD) is an international organization 

dedicated to promoting the adoption, creation, use, dissemination, and preservation of ETDS. Since its 

inception in 1996, NDLTD has worked to improve graduate education, increase the availability of 

student research, empower students and universities, advance digital library technology, and lower the 

costs of submitting and handling ETDs.  

NDLTD has developed a metadata standard especially suited to ETDs (see Table 6-1). NDLTD provided 

the following metadata elements as a guideline to develop a faithful crosswalk between local metadata 

standards and a single standard used for sharing information about ETDs. 
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No. ETD Metadata Elements 
MARC Field & Subfield 

MARC Field 
& Subfield 

Description 

Top-Level Sub-Level  

1 title  245a Full title for the work as it appears on the title page. 

Alternative title 246 For title, choose the appropriate title qualifier, (main, 
alternative, added, translated, etc.), preferably from the 
controlled list. (UNT Libraries, “Title Role Authorities”) (Title qualifier)  

2 creator  100a Name of Author 

3 contributor  720a Name of Committee Member, Thesis Advisor, chair 

(Contributor 
role qualifier) 

 For Creator / contributor roles, choose the appropriate qualifier, 
(Committee Member, Thesis advisor, Examiner, etc.), preferably 
from the controlled list.   

4 subject / 
keywords 

 653a Subjects and/or keywords describe what the ETD is 'about' and 
enter as many terms as necessary to capture subject content. 

5 description  520a Content and Physical Descriptions 

abstract 520a Abstract usually supplied by ETD authors) 

note 5xx  
(500, 504) 

Only include notes when applicable. (Example release note.) 

6 publisher  260a+b Usually the institution’s name 

7 date  260c (publication date, graduation date, ) 

8 type  Leader 6&7 Type of resources 

9 format  856q Physical Description, (preferably from the controlled list) 

10 identifier  856u Unique identifiers include URL of an ETD. 

11 language  008 If the ETD is in multiple languages, include each of them, 
preferably from the controlled list. 

12 coverage  651 or 690 Coverage information (usually place and time period) 

13 rights  540 Information about rights may include:  
*Access (level of access that will be allowed to users) 
*License (if there is a license or rights)  
*Holder (usually ETD author is the rights holder)  
*Statement (information about:  
    -Rights held in and over the resource, 
    -Conditions under which the work may be used, distributed, 
reproduced, etc., 
   -Information about how the rights conditions may change over 
time, 
    -Whom to contact regarding the copyright of the work.) 

14 Degree  502a Degree information usually includes degree name, level, 
discipline, and name of institution and academic department 
granting the degree associated with the work. 

Degree name 502a 

Degree level 502a 

Degree 
discipline 

710b 

Degree grantor 502a; 
710ab 

15 Other*   Other optional descriptive metadata elements can be used or 
added as appropriate: 
*Relation (can be used when related items are online such as a 
doctoral recital and the ETD connected to it. 
*Metadata Information (who creates/updates what, when, etc.) 

Table 6-1. Modified NDLTD’s descriptive metadata for ETDs with semantic MARC crosswalk. 
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 The NDLTD metadata is intended to be flexible enough to be used in a variety of current and future 

representations of ETDs. If feasible, as suggested in Table 6-1, compiling local controlled vocabularies or 

assigning metadata values from controlled lists facilitates consistency. Whenever possible, while 

accommodating local requirements, using existing or widely adopted controlled vocabularies promotes 

even greater interoperability.  

The NDLTD metadata has been used by institutions and partners around the world to export their public 

metadata using the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH). As noted by 

Ivanovic, Ivanovic, and Surla (2012), visibility of ETDs can be increased by putting the digital object or its 

descriptive metadata (or both) into such networked repositories. Although the NDLTD union archive 

now contains more than two million records of ETDs, based on the total number of ETDs produced 

around the world (estimated to be close to 1 million per year), it is far from being a comprehensive 

union catalog for global ETDs. 

6.4.1.2 PREservation Metadata Implementation Strategies (PREMIS) 

Addressing the preservation and long-term access issues for digital resources is a significant challenge 

for repositories. A number of researchers noted that the problem of ensuring long-term access to digital 

information sources is compounded by the fact that most of the sources are not properly organized. 

Most agree that extensive metadata is the best approach to minimize the risk of digital objects 

becoming inaccessible (Alemneh and Hastings 2010).  

Accordingly, a number of national and international projects and initiatives attempted to assess the 

potential role of metadata in preservation management activities. PREservation Metadata 

Implementation Strategies (PREMIS) has been influential in providing a "core" set of preservation 

metadata elements that support the digital preservation process.  

PREMIS is a core set of metadata elements (called “semantic units”) recommended for use in all 

preservation repositories regardless of the type materials archived, the type of institution, and the 

preservation strategies employed (PREMIS 2014). The PREMIS data model consists of five interrelated 

entities: intellectual, object, event, agent, and rights with each semantic unit mapped to one of these 

areas:  

 Intellectual entities are conceptual and might be called "bibliographic entities."  PREMIS does 

not actually define any metadata pertaining to intellectual entities as there are plenty of 

metadata standards to choose from, for example NDLTD Descriptive Metadata for ETDs.  

 Objects are what are actually stored and managed in the preservation repository. Although 

descriptive metadata is out of scope, objects can point to descriptions of intellectual entities or 

the entity itself, in either direction.  

 The event entity aggregates information about actions that affect objects in the repository. 

Events are extremely important for preservation activities, as it is vital to track actions 

performed on digital objects (such as capture, compression, validation, replication, migration, 

etc.) for preserving into the future.  
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 Agents are actors (people, organizations or software) that have roles in events and in rights 

statements. 

 The rights entity aggregates information about rights and permissions that are directly relevant 

to preserving objects in the repository (PREMIS 2014).  

As can be seen in the diagram of PREMIS data model relationships (see Figure 6-3), “objects” can have 

relationships to other entities in the data model or to each other. However, “agents” can only act on 

objects through events or rights, not directly. Table 6-2 lists the elements that are properties of the 

given entity. Most of PREMIS is actually devoted to describing digital objects that include technical 

metadata. In addition to format and size, it also includes things like fixity, commonly known as 

“checksums,” and any passwords or encryption that limits the use of an object. Environment details the 

software and hardware needed to render or use the object. Relationships are classified as structural, 

how objects comprise the original ETD relate to one another, or derivative, how service or access copies 

relate to the original ETD. 

Although all of the five entities are interrelated, they can be used and implemented independently from 

each other. Institutions may adopt one or more PREMIS entities. Decisions on how to implement the 

recommended entities remains entirely up to the individual repository. This allows a repository to 

implement localized ETD workflows and submission models. Many academic institutions have 

implemented object, event, and agent entities. For example, the University of North Texas Libraries has 

built a tool for capturing and providing user access to PREMIS events that are important in a digital 

objects lifecycle.  Such a tool is fairly focused on a part of the PREMIS model (event and agent) and 

solves a specific problem, which is to capture events in an objects lifecycle (ingest, fixity check, virus 

check, replication, migration). 

 
Figure 6-3. The PREMIS data model – Version 2.2 (PREMIS 2014) 
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Object 

(Information about the 

stored digital objects) 

Event 

(Information about 

actions) 

Agent 

(Actors that have 

roles) 

Rights 

(Rights information) 

Object ID 

(type and value) 

Event ID 

 

Agent ID 

 

Rights statement 

(ID: type & value) 

Preservation level Event type Agent name Granting Agent 

Object characteristics 

(format, size, fixity, etc.) 

Event date/time Designation  

(person, software, 

organization). 

Permission granted 

Storage Event outcomes 

Environment 

(Hardware, software) 

Linking identifiers 

Digital signatures 

Relationships 

Linking identifiers 

Table 6-2. Summary of types of information included in PREMIS by entity type (PREMIS 2014) 

 
The rights entity is of particular interest to the ETDs community. Access rights may be generally granted 

by copyright law, by statute, or by a license agreement with the rights holder. Repository rights only 

concern rights to preserve, and an institutional repository needs to know what permissions it has to 

carry out appropriate preservation actions related to ETDs within the repository. For the purpose of the 

PREMIS Data Dictionary, statements of rights and permissions are encompassed by the rights entity:  

 Rights are entitlements allowed to agents by copyright or other intellectual property law. 

 Permissions are powers or privileges granted by agreement between a rights holder and another 

party or parties. 

A number of early PREMIS adopters realized that the rights entity lacked the robustness required by 

various types of digital objects including ETDs. To address such limitations, the PREMIS Editorial 

Committee has been working on changes and enhancements to the rights entity semantic units. The 

PREMIS Editorial Committee incorporated several requested changes to the rights entity and published 

the greatly expanded version of the PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata version 2.2 in 

May 2012. Based on several other requests from early implementers, the PREMIS Editorial Committee is 

also working on a major revision for version 3.0 to include rights pertaining to a license, copyright and 

statutory rights. It is expected that the majority of this information will be captured from the object 

itself or from the repository system being used and that a minimal amount will need to be provided by 

hand (PREMIS 2014). 

6.4.1.3 ProQuest Theses and Dissertations 

ProQuest Theses and Dissertations (PQDT), is a database of dissertations and theses, published 

electronically or in print. PQDT includes nearly 3 million searchable citations to dissertation and theses 

from around the world from 1743 to the present day. More than 80,000 new full-text dissertations and 

theses are added to the database each year through dissertations publishing partnerships with 700 
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academic institutions worldwide. Although most ProQuest services are available for purchase, ProQuest 

has a DTD (Document Type Definition) that describes the XML (Extensible Markup Language) feed 

delivered to universities for free (ProQuest 2014).  

6.4.1.4 Statewide Initiatives 

A number of regional associations in the US such as the Ohio Electronic Thesis and Dissertation 

Association (OETDA), the Texas ETD Association (TxETDA), and the Florida ETD Association (FLETDA) seek 

to increase ETD knowledge of their members through the sharing of state-wide, national, and 

international best practices. Likewise, regional ETD consortia such as Texas Digital Library (TDL), 

OhioLINK ETD Center, and State of Florida ETD System, provide resources and services to their member 

institutions. These associations and organizations also provide networking and learning opportunities, 

establish standards, promote ETD open access, and more. 

The Texas Digital Library (TDL), for example, is a consortium of higher education institutions in Texas 

that provides shared services in support of research and teaching. To facilitate ETD workflows, the TDL 

created the Thesis and Dissertation Submittal System (TDSS), more commonly known as Vireo. The 

Metadata Working Group of the TDL has also developed a descriptive application profile for ETDs in the 

Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS). Though other metadata formats were discussed and 

considered, MODS was chosen primarily because it was based on MARC, and it could capture descriptive 

information (which is analogous to the traditional catalog record) more easily than other schemas, such 

as Dublin Core. The only extension needed was degree information. With MODS as the descriptive 

metadata for ETDs, the working group created a TDL ETD MODS application profile. The schema defines 

16 top-level elements that are included in the Vireo ETD Submission System and adopted by most TDL 

members’ institutions (see Appendix A: Texas Digital Libraries (TDL) ETD Metadata Example). 

6.4.1.5 Non-US ETD Initiatives  

There are several ETDs projects outside of the United States. One of the objectives of an ETD program is 

to provide easy global access to the results presented in ETDs, irrespective of the languages or where 

the ETD was written. In this regard more and more international professional societies and 

organizations, such as ASIS&T (Association for Information Science & Technology), are expanding their 

dissertation awards for dissertations in other languages, explicitly stating that dissertations are welcome 

in any language. Nevertheless, implementing widely adopted metadata using English in addition to the 

original languages (e.g. translating titles and abstracts) facilitates and enhances international access.   

Among other successful ETD best practice encouragers, the European ETDs collaborative projects can be 

mentioned as one of the many international efforts that identified metadata for use when describing 

the content of an ETD repository. The Dublin Core-based recommendation was the result of 

collaboration between UK institutions that have been involved in developmental work associated with 

ETDs. There are a number of other initiatives that aim to develop national and regional resource 

discovery services and search tools to promote the visibility of ETDs at individual member sites. The 

following four can be cited as success stories, in terms of promoting ETD-specific best practices:  
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 Cybertesis: A collaborative program (among 32 universities of Europe, Africa and Latin America) 

which is a portal developed jointly by the University of Chile, the Universites de Lyon, 

UnMontreal, and Alexandrie, and the University of Geneva for accessing full text ETDs from 

many countries, including Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, France, Hong Kong, Mexico, Peru, Spain, 

and the United States (Global Open Access Portal 2014). 

 Database of African Theses and Dissertations (DATAD): The DATAD database contains citations 

and abstracts for theses and dissertations completed in African universities. Although African 

theses and dissertations contain local empirical data that is not available in international 

literature, African research results are rarely indexed in major international databases. In 2000, 

the Association of African Universities (AAU) initiated and supported efforts toward putting 

Africa’s research output onto the mainstream of world knowledge via DATAD (AAU 2014). 

 UK’s Electronic Theses Online Service (EThOS): Offers a single point of access to all UK theses. 

EThOS harvests e-theses from institutional repositories and digitizes paper theses free of charge 

(EThOS 2014). 

 Theses Canada: A union catalog of Canadian theses and dissertations, in both electronic and 

analog formats. Canadian universities participate in the program voluntarily by submitting 

approved theses and dissertations to Theses Canada (Library and Archives Canada 2014). 

Such collaborative national and regional projects support the open access aspirations of many 

institutions and provide visibility to the work of scholars both within and outside of the countries of 

origin. Some initiatives (such as EThOS) help institutions to digitize analog copies and return the digitized 

versions to local institutions for loading onto their respective institutional repositories. More 

importantly, these organizations coordinate various activities – including the compilation of national and 

regional union catalogs for ETDs – and enable the participation of many partner institutions, small or 

large, with or without an institutional repository.  

All these collaborative activities are facilitated by means of the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for 

Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH), which is a protocol for exposure of metadata rather than content. 

Using the OAI-PMH, individual sites can make their metadata accessible to search providers and 

discovery services and still maintain complete control over the resources. Supporting the OAI-PMH at 

individual institutions is the best way to contribute to such endeavors and promote repository 

interoperability.  

Many institutions provide public access to a number of application programming interfaces (APIs) to 

their ETDs collections that can be used openly by those interested in programmatically accessing data 

from such systems. A growing number of discovery services, such as Open Access Theses and 

Dissertations (OATD), work with institutions’ metadata to index only records that are actually ETDs and 

are freely available online. In addition to harvested metadata, they include a growing amount of full text 

"snippets" (about the first 30 pages of the thesis and sample images) to help guide searchers.   

6.5 ETD Metadata Quality and Management 
As demonstrated above, although ETDs are produced at individual institutions, various statewide, 

national, and international consortia play vital roles in developing best practices for ETDs management. 
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They also create environments for early ETD adopters to share and promote their best practices with 

other institutions pursuing ETDs as a catalyst for digital libraries development.  

For the last two decades ETDs have played significant roles, not just as new forms of scholarly 

communication, but as drivers for the development of institutional repositories and digital libraries. In 

this regard, cultural heritage institutions are making good progress in digital preservation, specifically in 

the implementation of preservation metadata schema such as PREMIS. ETD-specific lifecycle 

management guidelines contribute to preserving and ensuring long-term access to digital resources. 

Metadata management provides the tools, processes, and environment to enable repositories to answer 

a number of questions related to the digital object. An effective metadata management approach can 

 

Figure 6-4. Flowchart for maintaining high quality ETD metadata 
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help institutions improve consistency, clarity of data lineage, and relationships so that they can better 

integrate resources. Integrating and contextualizing all of the ETDs components along with original 

research data and pre-and post-publications or performances, adds greater value to each individual 

component.  

6.5.1 Metadata Quality 
Maintaining usable ETDs requires high-quality metadata about those digital objects. Metadata quality 

characteristics depend on various factors, including: metadata record completeness, consistency, 

accuracy, provenance, conformance to expectations, and other local criteria and known substantive 

factors. Metadata quality issues are particularly acute if there are multiple institutions participating in 

collaborative ETD projects where a high level of interoperability is an important element.  

Figure 6-4 shows the continuous metadata quality assurance loop. High levels of precision and recall, the 

two ways in which we measure any information retrieval system, are dependent on many activities that 

require the involvement of both machine and human interventions. In the figure, arrow line weights 

reflect the relative importance of each activity.  Arrow labels describe physical information retrieval and 

system administration activities. The central oval represents intellectual activities performed by digital 

curators. In addition to employing workflows compliant with national and international standards, 

digital curators must be able to understand how users access ETDs, and then adjust the system for 

optimum retrieval.   

6.6 Summary  
The successful management of ETDs requires effort across the entire lifecycle to ensure that ETDs are 

preserved and made accessible in a manner that today's users expect and that will be useful to scholars 

in the future. There are several players over the entire ETDs lifecycle.  

Considering the growing interdisciplinary trends in higher education and constant development of 

information and knowledge management, ETDs demand specialized treatment and characterization that 

can best capture the semantics and relations of the underlying concepts.  

Most academic institutions are interested in making sure that their scholarly output is available to the 

widest possible global audience. Repositories employ a metadata based dissemination strategy in order 

to facilitate access, discovery, and use. In order to thoroughly describe ETDs and achieve the required 

data quality, it is important to engage stakeholders at all stages of the ETD lifecycle. Depending on the 

roles of the stakeholders, the types of information that should be captured for ETDs and by whom 

varies, not just at the point of ingestion, but also subsequently, as ETDs often have supplemental files 

(video, audio, data sets, errata, etc.) and transitional events in their lifecycle (embargo releases, 

redactions, etc.). 

 Integrating and contextualizing all ETD components and optimizing the content for search engines adds 

value and brings greater visibility to individual components across the repository. Most ETD repositories 

are OAI-PMH compliant, which means that their ETDs can be harvested into the OAI-based union 

catalog, regardless of the software platform. These multiple approaches enhance an ETD user's ability to 
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find available resources while leveraging the benefits of composite applications, mash-ups, and service-

oriented architectures. 

In addition to the description of required metadata elements and the rationale for why they should be 

used or adopted, this document also narrates the process of creating the metadata necessary to provide 

complete access to the users of ETDs. Observations about the ETDs metadata, together with the best 

practices and their associated framework, are offered in the spirit that they may serve as an 

implementation roadmap for: creating shareable metadata, ensuring interoperability, and assisting the  

ETD community in meeting the larger digital curation and lifecycle management challenges. Such 

practice will have important implications for future researchers, potential ETDs users, and stakeholders 

engaged in various aspects of digital curation efforts in general.  

Here it should be emphasized that the implication of ETD lifecycle management will not be limited to 

the ETD community or higher learning institutions. Stakeholders benefit from metadata management 

ranging from the university community to external partners in business, industry, government, and 

society at large. 
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Appendix A: Texas Digital Libraries (TDL) ETD Metadata Example 
The Texas Digital Library (TDL) provides a digital infrastructure for the scholarly activities of Texas 

universities. The TDL serves as the center of excellence for the creation, curation, and preservation of 

digital scholarly information including ETDs. The following list outlines the minimum elements for ETDs 

descriptive metadata for members of TDL. In addition to the following 16 elements (15 mandatory and 1 

optional elements), other valid MODS elements may be included in ETD records as appropriate. Detail 

information regarding the MODS Application Profile for ETD can be found at TDL home page: 

http://tdl.org. 

Title Information 

    title 

    subtitle 

Name of Author 

    type=personal 

    namePart=given 

    namePart=family 

    namePart=date 

    roleTerm=Author 

Name of Thesis Advisor 

    type=personal 

    namePart=given 

    namePart=family 

    namePart=date 

    roleTerm=Thesis advisor 

Name of Committee Member [Optional] 

    type=personal 

    namePart=given 

    namePart=family 

    namePart=date 

    roleTerm=Committee Member 

Name of Degree Grantor 

    type=corporate 

    namePart=University Name 

    namePart=Department 

    roleTerm=Degree grantor 

Type of Resource 

    typeOfResource=text 

Genre 

    genre=theses 

    authority=marcgt

Origin Information 

    dateCreated 

    dateIssued 

Language 

    languageTerm 

Physical Description 

    form=electronic 

    internetMediaType=application/pdf 

    digitalOrigin=born digital 

Abstract 

Subject 

    authority 

    topic 

    geographic 

    temporal 

Identifier 

    type 

Location 

    url=permalink 

Degree Information 

    name=Doctor of Philosophy 

    level=Doctoral 

    discipline=Educational Administration 

Record Information 

    recordContentSource 

    recordCreationDate 

    recordChangeDate 

    recordIdentifier 

  

http://tdl.org/
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7 Guide to ETD Program Planning and Cost 

Estimation 

Gail McMillan (Virginia Tech) 

Topics Covered 
 Methods to estimate the cost of digital resources. 

 Issues with estimating personnel time. 

 Issues with estimating technical resources. 

 Examples of costs from case studies of ETD programs. 

 

7.1 Introduction 
Electronic Theses and Dissertations (ETD) programs rely on a range of administrative and technical 

resources that require financial support. The objective of this guide is to contribute to an institution’s 

forethought and groundwork and to help stakeholders and decision makers become aware of the 

potential financial impact of an ETD program. Here we identify costs, but we do not attempt to quantify 

or calculate them. Institutions need to have an understanding of the costs of the full ETD lifecycle in 

order to curate them properly and thus ensure their accessibility in both the near and the long term. 

This guide addresses both born-digital and digitized theses and dissertations, distinguishing between the 

two only when necessary.  

In this guide, planning and cost estimation is associated with the curation lifecycle for ETDs. This lifecycle 

begins with submission or acquisition and ends with long-term access and preservation of the official 

document of record. (This document does not consider the costs associated with the creation of ETDs or 

the digitization of theses and dissertations.) In general, there are two principal financial expenditures: 

personnel and technology. The costs associated with personnel fall in to three categories: training, 

processing, and consulting. The costs associated with technology fall in to three categories: hardware, 

software, and processing. There can be overlap between these two areas, for example, when processes 

that are manual could be automated. At this time an other category has also been delimited for outlying 

expenditures such as memberships, fees for outsourced functions and services, or contingency costs.  

This document is not intended to be a means to calculate any of these costs. However, interviews with 

ETD staff at a variety of its higher education institutions resulted in five case studies that share 

information about their resources and expenditures. The case studies at the end of this document range 

from new ETD initiatives to mature ETD programs, providing living examples from public and private, 

large and small, urban and rural universities in the United States. 
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Since institutional repositories (IRs) have almost become a standard feature of academic libraries, ETDs 

are just one of an IR’s collections. Therefore, this guide does not address “overhead,” that is, indirect 

operating expenses such as facilities (e.g., physical settings for personnel – desks, chairs, electricity, etc., 

and technology – server room, air conditioning, etc.). Similarly personnel associated with ETD processes 

usually have other responsibilities as well. Graduate school personnel, for example, who review and 

approve ETDs, will almost certainly also work on other aspects of graduate student administration such 

as degree completion evaluations. Similarly, the copyright specialist will provide advice on genre other 

than ETDs, and the librarian will support the creation of and access to other scholarly works produced 

and used by the institution’s community. This guide does, however, provide estimates for personnel 

time spent on ETD-related activities, and does so through the case studies. 

Though this guide does not prescribe specific personnel positions or technologies necessary for an ETD 

program, there are a number of major efforts that have studied detailed costs associated with the 

lifecycle of digital assets with an emphasis on preservation. Many of them provide tools to calculate 

those costs. There are also several generalized works that would provide a very helpful bibliography 

beyond the specific references provided with this document, especially Zeller’s “Cost of Digital 

Archiving: Is there an universal model?” (2010). For those seeking tools into which you can plug in 

expenses, the LIFE3 enables very fine-grained analysis of specific cost components. From 2005-2010 the 

LIFE Project (Life Cycle Information for E-Literature) created, tested, and made available a Microsoft 

Excel file and a web tool so that an institution can plug in its expenses in order to determine overall 

costs. (Hole et al. 2010) In 2005 the National Archives of the Netherlands similarly detailed itemized 

expenses leading to digital preservation. Another effort, the Keeping Research Data Safe – KRDS, 

(Beagrie et al. 2010) provides a discounting function when it deploys preservation cost elements. CMDP, 

the Cost Model for Digital Preservation from the Danish National Library and Archives, also has a 

somewhat different approach in that it focuses on post facto measuring of preservation costs, rather 

than predicting costs (“CDMP” 2012).  The DataSpace project out of Princeton University proposes a 

POSF formula – pay once store forever, but covers only the storage costs (Goldstein and Ratliff 2010).  

A recent effort to calculate costs for the lifecycle of digital assets comes from the California Digital 

Library’s TCP model – the Total Cost of Preservation. It offers two separate formulas for pay-as-you-go 

and one-time pricing, but concludes with a hybrid price mode in which the paid-up pricing is used for 

components that can be quantified and forecast, and pay-as-you-go pricing is used for the others. 

(Abrams 2012) The TCP model has 10 high-level cost components: (1) services providing curation 

functions, running on (2) servers deployed by (3) staff in support of content (4) producers who use (5) 

workflows to submit instances of (6) content types (e.g., ETDs), which occupy (7) storage, and are 

subject to ongoing (8) monitoring and periodic (9) interventions, all of which are subject to managerial 

(10) oversight (Abrams et al. 2012). These components relate directly to this document as it outlines the 

need for cost considerations relevant to personnel and technologies, which will deploy these activities in 

an institution’s ETD program.  

This Guide to ETD Program Planning and Cost Estimation ascribes to the principles of WORF – Write 

Once Read Forever (Goldstein and Ratliff 2010), having the same two main objectives: (1) insure that 

ETDs are and continue to be publicly accessible (if after a very limited restriction or embargo) and (2) 
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cost a reasonable price to store and disseminate. The discussion below will enable an institution to 

outline its ETD program’s need for personnel and technology, and then employ the most appropriate of 

the tools above or others for cost modeling. 

7.2 Personnel 
People make policies, design workflows, and provide services. Policies can come from internal 

institutional decision makers or be derived from peer institutions or aspirational peers. ETD policies are 

affected by the institution’s organization, such as whether there is a centralized graduate school. 

Policies for ETDs will also be affected by local interest in issues such as Open Access. Unfortunately, 

policies may also be affected by hearsay, such as myths about publishers’ attitudes towards accessible 

online theses and dissertations, or potential threats such as plagiarism. Direct costs are rarely associated 

with policy making and are considered as part of the general expense of operating a program. 

Workflow can be designed internally, or it can be adapted from existing ETD programs at other 

institutions. It may also be predicated upon vendors’ software and hardware requirements. Costs can be 

associated with the people designing the workflow or with the system chosen to implement the ETD 

initiative. Sources for adapting workflows include members of the Networked Digital Library of Theses 

and Dissertations or the census of required ETDs.1 Workflow can be prescribed by: 

 External commercial enterprises such as ProQuest and Bepress. 

 Open source digital repository applications such as  Vireo for DSpace2 and OpenETD from 

RUCore.3 

 Consortial memberships such as OhioLink4 and Florida Virtual Campus.5 

Maintaining an ETD program will rely heavily on the systems administrator, but the personnel in these 

positions are usually assigned several systems to oversee. According to the case studies that follow, 

whether the hardware is outsourced or locally maintained, the time commitment is small though 

constant. Similarly, whether an institution employs open source or commercial software, even the most 

out-of-the-box software will require some modification to meet an institution’s specifications, workflow, 

quality control and the like.  

Personnel are heavily involved in training during new ETD initiatives. Even when face-to-face instruction 

is replaced by online, asynchronous tutorials or self-explanatory submission and processing instructions, 

personnel will be needed to work with individuals (e.g., authors, users, staff, and faculty) as issues come 

to light. Mature ETD programs may go for years without needing to modify instructional documentation 

but the migration from legacy to modern systems usually requires new instruction and rewritten guides. 

                                                           

1
 See NDLTD, http://www.ndltd.org/, and (“Institutions Requiring Electronic Thesis/Dissertation Submissions”, 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AtSglIhGWCkpdHJvOUNSZUZyRC04 
UXRUa0w3UmgtYWc&hl=en#gid=0.  
2
 See http://sourceforge.net/projects/vireo/.  

3
 See http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/open/projects/openetd/. 

4
 See http://etd.ohiolink.edu/.  

5
 See https://fclaweb.fcla.edu/node/528. 

http://www.ndltd.org/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AtSglIhGWCkpdHJvOUNSZUZyRC04UXRUa0w3UmgtYWc&hl=en#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AtSglIhGWCkpdHJvOUNSZUZyRC04UXRUa0w3UmgtYWc&hl=en#gid=0
http://sourceforge.net/projects/vireo/
http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/open/projects/openetd/
http://etd.ohiolink.edu/
https://fclaweb.fcla.edu/node/528
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Institutions vary as to whether these activities are the responsibility of personnel in the graduate school 

or the library. 

The most time-consuming personnel activity may be reviewing and approving each individual ETD. 

Though the author’s committee approves the plan of study, which leads to their sanctioning the final 

document, graduate school staff (almost always) also review ETDs for conformity to their institution’s 

requirements and guidelines. Since ETDs are still almost entirely text-based documents, most 

institutions continue to prescribe page layout as they did when they needed to conform to bindery 

specifications. Page number placement, margin widths, and the like continue to be a tedious part of the 

ETD review process.  

The case studies that follow document that reviewing and approving an ETD can take as little as 15 

minutes, or it can stretch to more than 30 minutes when the reviewer must email the author about 

needed changes and re-review the subsequent versions. Some institutions assess fees on ETD authors 

based on the amount of time the graduate personnel spend reviewing the work. For example, University 

of South Florida’s ETD FAQ states, “graduate school fees are applied based on the cost of review. 

Submissions that require extensive editing or repeated review will accrue additional processing costs. 

(USF 2013) 

While students are usually allowed to submit their ETDs at any time, the graduate school’s deadlines for 

graduation6 generate peak periods of ETD submissions. Most ETDs are submitted online, but some 

graduate school personnel are responsible for receiving these works on portable media (e.g., CDs, flash 

drives, etc.). Even in the “off season” the back-and-forth emails between staff and authors can be time-

consuming. The larger issue of quality control may require manual review of individual documents, but 

technology is beginning to be used to some extent to ensure that ETDs are in approved file formats (e.g., 

PDF/A) (see also Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: Curatorial Decisions and Practices). 

There are personnel costs associated with copyright monitoring and compliance, and may include 

intellectual property rights consulting. Institutions must consider the costs associated with determining 

legal rights to include copyrighted works in an ETD, certifying an author’s original work, and managing 

the institution’s non-exclusive license to store and provide access to ETDs (see also Briefing on Copyright 

and Fair Use Issues in ETDs). 

Personnel with liaison responsibilities to students provide face-to-face, phone, and online consulting as 

well as classroom and online instruction. Some graduate schools offer walk-up services during regular 

business hours so that authors can bring their documents on portable media for an informal review and 

preliminary approval. However, personnel have largely been removed from the final approval 

notification process. Programmed scripts can automatically notify authors and their committees through 

emails when the graduate school has approved their ETDs. 

                                                           

6
 e.g. Virginia Tech’s, http://graduateschool.vt.edu/academics/dates_deadlines/commencement_deadlines.html. 

http://graduateschool.vt.edu/academics/dates_deadlines/commencement_deadlines.html
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Another largely avoidable personnel cost is in the movement of files from restricted and embargoed 

status to open access. Even when this can be done programmatically based on the calendar, there are 

circumstances that require individual attention. The library may receive inquiries from patrons who are 

not members of the university community and want to have access to restricted ETDs. Sometimes 

students have heard about an ETD but can’t find it because the author chose to have it embargoed. 

These circumstances often result in the library’s ETD liaison individually locating email addresses and 

contacting authors of the restricted and embargoed ETDs for permission to remove the restrictions and 

provide public access prior to the timed release. When the liaisons receive permission (as they usually 

do), they must login to the system and change the status of the ETD. This is often an opportunity to 

improve the metadata or its display. Occasionally, at the request of the appropriate authority (e.g., dean 

of the graduate school), it is necessary to move an ETD temporarily from open access to restricted or 

embargoed status (e.g., data errors discovered after approval, plagiarism claims, etc.). 

Another personnel cost is cataloging ETDs and linking URLs to the bibliographic records in the library’s 

online catalog. Many institutions have avoided this cost by programmatically deriving the MARC 

(machine readable cataloging) record from the ETD’s metadata. Similarly, some institutions derive 

metadata from the MARC record to describe the scanned theses and dissertations in their institutional 

repositories. However, quality control and authority control are often a librarian’s responsibility, 

requiring manual look-up and online editing. 

Most American universities partner with ProQuest/UMI to ensure that their ETDs are available through 

its various commercial products, even when these institutions also make their ETDs available in open 

access repositories. ProQuest accepts ETD submissions through its online portal, the UMI ETD 

Administrator. There is no charge for using the ETD Administrator, but universities submitting theses 

and dissertations on paper and other media or uploading PDFs through FTP incur a $25 charge per ETD. 

When submitting permission forms and PDFs outside the ETD Administrator, ProQuest requires an 

original signature, leaving university personnel to collect and mail these forms. Though payments are 

increasingly made online, universities continue to manually audit ProQuest invoices. 

Over time many personnel responsibilities will be automated by technology. Customizing software is 

one example where we are able to interface our human resource systems such as Banner and 

PeopleSoft with graduate school approval systems and institutional repository logins. Like many of the 

issues mentioned above, these are not necessarily particular to ETDs but can apply to other genres and 

IR collections. 

7.3 Technology 
Technology costs are easier to estimate for hardware and software. But personnel run the hardware, 

customize and/or maintain the software, and oversee the systems and processes. 

In planning and considering the costs associated with the lifecycle of ETDs, there should be a continuum 

of curation, a “consistent and coherent regime of management processes from the time of the creation 

through to preservation and use,” (Netherlands (2005), AS 4390.1). It is preferable to assign as much to 

technology and as little to personnel so that staffing changes have less effect and processing is timely 
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and quick. As stated earlier, we are not including overhead expenditures such as buildings and rooms, 

electricity, air conditioning, heating, and the like, because these are largely in place and already host the 

people and technology necessary for an ETD program. Even the largest ETD programs find that they are 

a small addition to an existing IR or digital library.  

Whether ETDs are going to be a stand-alone program or added to the institutional repository with other 

digital works, we are providing planning and cost estimates for necessary technologies. An early decision 

needs to be whether to host ETDs locally and/or contribute them to an external entity such as a 

consortium (e.g., OhioLink) or a commercial service provider (e.g., ProQuest), and whether to store the 

institution’s ETDs locally (i.e., on campus equipment) or remotely (e.g., cloud storage, service provider), 

or to employ a combination of these options. This document addresses a variety of options as broad 

technology topics. (see also the chapter Guide to Options for ETD Programs) 

7.3.1 Local Hosting 
When ETDs are a new genre of digital works to be processed and managed, technological considerations 

include hardware and software that may be hosted by the institution’s library or by its central 

information technology (IT) unit. Technology can be acquired to handle submission, storage (including 

maintenance and back-ups), access, and preservation. (See above for the human part of this process, 

which will minimally cover the ETD approval process. Desktop computers with adequate capacity for 

timely processing are essential.) Network technology is also necessary for the communications among 

the hardware, software, and personnel. 

The hardware required will include servers for processing (submission and/or intake; approval and/or 

evaluation), storage (whether temporary (i.e., just through approval) or long-term), backups, access, and 

preservation. Recommended storage media are spinning discs, but some may use them in combination 

with tapes. However, we do not recommend compact disk storage. 

To reduce risk and increase productivity, multiple servers will serve the institution well for purposes of 

development and testing as well as processing, access, and preservation. Network communications 

should be robust (high speed connections) and flexible (bandwidth) enough to adequately handle timely 

transfer of files of increasing size. As ETD programs mature, many of these works will evolve beyond 

text-based documents to include more or even become multimedia works. Along with this evolution 

comes the need for institutions to not only store multimedia but also to stream it. We are in the midst of 

the shift from users not having a choice about downloading files for local access onto their computers to 

users opting for access to streaming video and audio files that remain on institutional servers.  

Other issues that will affect the server size and capacity are the challenges of migration and emulation, 

whether at ingest or at some other point in the life cycle have yet to be played out. Some institutions 

will also want servers and storage equipment that will enable them to be part of research and 

development endeavors or just for testing. For example, an institution may anticipate hosting large 

datasets that could accompany ETD submissions, and they must have the capacity to sufficiently test the 

success of various analysis, manipulation, and viewing tools. 
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An institution’s technology may be in place if it is already hosting digital works. Adding ETDs could be 

just another genre of works to be made available through the digital library or institutional repository. 

ETD submission could be a variation of the faculty deposit process, with student works enjoying a more 

formal or at least different vetting process. 

The NDLTD’s ETD Guide (NDLTD, 2011) recommends a common server concept for an ETD program. It 

includes four servers, one each for production, back up, public access, and preservation. The production 

server (1) communicates with the users, authors, graduate school personnel, etc., and the uploading and 

metadata processing is done here. The back-up server (2) is sometimes called the archive server. It 

ensures that a continual incremental backup of the public archive server. Only system administrators 

have access to this server, securing access to the ETDs and their digital signatures (i.e., their authenticity 

and integrity). The document server (3) is also known as the public archive server because users access 

and retrieve ETDs here. Secure this server with a RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) system 

that internally holds two equal copies of the server distributed on independent hard disks to ensure that 

if one copy cannot be accessed due to a head crash or other hardware inconsistencies, the second copy 

will take over functionality and operate as the first copy. Users will not realize which copy is in use. 

Lastly, the preservation server (4) provides another storage management system--an archive that hosts 

the original ETD files, their metadata, and management software. It is important if an environmental 

accident such as an earthquake or human error destroys the original archive, that a preservation server 

be located at another geographic location, though ideally several institutions will collaborate to host 

preservation servers for each other. (see also the chapter Guide to Options for ETD Programs) 

7.3.2 External Hosting 
It may be an option to shift much of the technical capacity suggested above to an external host or agent. 

For example, if the institution is part of a statewide consortium there may be little need for developing a 

local infrastructure because the consortium may not only store, but also process ETDs, and provide 

access as well as preservation services.7 

Integrated library services that handle ETD processing and hosting are also commercially available 

through a variety of vendors such as: 

 Bepress Digital Commons, used at University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Pace University, and 

University of Iowa.8 

 Ex Libris DigiTool used at Florida State University and Universidade do Porto (Portugal).9  

These systems may process digital works in addition to ETDs. 

Commercial ETD processing and hosting services are also available. ProQuest/UMI is the most well 

known one in the US, with its ETD Administrator.10 It also offers to facilitate local access in combination 

                                                           

7
 Examples include OhioLink (http://etd.ohiolink.edu/) and the Florida Library Virtual Campus 

(http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/node/528). 
8
 See http://scholarworks.umass.edu/, http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/dissertations/, and http://ir.uiowa.edu/. 

9
 See http://www.lib.fsu.edu/find/etds.html and http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/category/DigiToolOverview.  

http://etd.ohiolink.edu/
http://fclaweb.fcla.edu/node/528
http://scholarworks.umass.edu/
http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/dissertations/
http://ir.uiowa.edu/
http://www.lib.fsu.edu/find/etds.html
http://www.exlibrisgroup.com/category/DigiToolOverview
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with remote processing by returning an institution’s ETDs for local hosting. See the University of Arizona 

case study below. 

7.3.3 Software 
Of course the equipment requires software that will operate the system, enable it to interact with other 

systems, and process individual ETDs either minimally or extensively. A consideration in purchasing 

equipment is the operating system that will run on it and its compatibility with other systems. 

ETD-specific software is available from a variety of sources. Open source options include: 

 ETD-db from Virginia Tech.11 

 Valet from VTLS.12 

 Vireo for DSpace from the Texas Digital Library.13 

 OpenETD from Rutgers.14 

 Cyberteses, which is popular in French and Spanish speaking countries.15 

These were summarized in a 2011 article by the newest entry in the ETD software market, Jarrow from 

the University of Northern British Columbia. (MacDonald and Yule, Daniel 2012) In addition to these, the 

2008 ETD preservation survey16 revealed that other platforms and repository structures that also 

support ETD programs. According to the ETD preservation survey, other software in use includes: 

 EPrints at Cal Tech.17 

 CONTENTdm at Brigham Young University.18 

Library system vendors are continually joining the market place. For example, BePress offers an ETD 

toolkit with its Digital Commons repository software. 

7.3.4 Other 
Costs associated with ETDs that do not fall into the personnel or technology categories include the 

association memberships, marketing, and contingencies. Institutions should consider membership in 

organizations such as the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD), national 

groups such as the USETDA – United States ETD Association, and statewide consortia (e.g., Texas ETD 

Association). Membership fees are quite low and provide many opportunities to learn from and 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

10
 See http://www.etdadmin.com/cgi-bin/main/about.  

11
 See http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ETD-db/index.shtml.  

12
 See http://www.vtls.com/products/valet and a live instance in place at the University of Hong Kong 

http://etd.lib.hku.hk/.  
13

 See http://sourceforge.net/projects/vireo/files/.  
14

 See http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/open/projects/openetd.  
15

 See http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/portals-and-platforms/goap/key-
organizations/latin-america-and-the-caribbean/cybertesis/.  
16

 See http://lumiere.lib.vt.edu/surveys/results/view_results.php3?set_ID=ETDpreservation200708. 
17

 See http://thesis.library.caltech.edu/.  
18

 See http://contentdm.lib.byu.edu/cdm/search/collection/ETD.  

http://www.etdadmin.com/cgi-bin/main/about
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ETD-db/index.shtml
http://www.vtls.com/products/valet
http://etd.lib.hku.hk/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/vireo/files/
http://rucore.libraries.rutgers.edu/open/projects/openetd
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/portals-and-platforms/goap/key-organizations/latin-america-and-the-caribbean/cybertesis/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/portals-and-platforms/goap/key-organizations/latin-america-and-the-caribbean/cybertesis/
http://lumiere.lib.vt.edu/surveys/results/view_results.php3?set_ID=ETDpreservation200708
http://thesis.library.caltech.edu/
http://contentdm.lib.byu.edu/cdm/search/collection/ETD
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contribute to ETD initiatives at peer institutions and offer discounts at national and international 

venues. Personnel costs might include attending the conferences of these associations.19  

Another cost is marketing, for example, a new initiative, a successful program, award winning ETDs, and 

the like. Contingency costs should also be considered. These would include unanticipated expenses 

associated with trigger events, catastrophes, and sea changes, and will vary depending on the size of the 

ETD program and its complexity.  

7.4 Case Studies 
This document has highlighted anticipated expenses associated with new and mature ETD programs. It 

has generalized personnel and technology needs in order to inform stakeholders and decision makers 

about potential resources requirements. In this section we offer five case studies from institutions large 

and small, private and public, rural and urban with either new ETD initiatives or mature ETD programs. 

They are the result of interviews with representatives at Portland State University, Rice University, 

University of Arizona, University of North Texas, and Virginia Tech in October-November 2012. Each 

interviewee responded to several broad questions meant to identify a general set of cost factors and 

those that are most critical to ETD programs at various stages of planning. See Appendix A for the 

individual responses from each institution. The case studies shed light on the financial information 

stakeholders in a new ETD initiative or an existing ETD program would fine relevant, and they revealed 

what is common across institutions of higher education and what issues may be unique. 

The five case studies provide examples of how these universities approached their ETD initiatives and 

specifically identify their technology, personnel, and resource allocation issues. Though the universities 

vary, their ETD programs have many similarities. The library hosts ETDs at four out of the five 

universities, while one is hosted by central IT (Portland). Each university has three-to-four graduate 

school staff who review ETDs. None of the universities provided supplemental resources to the library or 

the graduate school for their ETD programs and each has absorbed ETDs into the routine activities of the 

library and the graduate school. 

There are two fairly new ETD programs at Rice and Portland, which required online submission in 2011 

and 2012, respectively. Virginia Tech and the University of North Texas have long-standing programs 

begun in 1997 and 1999, respectively, while Arizona’s began in 2005. It may be noteworthy that the two 

oldest ETD programs (VT, UNT) have locally developed ETD systems, while the newer programs use 

DSpace (Arizona, Portland, Rice). VT is in the midst of migrating from its ETD-db system to DSpace, and is 

already planning for a Fedora platform. The ETD programs at Arizona and Rice employ remote services, 

choosing to pay for cloud storage or a vendor-hosted institutional repository rather than local 

equipment and staff.  

                                                           

19
 See http://txetda.wordpress.com/etd-forum/2012-txetda-annual-conference/ for the Texas ETD meeting in 

2012, annual US ETDA conferences: http://www.usetda.org/?page_id=1591; and NDLTD sponsored international 
conferences at http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/ndltd.html. 

http://txetda.wordpress.com/etd-forum/2012-txetda-annual-conference/
http://www.usetda.org/?page_id=1591
http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/theses/ndltd.html
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Graduate students submit their ETDs through the ProQuest ETD Administrator at Arizona and Portland 

so their students are not charged for having their ETDs included in the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses 

Database. Rice, UNT and VT’s students are charged a $25 ProQuest fee to have their dissertations 

included in the ProQuest database. Two universities also charge their graduate students an archiving fee 

of $20 (North Texas, VT), while Arizona charges a $6 ETD fee. But Rice, a private university, and Portland, 

a public university, do not charge graduate students additional fees. They also have the smallest number 

of ETDs approved annually--300 at Rice and 200 at Portland. UNT receives about 400, Arizona 600-700, 

and Virginia Tech receives 800-900 ETDs annually. Digitizing bound theses and dissertations that 

precede the ETD requirement is another common activity disclosed in three of the five case studies. Rice 

is an exception, purchasing its dissertation files from ProQuest. 

While the case studies reveal many commonalities across institutions, the case studies also highlight 

specific local resources. The Virginia Tech case study is unique in that it details the key technologies used 

in their ETD program and the costs. Arizona’s case study reveals its remote server costs and details per-

title expenses.  At Portland the Office of Graduate Studies plays a larger role in the ETD program than 

the other universities, which reveals the extensive role of the libraries in most ETD programs. The 

workflow in the Rice case study stands outs because it includes cloud storage. While ETD workflow is 

generally the same at each institution, it is noteworthy in the UNT case study that the Graduate Reader 

receives ETDs delivered by graduate students on portable media (e.g., CDs, flash drives). After she 

reviews and approves them, she compiles them on a CD for the library where the PDFs are converted to 

high resolution JPGs and optical character recognition applied (OCR). This provides an added level of 

quality control as well as a page-view interface that is not part of processing at the other universities. 

7.5 Summary 
Institutions need to understand the costs of the full ETD lifecycle in order to curate them properly and 

thus ensure their accessibility in both the near and the long term. There are two principal financial 

expenditures: personnel and technology. The costs associated with personnel fall in to three categories: 

training, processing, and consulting. The costs associated with technology also fall in to three categories: 

hardware, software, and processing. Though this guide does not prescribe specific personnel positions 

or definitive technologies necessary for an ETD program, there are a number of major efforts that have 

studied detailed costs associated with the lifecycle of digital assets that may influence ETD programs, 

namely: the LIFE Project (LIFE3), Keeping Research Data Safe (KRDS), Cost Model for Digital Preservation 

(CMDP), DataSpace Project, and California Digital Library’s Total Cost of Preservation (TCP). In addition 

to covering the broad landscape of costs and resources for coming to terms with ETDs, this guide also 

offers five case studies that provide examples of how a range of American universities have approached 

their ETD initiatives and specifically how they have identified technology, personnel, and resource 

allocation issues. 
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Appendix A: Case Study Interviews 

1. Portland State University Case Study Interview 
Courtney Ann Hanson, Coordinator of Graduate Studies 

Does your institution have an ETD program or does it have a planning group considering an ETD 

initiative?   

Portland State University began with limited testing in Summer 2009, gradually expanded the program, 

and transitioned to ETD-only submissions in Summer 2011. No paper theses and dissertations are 

accepted. 

What are the key technologies considered necessary to initiate and/or maintain, develop, and 

preserve an ETD program? 

 Submission tool.  We use the ProQuest ETD Administrator, which provides a four to six week 

turn around.  

 File formats. Accepts all file formats, though largely PDFs Received audio and Excel files as 

supplemental materials. 

 IR.  We currently use DSpace, but will probably soon transition to Digital Commons from 

Bepress. 

 Servers for backup and preservation are the responsibility of the university’s central IT 

department.   

 ProQuest ETD Administrator. Portland uses this system in its entirety. Students largely select 

from the PQ access levels and the IR programmatically removes restrictions based on the OGS 

approved date. The only ETDs that are university-only accessible are from the Creative Writing 

department. Portland doesn’t allow embargoed ETDs, but would consider extending restricted 

(i.e., university-only) access to five years if necessary. 

Who are the primary university personnel involved in or considered rudimentary to your ETD program 

and in what units do they work? 

In the Office of Graduate Studies (OGS): 

 Coordinator of Graduate Studies is the point person in OGS for all things ETD. She is a liaison to 

students, faculty, and the library. After devoting considerable time to launching the ETD 

program and establishing policies and procedures, they now take less than 10% of her time. 

[There have been very few instances of changing the availability of an ETD outside of the 

programmed releases.] She does handle paper forms for approvals, access levels, and ProQuest 

permissions. 

 Three degree processors review and approve ETDs as part of the degree audit process. This may 

take 5% of their time. While 1900 students complete their graduate degrees at Portland in a 

typical year, only 200 submit ETDs.  
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In the library:  

 Digital Initiatives Coordinator [Karen Bjork] is new to this position (circa one year) and is the 

counterpart of the Coordinator of Graduate Studies.  

 Scholarly Communications Librarian helps with workshops, copyright, open access, etc.  

 Metadata Cataloger supervised by the Head of Cataloging. The library catalog links to the ETD in 

the institutional repository.  

What other expenditures are associated with your institution’s ETD program? 

 ETD conference attendance 

 US ETD Association membership fee 

How are resources allocated to your institution’s ETD program? In the past three years have your costs 

in the categories of technology, people, and other: Increased? Decreased? Stayed roughly the same? 

Why? 

Resource allocations for ETDs at Portland have stayed the same, which is they continue to operate with 

the on-hand resources – staff, systems, etc., as they have from the launch of the program. The work has 

been incorporated into existing positions and no new positions were created to support ETDs, either in 

OGS or the library.  Portland selected the ProQuest ETD Administrator as its submission tool not only 

because the product was free, but IT support was also provided by the university’s central unit at no 

cost.   

Portland is currently using the open source software DSpace.  They are likely to switch to Digital 

Commons soon but this is not related to their ETD program. 

How are costs shaping the current planning and direction for your ETD program? 

See above. 
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2. Rice University Case Study Interview  
Geneva Henry, Executive Director, Digital Scholarship Services (DSS) 

Does your institution have an ETD program or does it have a planning group considering an ETD 

initiative?   

Yes.  In 2006 the Rice library purchased its dissertation files from ProQuest and made them available 

locally through its IR. RU was still only accepting print theses and dissertations. Henry worked with 

Graduate Studies to receive files from students who wanted open access. She was the contact on the 

Graduate Studies web site, and she provided online submission instructions for students, but this was in 

addition to the Graduate Studies requirements. 

During the 2011/12 school year, ETD submission became an official option. DSS had tested Vireo and her 

programmer had customized it to meet Rice’s needs. They received some online submissions fall 

semester, but spring semester the number increased considerable because it was both easier and less 

expensive to submit online. ETDs became mandatory with 2012/13 school year. The library receives 

approximately 300 ETDs annually. 

Access levels: ETDs with embargos are flagged when they are imported into Vireo and automatically 

released when their due dates arrive. Rice does not manually release ETDs early and they have not yet 

had requests for delaying releases, though they would honor these requests for relevant reasons.  

What are the key technologies considered necessary to initiate and/or maintain, develop, and 

preserve an ETD program?  

Open source software, Vireo, was customized heavily, as every institution must do to incorporate 

individual workflows. For example, Graduate Studies has forms, such as the certificate of completion, 

that are routed to the institutional records management system (handled by the university 

administration, not the library), while the ETD is sent to the library’s institutional repository (using 

SWORD, (Simple Web-service Offering Repository Deposit).  

The Rice repository is DSpace, but looking to the future may be including a Fedora foundation such as 

Hydra or Islandora. ETDs are very little trouble – require small amount of storage space, automated 

processes run smoothly with current policies, etc. 

Rice hosts the hardware for the repository, but chooses to run Vireo for ETDs in the Amazon Cloud. The 

monthly cost for cloud storage is relatively low considering the server and maintenance costs that would 

be incurred if it were managed locally. The other significant cost with cloud storage is with delivery of 

content out of the cloud. There are really just two “bursts” of activity each year: when the students are 

submitting their theses close to the deadline each semester. It is very cost effective because they 

receive files from the Graduate School only once a year after May graduation, which replicates their 

previous practice of shipping theses and dissertations to ProQuest annually. Every May when students 

graduate, ETDs are dropped into the Rice repository.  
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The library has in-house servers for testing and development (e.g., Vireo customization), but the 

production servers, like the IR, are run on servers in the primary data center for the university.  

Who are the primary university personnel involved in or considered rudimentary to your ETD program 

and in what units do they work?  

Graduate Studies has three ETD Reviewers, who process about 300 ETDs per year. 

Henry, a programmer and a digital curation coordinator, is the principal staff involved with ETDs in the 

library. Her unit, Digital Scholarship Services provides support for ETDs, such as the research and testing, 

which led to using Vireo for ETDs. Library staff from the Acquisitions Department handles ProQuest 

billing. Technical Services could become involved by handling metadata quality control. The IR could 

export to MARC if necessary. Henry recommends these four types of staff be involved in an ETD 

program.   

What other expenditures are associated with your institution’s ETD program? 

None beyond what was mentioned above: purchasing files from ProQuest, Amazon cloud, and local 

personnel and hardware.  

How are resources (going to be) allocated to your institution’s ETD program? 

From the library point of view, ETDs are just a normal part of the workflow. Library has automated all 

aspects of ETDs, and nobody has to be assigned to specifically look after them. When they were 

developing the online workflow and adapting Vireo, a programmer had primary responsibility and it was 

a priority but not the only work assignment. Vireo development and testing took three months. 

The Graduate Studies office has the same basic procedures but now they do it online.  

In the past three years have your costs in the categories of technology, people, and other: Increased? 

Decreased? Stayed roughly the same? And why? 

Costs increased with Amazon Cloud, but no additional personnel, hardware, or software costs. 

How are costs shaping the current planning and directions for your ETD program? 

A major concern is to reduce costs for students, but they must still pay the $25 ProQuest fee largely 

because Graduate Studies considers ProQuest to be the best source of information about dissertations 

in the United States. There is concern, however, that students are not reading the ProQuest forms. [It 

was also a concern when ProQuest contracted with third party vendors to market ETDs, but ProQuest 

discontinued these commercial relationships. (per Austin McLean, July 9, 2013)]  
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3. University of Arizona Case Study Interview 
Yan Han, University of Arizona Associate Librarian for Research Services 

Does your institution have an ETD program or does it have a planning group considering an ETD 

initiative? 

Yes. University of Arizona started to discuss implementation of an ETD program in 2005. It started with a 

conversation between the Graduate College and the library for e-submission. 

Yan Han, who was on the digital library team, led an informal planning group that included library staff 

from cataloging, technical services, digital library, and document delivery. He drafted a document about 

the impact of e-submission and access, estimating costs and fees, and the dean and department heads 

provided their input. Subsequently, the library and the graduate college agreed to begin accepting ETDs 

in October 2005 using the ProQuest e-submission platform. 

The Graduate College is responsible for managing e-submission, while the library takes care of the rest 

of the ETD life cycle. The Graduate Collect negotiated with ProQuest to receive copies of the ETD files 

for the Arizona library’s server. The Graduate College collects the signed distribution rights release forms 

from the graduate students, which give the library permission to make their ETDs open access. This is 

the only paper in this process. 

Han wrote scripts to convert the ProQuest metadata into the MARC bibliographic record for the library 

catalog, and also to prepare the ETD files for ingesting into DSpace. 

What are the key technologies considered necessary to initiate and/or maintain, develop, and 

preserve your ETD program? 

Arizona uses ProQuest’s ETD Administrator; therefore, the only equipment the Arizona library must 

maintain is an FTP server to receive files from PQ. Arizona pays $24,000/year for a remotely hosted 

DSpace server (one-third the costs of a systems administrator). The only software to maintain is what 

Han wrote to convert xml to make MARC load into the library catalog and repository (DSpace). 

Who are the primary university personnel involved in or considered rudimentary to your ETD program 

and in what units do they work? 

Graduate College representatives include the Associate Dean and the Supervisor of Certification who 

oversees four staff. These were the same staff positions that handled paper theses and dissertations. 

They review student submissions for Theses & Dissertation manual such as margins, page numbers, etc.; 

approve; receive signed copyright permission forms. [This is the same situation as at Virginia Tech.] 

Library working group had representatives from cataloging, technical services, digital library, document 

delivery, Han, and later dean and department heads. Library has a copyright librarian to handles those 

questions from ETD authors, and a technical person (Han) to help students create PDFs. Library staff are 

not involved in submission process but receive paper copyright forms to digitize. Cataloging is done 
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programmatically. Two library staff with student assistance handle access and preservation. Han 

manages loading PQ files; systems administrator preserves them. 

Loading takes about 10 minutes per ETD. Arizona processes 600-700 ETDs/year. 

Access levels per PQ are: no restriction, 6 months, 1 year, 2 year, or a specific future date. 

 98% of Arizona’s ETDs are open access from Arizona repository. 

 Restrictions are programmatically removed. 

 5-10 cases/year Han manually changes the restrictions. 

What other expenditures are associated with your institution’s ETD program? 

Two library colleagues handle TD back file digitization. 

Processing PQ invoices includes searching the library catalog but as of 2011 PQ no longer charges since 

Arizona uses the PQ ETD Administrator. 

When students use PQ for copyright registration, library still processes those invoices. 

Hosted DSpace server is $24,000/year. 

How are resources (going to be) allocated to your institution’s ETD program? 

Graduate College processing hasn’t changed much from paper TDs to ETDs, but save a little by not 

handling paper. 

Library experiences the major cost savings. 

2005: student’s dissertation fee was $135: $85 ProQuest fee for dissertation listing, $35 candidate fee, 

and $15 dissertation processing. Han estimated library cost of $7 per ETD for staff and supplies. 

2012: $13,000/year to host ETDs (born-digital and digitized TDs). ETDs are 55% (10,600 titles, half are 

digitized TDs) of the IR collection (T=19,000, $24,000/year for hosting). Therefore, $1.80/title/year. 

Graduate College staff spend 30 minutes reviewing the average ETD. Han spends 30 minutes a month. 

Arizona graduate student ETD fee=$3: hosting at $2/title/year; preservation at $1/title/year. The library 

supports these costs for all subsequent years. 

In the past three years have your costs in the categories of technology, people, and other: 

Increased? Decreased? Stayed roughly the same? And why? 

Decreased due to ProQuest eliminating fees to libraries that use its ETD Administrator. 

How are costs shaping the current planning and directions for your ETD program? 

Processing is going smoothly and costs are minimal, so no need to consider changes.  
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4. University of North Texas Case Study Interview  
Daniel Alemneh, Digital Curator, Libraries 

Mark Phillips, Assistant Dean for Digital Libraries 

Jill Kleister, Graduate Reader, Toulouse graduate school 

Does your institution have an ETD program or does it have a planning group considering an ETD 

initiative? 

Yes. The UNT program started in 1998, but ETDs were not required until 1999. 

What are the key technologies considered necessary to initiate and/or maintain, develop, and 

preserve an ETD program? 

Until 2007 the graduate school and the university’s central IT unit handled ETDs. From 1999 to 2007 the 

library was making lots of changes to its technological infrastructure. In 2007 the library took over ETDs 

from central IT and began working directly with graduate school. ETDs became part of the locally 

designed workflow for digital library resources. 

UNT designed its digital library systems using open source software to meet its identified needs. 

Because ETDs are part of UNT’s digital library resources, hardware and software is not specific to ETDs 

but to the needs of the UNT digital library. Seed money for the UNT digital library came from a variety of 

internal and external resources, including federal grants, state subsidies, and university awards. 

When the library receives the ETDs, they are PDF files. The library converts these to high resolution JPGs, 

OCRs the JPGs, and creates a page-view interface. ETDs are available in the UNT digital library as both 

the original PDFs and the JPGs. Occasionally an ETD is accompanied by auxiliary files and these are 

packaged with the ETD. 

Who are the primary university personnel involved in or considered rudimentary to your ETD program 

and in what units do they work? 

Daniel Alemneh oversees ETDs, among other duties. When there are no special ETD-related projects 

(unlike this year with the IMLS grant, theses and dissertations digitization project, and locating pre-2007 

ETD authors), he would spend at the most 20% of his time on ETDs. He is the liaison with the graduate 

school and oversees the processing of about 400 ETDs annually: 

http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/browse/. The library staff does not work 

directly with students or faculty on ETDs. However, the library recently hired a scholarly 

communications librarian who will become involved with the university community, including ETD 

authors. 

Jill Kleister is the “Graduate Reader” and the only staff in the graduate school who interacts with 

graduate students and faculty, reviewing and approving ETDs. Graduate students deliver their signed (1) 

ETD approval forms, (2) ProQuest permission forms and sometimes copyright registration forms, and (3) 

ETDs on CDs and flash drives. She uploads the ETDs to her computer, which are almost always PDF files, 

then reviews and approves them. Each semester she compiles a CD of approved ETDs and sends the CD 

http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/browse/
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to the library. After the library has performed some quality control and uploaded the semester’s ETDs to 

the institutional repository, they compile a final CD and send it to Jill. Jill prints each title page and 

abstract and matches these with the ProQuest form(s) and sends them with the library CD of ETDs to 

ProQuest. The graduate school recently added .5 FTE to assist Jill with her job duties.  

What other expenditures are associated with your institution’s ETD program? 

Digitizing bound theses and dissertations (BTDs), which is largely being done by two students and 

overseen by Alemneh. It is expected to be a three year project to digitize about 10,000 BTDs. Scanned 

TDs will be open access, closed if author requests. Texas Tech did this without any problems. 

Locating circa 700 ETD authors to request permission to make restricted (or indefinitely embargoed) 

ETDs open access. Will use Qualtrix as a click through agreement. Graduate school is working on locating 

every author’s email address. Students will be asked to complete a unique survey, which will be a 

request for permission to make the publicly accessible. Alemneh oversees this project: 

http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/browse/?fq=dc_rights_access%3Aunt. 

Automating the ETD submission process to replace UNT graduate students delivering CDs to the 

graduate school. Alemneh will work with the graduate school’s programmer. 

How are resources (going to be) allocated to your institution’s ETD program? 

The library supports ETDs after the graduate school has approved them. The library performs additional 

processing to provide access to the original files but also to derivatives (data desiccation, e.g., PDF to 

image files). [http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc67625/] PDF files are converted into high 

resolution JPGs; JPGs are OCR’d, creates a page view interface. Store pages and PDFs, if auxiliary files 

add audio, etc. files with the ETD package. PDF and metadata file are converted into local metadata 

format, manual (?) conversion from xml to html, infrastructure helps with metadata construction. Public 

or restricted ETDs are in one collection, with single search access and various views, e.g., digital library 

or portal. 

The graduate school handles receiving, reviewing, and approving ETDs, sending the ETD files to the 

library three times per year, and sending the ETD files and the signed forms to ProQuest. The graduate 

school has assigned a programmer to automate the submission process. (GS (and library?) is looking at 

open source software such as Vireo and Drupal, but UNT has Drupal expertise.) 

In the past three years have your costs in the categories of technology, people, and other: Increased? 

Decreased? Stayed roughly the same? And why? 

Costs have risen but it is a temporary situation until the projects listed in “other expenditures” are 

completed. 

http://digital.library.unt.edu/explore/collections/UNTETD/browse/?fq=dc_rights_access%3Aunt
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UNT wants to increase graduate student enrollment but this will not have a big effect on the library’s 

ETD program as the automated processing is in place and functioning well with little oversight or need 

for problem solving. 

The library is eager to support all file formats but the graduate school requires a single PDF file [“Legacy 

of limits”]. With a more automated system they could readily accept audio, video, CAD files, etc. 

Students are beginning to inquire about including other content with their ETDs. These files are now 

occasionally accepted at the discretion of the graduate school Reader working with individual students. 

PDF with imbedded audio and video is a challenge. 

How are costs shaping the current planning and directions for your ETD program? 

Library has assumed the costs associated with scanning BTDs and locating authors to remove restricted 

(embargoed?) access. 

The graduate school will assume the costs for programming to automate ETD submission. 

Students pay two fees as part of the graduation application: $25 “microfilm” fee and $20 “archive” fee. 

The $20 microfilm fee is what ProQuest charges the UNT library. The archive fee also goes to the UNT 

library to cover costs associated with the long-term maintenance of ETDs. UNT is currently investigating 

whether to continue mandatory ProQuest deposit. 
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5. Virginia Tech Case Study Interview  
Gail McMillan, Director, Digital Library and Archives (DLA) 

Paul Mather, Systems Administrator, [Library] Information Technology and Services 

Kimberli Weeks, Technical Director, Digital Library and Archives 

Janice Austin, Director of Graduate Admissions and Academic Progress 

Does your institution have an ETD program or does it have a planning group considering an ETD 

initiative? 

Yes. Virginia Tech as the first university to require ETDs (Jan. 1, 1997). We began drafting online 

workflow in 1995 and had a pilot in place in early 1996. 

What are the key technologies considered necessary to initiate and/or maintain, develop, and 

preserve an ETD program? 

2 x 500 GB drives (as RAID 1), in a four-drive chassis, to allow for easy storage expansion. The current 

system, serving our ETDs is a dual quad-core system with 8 GB of RAM, so we went with the same 

number of CPUs and RAM. [Prices are mainly from GovConnection.com, which many higher-education 

institutions use. The server quotes are from eRacks and Dell, which give a range of prices from likely 

vendors.] 

$2500--$2700 Server: Dual quad-core processors; 8 GB RAM; 2 x 500 GB 7200 RPM SATA hard drives (as 

500 GB RAID-1). 

$200--$700 Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS): If the computer room does not have a UPS (battery-

backed, surge-suppressed power supply), or adding this server would exceed its load, budget to add a 

UPS for it. Budget $50-$100 to replace UPS batteries every few years. 

$1500--$2500 Tape drive for backups: External SAS LTO-4 or LTO-5; budget about $25 per LTO-4 

tape/$45 per LTO-5 tape for media. LTO-5 (but not LTO-4) supports LTFS (Linear Tape File System), 

which may aid tape usability. [LTO = Linear Tape Open, magnetic tape data storage.] 

VT’s preservation strategy is through membership in the MetaArchive Cooperative, which posts its 

membership fees and costs (e.g., server, storage space) at http://www.metaarchive.org/costs.  

Who are the primary university personnel involved in or considered rudimentary to your ETD program 

and in what units do they work? 

A computer science faculty member, the dean of the graduate school, and the director of the Digital 

Library and Archives shepherded the proposal through university governance that led to the ETD 

requirement. 

Library staff who were involved in processing theses and dissertations came together to draft the online 

workflow for ETDs from submission to approval to access and storage to paying the ProQuest invoices. 

The DLA part-time programmer used this workflow to configure our automated computer processes. 

Now that we have a mature ETD program, the systems administrator is the key link in the continuum 

http://www.metaarchive.org/costs
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from submission to access to preservation. The hardware requires little time or attention, however, the 

aging locally designed scripts require some attention. Rewriting the original ETD-db software has taken 

over two years of part-time, largely student effort. However, the graduate school contracted to 

automate all of its manual procedures and forms, resulting in ETD submissions moving from the library 

to the graduate school in November 2012. 

A Digital Technologies Librarians is spending six months part time on transitioning our legacy system to 

accommodate the graduate school’s automated workflow. Shortly, library personnel will oversee the 

daily arrival of an ETD “pay load” and its deposit into the institutional repository, VTechWorks. Similarly, 

there are personnel costs associated with establishing the distributed preservation network 

participation (i.e., MetaArchive Cooperative) and writing plug-ins. But once instituted the time 

commitment to preservation is minimal but effective. 

Because we have ETDs from 1995 forward, we also spend labor on occasionally redistilling PDFS (mostly 

those originating with LaTeX). We also handle requests for external access to VT-only ETDs (whether 

from our collection of scanned theses and dissertations or born-digital ETDs), which usually means 

locating and contacting authors for permission. 

Graduate school personnel include 1 FTE for reviewing ETDs (4 staff) and their supervisor, the Director 

of Graduate Admissions and Academic Progress. The supervisor averages about one hour per week 

fielding questions, advising on “special” ETDs, handling ProQuest forms, etc. However, she also has a 

“speaker series” focused on ETDs, handles special ETD-related requests (e.g., early releasing), etc., which 

requires about five hours per year. She recently had special training provided by the VT Office of Export 

Control and more VT ETDs will be based on sponsored research. She and her staff spend 15-30 minutes 

reviewing each ETD and approximately 1,000 ETDs are approved each year, though the graduate school 

is continuing to grow its programs. 

What other expenditures are associated with your institution’s ETD program? 

There are membership fees associated specifically and tangentially to ETDs. Virginia Tech is a founding 

member of the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations ($100/per year). Our preservation 

strategy requires membership in the MetaArchive Cooperative and the LOCKSS Alliance, but ETDs are a 

small percentage of our preserved collections. 

How are resources (going to be) allocated to your institution’s ETD program? 

When VT switched to ETDs, we renamed the “binding fee” the “archiving fee.” This fee has remained the 

same for over 30 years: $20. Dissertation students also pay the ProQuest fee of $25 so that their ETDs 

can be included in their various products. This fee goes through the library to ProQuest. 

The library assumes all costs related to graduate school-approved ETDs. The graduate school assumes 

the costs for their staff and recently funded programming for automating many of their processes, 

including ETD submission and committee online approval. 
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In the past three years have your costs in the categories of technology, people, and other: 

Increased? Decreased? Stayed roughly the same? And why? 

Library costs increased because we were rewriting the ETD-db software at the same time that the 

graduate school contracted for their workflow software. After the library adapts the new workflow, 

which includes automating some currently manual processes, cost should again be minimal. 

How are costs shaping the current planning and directions for your ETD program? 

Little effect. We are migrating from our legacy system, which means receiving a daily “payload” from the 

graduate school’s new automated workflow into our institutional repository, VTechWorks. The library 

and the graduate school are each absorbing their respective costs. The ProQuest fees and the archiving 

feel will remain the same. 
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8 Guide to Options for ETD Programs 

Martin Halbert (University of North Texas) 

Topics Covered 
 Access Policies and Intellectual Property Issues. 

 Deposit Procedures. 

 Repository System Options. 

 ETD Program Management. 

 ETD Program Services.  

 

8.1 Introduction 
Many academic institutions around the world have implemented programs to store and manage 

electronic theses and dissertations (ETDs). The widespread growth of ETD programs and their perceived 

advantages for graduate education and long-term preservation and access to scholarship have been 

documented elsewhere (Lippincott 2010). This document is intended to provide useful guidance for 

academic decision-makers considering new implementations or overhaul of existing ETD programs, with 

a special focus on the options in such programs that may warrant special attention and discussion.1 

These options may need special attention for a variety of reasons. There may be many questions and 

factors to consider associated with particular choices in implementing ETD programs, either at the policy 

level or in particular aspects of implementation. Because ETD programs are still relatively new despite 

being widely implemented, there may simply be a lack of clear consensus or understanding among 

stakeholders about the fundamentals of such programs, what is meant or implied by the terminology 

used in planning ETD programs, or misunderstandings about assumptions (real or imagined) underlying 

ETD programs. While the benefits of ETD programs are now widely accepted, the range of options, pace 

of innovations in ETD services, and controversies surrounding different options in ETD programs may be 

justifiably daunting to academic administrators. Institutions may delay implementation or 

improvements to ETD programs because of fears and uncertainties over ETD program choices. 

Restricted or open access? Implement an ETD repository or lease a commercial service? Who will have 

responsibility for what functions? These are only some of the questions that must be considered and 

periodically re-considered when managing an ETD program. 

                                                           

1
 A great deal of useful research and information resources has now been produced concerning ETD programs that 

can provide well-informed advice and perspectives in planning for the many possibilities and choices to be made in 
depositing, accessing, and managing ETDs over time. Where there are citable resources, these will be referenced. 
Where there are no clear sources of information on a topic, an attempt will be made to descriptively set forth the 
different sides of the issue. 
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8.1.1 Benefits and Impacts of ETD Programs 
The starting assumption for this briefing is that an institution perceives some value to implementing an 

ETD program, and that the decisions that require consideration are in the specifics of the 

implementation decision, rather than the fundamental question of whether or not such a program is 

worth implementing. This reflects the literature and practice within the field. While there have been 

some attempts at rigorous investigations into the value and impacts of ETD programs (Brown et al. 

2010; Macduff 2009), most institutions that have implemented ETD programs do so because of a 

widespread perception that such programs have inherent (albeit hard to quantify) benefits in terms of 

improved management, preservation, and access to theses and dissertations. Seminal publications by 

Dr. Edward Fox and Gail McMillan have set forth the basic claims concerning the benefits of ETD 

programs. Annual conferences such as the international ETD Conference and the US ETD Association 

(USETDA) conference attest to the extensive interest and faith in ETD programs by many institutions. 

The benefits of ETD programs are often articulated directly in the institutional policies concerning such 

programs; a good example of this is the North Carolina State University ETD Guide (NCSU 2011). The 

basic value proposition of ETD programs is a relatively non-controversial question, and therefore lies 

beyond the scope of this briefing. 

8.1.2 Key Decisions for ETD Programs 
The more ambiguous aspects of ETD programs lie in the specifics of implementation options and 

decisions, and this is a more useful place to concentrate this discussion. The following are the key areas 

of decision-making that this document will address; these are the categories of high-level decisions that 

usually receive the most attention in planning an ETD program or overhauling it: 

 Access policies. 

 Deposit policies. 

 Repository system options. 

 ETD program management. 

 ETD program services. 

8.1.3 Information Resources on ETD Programs 
When planning or considering the implementation of an ETD program, decision makers should know 

that there is now a significant body of research on this topic that may be consulted, and which has been 

collated in the project bibliography.2 This briefing will call out debates from this literature that planners 

should be aware of, as well as referencing more detailed resources. Perhaps the most comprehensive 

clearinghouse of information on ETD programs is the international organization known as the 

Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD). The NDLTD website provides a range of 

informative resources and planning documents at http://www.ndltd.org/resources to consult. This 

briefing was developed in consultation with the NDLTD leadership, and will reference many NDLTD 

resources. 

                                                           

2
 Available here, http://metaarchive.org/imls/index.php/IMLS_ETD_Project_Bibliography. 

http://www.ndltd.org/resources
http://metaarchive.org/imls/index.php/IMLS_ETD_Project_Bibliography
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To understand the key choices in implementing ETD programs, recent descriptive surveys of such 

programs are a good place to start. A 2010 survey by Joan Lippincott of the members of the Coalition for 

Networked Information concerning ETD programs resulted in 88 responses from 142 institutions 

contacted. (Lippincott, 2010) This survey documented the widespread implementation of ETD programs 

and reported that the majority (73%) of responding institutions had already instituted an ETD program 

of some sort, with five additional institutions indicating that they were planning such an 

implementation. In 89% of the institutions, ETDs were reported to be a subset of larger institutional or 

consortial repository holdings. An implication of these figures is that institutions that are now 

considering ETD program implementations are likely to be in categories that the CNI survey did not 

focus on, including smaller institutions, or institutions that to date have had significant reservations 

about ETD programs. Wherever possible, this briefing will attempt to address the anticipated concerns 

of such institutions.  

The CNI survey examined a range of factors and perceptions concerning ETD programs, including system 

implementation strategies, access and embargo considerations, format options, and other ETD services 

and policies to best serve graduate students. While these are certainly not the only decisions that must 

be made in planning an ETD program, these categories of options are a useful frame of context and will 

be used for the purposes of this briefing. The CNI survey is also not the only source that will inform this 

briefing; other reports will be cited as appropriate. Many of the following controversies are also 

informed from actual conversations reported anecdotally from the field by practitioners. 

8.2 Access Policies and Intellectual Property Issues 

Key issues 
 Violation of copyright by authors of ETDs. 

 Violation of copyright by those who access ETDs. 

 Anxiety about quality of ETDs. 

 Embargo controversies. 

 Copyright and ownership of ETDs. 

Perhaps the most intimidating set of options in ETD programs surrounds a complex series of inextricably 

linked issues associated with network access to and intellectual property rights of theses and 

dissertations. Curiously, these issues have only become widely visible and controversial as theses and 

dissertations have become digital and accessible via the Internet. While print theses and dissertations in 

most university library archives were traditionally made readily accessible to scholars seeking to access 

and read them, institutional decision-makers in recent years often have far more reluctant reactions to 

the idea of making ETDs freely accessible on the Web. When it manifests, this reluctance is perceived as 

inconsistent and somewhat ironic by many ETD program proponents. The response often runs as 

follows: Why should access to the electronic versions of theses and dissertations be restricted when 

access to print versions is not? As mentioned previously, one of the primary reasons for implementing 

ETD programs is the perceived value of making these key academic documents more accessible rather 

than less accessible. Given that increased awareness of a scholar’s work is broadly perceived to be an 
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advantage rather than a disadvantage in academia, improving the accessibility and discoverability of 

student theses and dissertations is seen as a benefit. 

However, the anxieties that come forward concerning ETD accessibility usually revolve precisely around 

the tremendous increase in discoverability and reproducibility of documents that can be freely 

downloaded via the Web (the digital form of the electronic thesis or dissertation is usually conflated 

with Web accessibility when these concerns manifest, although these two properties of ETDs are 

obviously distinct). These anxieties usually sort out into the following areas of concern. 

8.2.1 Violation of Copyright by Authors of ETDs 
While the issue of copyright violation in theses and dissertations has always been an issue, it escalates 

when ETDs are made available on the Internet. Academic administrators may fear that copyright 

violations (intentional or unintentional) that may exist within student theses and dissertations will 

become more visible when exposed on the Web. The somewhat obvious rejoinder to this concern is that 

the institution should implement effective measures for detecting and preventing copyright violations 

whatever form the thesis or dissertation takes, whether electronic or print. There are now a growing 

number of tools for automatic detection of plagiarism, both commercial services and free options 

(although either option requires that someone in the institution does need to take responsibility for 

routine plagiarism checks). While it might be true that copyright violations are more prone to be 

discovered when the general discoverability of theses and dissertations increases, this does not seem to 

be a particularly compelling reason to limit access to ETDs.  

A more rational, yet subtle, concern arises in situations in which limited permission has been obtained 

by the student from the copyright holder to reproduce an image or other content solely in the print copy 

of the thesis or dissertation submitted for graduation, but not in an openly accessible ETD. There are still 

categories of theses and dissertations for which this scenario is relatively common. Some disciplines in 

which this may be the case include art history and performance-based fields of study in which 

expectations have not caught up with the possibilities of the technology or institutional practice. One 

straightforward remedy for this scenario that has been put forward by institutions that seek to maximize 

accessibility of ETDs is simply education and awareness building for both students and their faculty 

committee members, with the aim that more general permissions be obtained for copyrighted material 

included in theses and dissertations such that ETDs can be made freely accessible. The other point is to 

again emphasize that effective measures for detecting and preventing copyright violations in ETDs 

should be in place procedurally.  

8.2.2 Violation of Copyright by Those Who Access ETDs 
Another controversy centers on fears that wider access to the theses and dissertations of an institution’s 

students will make these works more likely to be plagiarized. While plagiarism is always something to be 

alert to, arguments to this effect again appear to be hollow upon closer consideration. While instances 

of plagiarism may (or may not) have increased because of widespread electronic access to theses and 

dissertations, that is not a reason to constrain access to the work of an institution’s students. It may very 

well be another justification for implementing better mechanisms for automated mechanisms for 

detection of plagiarism, however. And it may also be another justification for awareness raising 
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programs among students and faculty as to the specifics of what constitutes plagiarism and ways to 

prevent it. 

8.2.3 Anxiety About Quality of ETDs 
The most frequently raised argument against implementation of ETD programs is based on fear by either 

administrators or faculty that wider access to the theses and dissertations of an institution will 

somehow lead to greater exposure of deficiencies in these student works. This concern most often takes 

the form of reluctance expressed in closed meetings when the idea of an ETD program is initially being 

proposed, and is driven by (sometimes unarticulated) fears by administrators or faculty that their 

students’ work is sub-par or somehow otherwise flawed and broader review by external reviewers will 

surface these faults.  

Rejoinders to this viewpoint are clear upon closer inspection: if the administration or faculty have 

concerns about the quality of student work, or if there is a perception that faculty are allowing students 

to submit inadequate theses and dissertations, then steps should be taken to remediate this situation 

rather than seeking to obscure it. Of all the objections raised against providing electronic access to 

theses and dissertations this objection may be the most counter-productive as it may never actually be 

articulated, yet may be lurking silently behind-the-scenes so to speak. If an ETD program implementer 

suspects that this fear may be present, it is best to simply get it out in the open and discuss it 

objectively. Talking about such fears is usually the best way to overcome them. 

The previous three controversies over ETD program access policies are relatively straightforward to 

respond to because they are based largely on misconceptions. The following access policy 

recommendations are more substantive.  

8.2.4 Embargo Controversies 
The most protracted discussions that occur in implementing ETD programs often involve complex 

discussions on various aspects of “embargos” in which access to ETDs is delayed temporarily or 

permanently. There is a tremendous range of embargo options, with the chapter on Access Levels and 

Embargoes more fully addressing the range of possibilities to consider. We will here only attempt to 

summarize the main categories of embargo arguments that are most often discussed during the 

creation of ETD programs. 

Sometimes faculty members (especially in the humanities) are strong advocates of embargos. The claim 

has frequently been made that students who release a humanities dissertation through an ETD 

repository will be precluded from subsequently publishing their dissertation as a book. The argument is 

that such dissertations should therefore not be made publicly accessible and should be embargoed. The 

level of anxiety over this issue among some humanists is such that it sometimes leads to claims that all 

humanities ETDs should be permanently embargoed, or even that access to all institutional ETDs should 

be permanently embargoed by policy. Proposals such as these are generally considered extreme 

positions, and have been strongly contested in recent years for several reasons. A 2011 survey by 

McMillan et al. demonstrated that 72% of publishers will accept submissions of openly accessible ETDs 

for consideration, and an additional 14% indicated that they would consider such submissions if the 

contents and conclusions in the manuscript are substantially different from the ETD. In fact, only 4% of 
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publishers responded that they would never consider such submissions. Some scholars report a 

significant advantage to releasing their ETD as an early version of a later publication, primarily because 

of the visibility and recognition it affords them in advance of the publication.  

The opposite extreme position is that all ETDs must immediately be made permanently open access 

upon deposit. This position is countered by examples in which at least some period of embargo is 

strongly warranted. The strongest such objection to making a thesis or dissertation openly accessible 

immediately concerns the quite legitimate issues involved if there is an associated patent application. 

When there is a pending patent application based on some aspect of the work involved in a thesis or 

dissertation, many institutions constrain all public access to the work. This is because public release of 

any material that discloses substantive details of an invention before it is patented may likely constitute 

“prior art”, and as such will render a patent application invalid. There are other situations in which an 

embargo of some period may be requested for good reasons; an example might be that the student is 

seeking to publish the dissertation with one of the tiny 4% minority of publishers that explicitly refuse to 

consider submissions of ETDs. 

Most ETD programs have therefore resisted proposals for automatic blanket policies, but encourage 

open access while providing students with processes for requesting embargoes with appropriate 

justifications. These processes are often structured through the specifics of the deposit policy the 

institution implements (see the following section). 

8.2.5 Copyright and Ownership of ETDs 
The quite basic question of assertion of intellectual property for the ETD as a work is sometimes a 

source of disagreement or controversy. In most institutions the assumption is that the student author 

holds the copyright with the institutional ETD program retaining a permanent right to display the work 

in the ETD repository. This is not always the case; an example of an exception is MIT, which asserts 

copyright for theses and dissertations that are created with financial or technical support from the 

university (MIT, 2011). 

Producing the thesis or dissertation may frequently be the first time the student has occasion to think of 

themselves as an author. This is another opportunity for an ETD program to usefully provide information 

concerning the rights of authors in asserting copyright over their work. The chapter Guidelines for 

Implementing ETD Programs – Roles and Responsibilities provides additional information about the 

kinds of instructional programs that an ETD program may wish to consider implementing in conjunction 

with other services. 

8.3 Deposit Procedures 

Key Issues 
 Mandatory versus optional deposit. 

 File formats. 

After access and copyright issues, the next key area of decision in implementing an ETD program is the 

specification of a procedure for depositing the ETD. Questions concerning this aspect of ETD programs 
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often get mired in very specific details, but should be informed by an overall set of goals for the ETD 

program.  

8.3.1 Mandatory versus Optional Deposit 
A fundamental question any ETD program must grapple with is whether or not all theses and 

dissertations are to be deposited into the institutional ETD repository. If there are exceptions, what rules 

structure the deposit process? When are ETDs made publicly accessible? Who is responsible for which 

roles in the entire lifecycle of the ETD?  

In the 2010 CNI survey 43% of institutions reported that ETD deposit was mandatory for both doctoral 

and masters students. (Lippincott, 2010) Many institutions have transitioned to the viewpoint that the 

ETD submitted is the document of record, rather than the submitted print thesis or dissertation. 

Electronic theses and dissertations are potentially much easier to deposit, provide access to, and to 

preserve through replication.  

8.3.2 File Formats 
Questions often arise during implementation of ETD programs concerning which file formats should be 

allowed for ETDs. Many programs have concerns about the complexity of managing and preserving 

multiple file formats over long periods of time. This is again a complex topic, and this section will only 

attempt to highlight some of the relevant controversies; the chapter on Managing the Lifecycle of ETDs: 

Curatorial Decisions and Practices will more fully discuss this issue. 

A 2008 survey by McMillan found that 85% of ETD programs accept PDF submissions of theses and 

dissertations, but there was far less consensus on other multimedia file formats. (McMillan 2008) While 

there is little consensus on which multimedia formats are the best to manage and preserve, there is a 

growing consensus that ETD programs must go beyond simple archiving of the thesis or dissertation as a 

PDF. Many theses and dissertations now include rich statistical datasets, images, or other associated 

information that comprise content associated with the intellectual work of the research project. An 

issue that has occupied many well-established ETD programs in the past few years has been the 

question of how to begin archiving these far more complex forms of information together with the basic 

PDF representing the thesis or dissertation submitted for degree candidacy.  Both new and old ETD 

programs are taking up this issue as a capability that must be incorporated into ETD deposit workflows, 

but this is quite a difficult task. Checking the validity of incoming PDF submissions is difficult enough 

procedurally; how will thinly-staffed ETD programs take up the much more complicated task of 

validating and documenting complex ETD objects that may include dozens or even hundreds of distinct 

files? Creating effective metadata for such complex and variable ETD submissions is a daunting notion, 

yet virtually all experts agree that this level of metadata is a necessity for long-term management of 

ETDs. There is no such thing as benign neglect of objects in digital archives, which must be actively 

managed over time to survive at all. This issue warrants serious consideration by any ETD program, 

whether long-established or just coming on the drawing board, and there are no easy answers, only 

tradeoffs and priorities to consider. 
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8.4 Repository System Options 

Key Issues 
 Locally managed repositories. 

 Commercially managed repositories. 

 Consortial repositories and other hybrid Options. 

 Dinstinction of access and preservation systems. 

The 2010 CNI survey identified three main repository strategies for implementation of ETD programs: 1) 

locally managed repositories, 2) repositories managed by consortia, and 3) repositories managed by 

commercial firms. There are many perspectives on the pros and cons of these different options; the 

following is an attempt to summarize the salient points of these different positions. 

8.4.1 Locally Managed Repositories 
Also known as institutional repositories (IR), these are systems implemented at particular universities 

using open source software or locally developed systems. Many institutions implement a local system 

for managing a variety of institutional digital content (hence the name “institutional repositories”) 

typified by ETDs, faculty scholarship, local grey literature, and locally digitized content. Such institutions 

realize operational efficiencies through managing all these different types of content in one functional 

system. There is now a large literature that describes the implementation of locally managed 

institutional repositories (Bailey 2011), detailing the pros and cons of individual systems and strategies 

for implementation. This brief guide will not attempt to summarize all of the options available to an 

academic library seeking to implement an institutional repository; but will instead categorize the broad 

types of options that should be considered when thinking about ETDs and IRs. 

The first option is whether or not to limit the repository to ETDs. While the most common option is for 

ETDs to be managed as one type of content among many managed within the IR, there are some 

institutions that have long maintained a separate repository just for ETDs. A notable example of this 

standalone strategy is Virginia Tech who has been a leader in the ETD movement almost from the 

beginning. (Sharretts and French 1999) The advantage of this approach is focus and constraint; the 

repository does not need to accommodate any workflows and metadata beyond what is needed for 

acquisition and administration of ETDs. Because ETDs are the sole focus in this scenario, it may be 

possible and desirable to develop features that are specific to improving access and usability of ETDs. 

Examples include interfaces for browsing and studying ETDs within departments or network charts of 

students that studied under particular professors. 

However, the far more common option is for the institutional repository to manage ETDs within a larger 

context of genres and content types. This strategy has many advantages. There are significant costs to 

maintaining a local IR, and centralizing the acquisition and management of all types of locally generated 

content can leverage staff and other resources required to sustain an IR operation. It may be far more 

affordable (or at least palatable) for an academic library’s administration to fund one IR for everything 

(including ETDs), rather than separate systems and workflows for different type of content. Maintaining 
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one centralized system for all locally generated content can also minimize the number of interfaces that 

users have to learn in order to access a library’s locally generated content.  

A question that receives a great deal of attention in implementations of local IRs is whether or not to 

locally install an open source software package (such as DSpace or Fedora), or instead outsource the IR 

to a commercial solution (such as Digital Commons). Commercial solutions will be discussed in the next 

section. Local implementations of open source software packages give the institution a great deal of 

control and independence, but require more up-front investment in the technical staff to run the 

system. Running a local IR system requires that specific technical staff be available locally to install and 

maintain the system. Managerial oversight must also be vested in someone so that ongoing decisions 

and oversight occur in a reasonable time frame. Smaller libraries often partner with their campus IT 

centers to run institutional repositories, but medium to large institutions usually invest in a library IT 

department that has the capability to run servers and manage software (most frequently in conjunction 

with integrated library catalog systems).  

8.4.2 Commercially Managed Repositories 
Outsourcing to a vendor can minimize the up-front implementation expenditures required for local staff 

to run a system, but will still require significant expenditures for the fees associated with leasing access 

to a commercial system. An outsourced option will also require that the workflows associated with the 

vendor’s system be adopted locally. Despite the drawbacks, many libraries see outsourcing as an 

attractive option given the high cost of technical staff. Letting a large commercial vendor run the system 

is appealing in that running the software becomes someone else’s problem, but it also requires a 

significant degree of confidence that the vendor will be able to resolve problems encountered in a 

satisfactory manner. The issue of eventual migration from one system to another also becomes 

somewhat more problematic in the case of a commercial vendor; once ETDs have been deposited for 

several years in a commercial system, it may be extremely difficult to extract them for use in another 

repository.  

To the extent that the institution intends for the IR to function as its ETD repository, the decision about 

whether or not to implement a local IR or use a commercial service is a key decision to make, and the 

question comes down to priorities. What is the most important priority: flexibility and local control or 

minimization of technical staff?  

8.4.3 Consortial Repositories and other Hybrid Options  
It may be the case that there is a regional consortium that maintains a large shared repository system 

for ETDs and other varieties of locally generated digital content. An example is OhioLINK, a shared digital 

repository, including ETD collections, maintained for many institutions in Ohio. Another example 

includes the shared ETD repository services provided by the California Digital Library for UC system 

institutions. Leveraging investments in technical staff through a regional consortium can enable the 

creation of significantly more capable repositories and greatly enhance the IR capabilities of cooperating 

libraries.  
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8.4.4 Distinction of Access and Preservation Systems 
An unobvious distinction that IR implementers should be cognizant of is the distinction between access 

and preservation capabilities in planning. Any ETD solution must distinguish these two functions. Access 

to deposited ETDs is the combination of user interfaces and programmatic training provided to users 

who wish to gain access to an institution’s ETDs. Preservation of ETDs encompasses systems and 

negotiated organizational agreements that ensure that ETDs will be accessible over indefinite periods of 

time to future users. Preservation systems may be quite different from the IR installations that provide 

access to ETDs. When considering long-term preservation, implementers should consider strategies for 

distributing secure replicated copies of the ETDs in geographically dispersed locations, the classic 

strategy for long-term survival of print materials. This may entail inter-organizational partner 

agreements with other institutions such as the MetaArchive Cooperative facilitates. Thinking through 

options for ensuring long-term preservation of ETDs is a worthwhile investment of time and resources to 

protect the unique institutional assets that ETDs represent. 

8.5 ETD Program Management 
The first, and perhaps most fundamental, set of questions facing those who wish to implement an ETD 

program is who will be responsible for what aspects of the program? The roles and responsibilities 

among three key stakeholder categories must be thought through carefully: graduating student authors 

of ETDs, the graduate school, and the library. Students obviously produce the theses and dissertations, 

and must be clearly advised of what actions they must take to deposit the electronic versions of their 

work. Graduate schools are responsible for certifying that students have met all requirements for 

graduation, and must clearly articulate the specifics of these requirements. Libraries are responsible for 

long-term preservation of the ETDs, and (usually) maintenance of the ETD program. 

Having stated these basics, there are obviously many specific procedures that must be developed if an 

ETD program is to succeed. Each of the three key stakeholders must understand what their 

responsibilities are, and what information the other stakeholders need to take action appropriately. 

Since libraries are the institutions responsible for long-term preservation of ETDs, libraries are most 

often the institutional actor that initiates an ETD program on a campus. But the students and graduate 

schools must also buy into the concept of an ETD program and become engaged early on if it is to 

succeed.  

8.6 ETD Program Services 
Some final options that should be considered in implementing ETD programs include the ancillary 

services that will be implemented as part of the program. If implemented well, these services can 

greatly enhance the utility of the program and help “sell” administrations on the justification for the 

program. 

Advice concerning plagiarism is often an ancillary or associated service that goes hand-in-glove with ETD 

programs. By advising students and faculty on the specifics of what constitutes plagiarism and how to 

avoid it, an ETD program can significantly contribute toward the successful completion of a student’s 

graduate program. If students and faculty advisors are better equipped to avoid plagiarism, more theses 

and dissertations will ultimately progress to completion. 
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Another type of ancillary ETD program service that can enhance graduate education overall are usage 

statistics and other indicators of ETD significance. Joan Lippincott highlights the ways that such reporting 

mechanisms can illuminate the impacts of particular ETDs, and the ways that ETD programs can broaden 

the visibility of the theses and dissertations of an institution. (Lippincott 2006) 

8.7 Summary 
There are many questions and factors to consider associated with particular choices in implementing 

ETD programs, either at the policy level or in particular aspects of implementation. The categories of 

high-level decisions that usually receive the most attention in planning an ETD program or overhauling 

it, include: Access Policies, Deposit Policies, Repository System Options, ETD Program Management, and 

ETD Program Services. In the area of access, this document addresses concerns around copyright, 

quality, embargoes and ownership ultimately underscoring that improving the accessibility and 

discoverability of student theses and dissertations is seen as a benefit. In the area of deposit, the 

document advocates for being informed by an overall set of goals for the ETD program, with respect to 

mandatory versus optional deposit, and file formats. In the area of repository systems, the document, 

rather than advocate for one approach, puts forward the pros and cons of each of locally managed, 

commercially managed, and consortial solutions. Finally the document emphasizes that each of the 

three key stakeholders, the authors, graduate schools and the library, must understand what their 

responsibilities are, and what information the other stakeholders need to take action appropriately. 
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Glossary 

The following glossary defines terms that may be unfamiliar to a reader. Where possible, we have based 

our definitions on the United States ETD Association (USetdA) glossary. Their complete glossary is found 

at http://www.usetda.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/ETD_Terms_and_Definitions_USETDA.pdf.  

Aggregator – A service that harvests content or metadata from multiple organizations to provide 

another mode of access. ETD aggregators include national and international services like the NDTLD 

Union Catalog and state-based services like the Texas Digital Library. 

Born-Digital – “An item is born-digital if it has been generated entirely electronically by using a word 

processor” and/or electronic hardware such as a digital camera. (USetdA) 

Catalog – An organized collection of metadata about a content collection. Entries for ETD collections in a 

catalog can be at the collection-level or item-level. 

Closed Access – “The full text and sometimes the metadata of closed access ETDs are only available to 

authorized members of University staff and external examiners for administrative purposes. This is also 

known as an ‘embargoed’ or ‘No Access’ ETD. This access condition is usually granted” for ETDs 

describing patent pending or proprietary technology, personally identifiable or sensitive data, or 

classified information. “Some universities allow a limited closed access restriction period to allow 

students time to publish journal articles or books from their ETDs.” (USetdA) 

Collection – “A specialized group of records in an institutional repository. ETD collections are common 

and are often the largest and initial collections in an IR.” (USetdA) 

Copyright – “A form of protection grounded in the US Constitution and granted by law for original works 

of authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression. Copyright covers both published and 

unpublished works. As intellectual property law, copyright protects original works of authorship 

including literary, dramatic, musical, and artistic works, such as poetry, novels, movies, songs, computer 

software, and architecture. Copyright does not protect facts, ideas, systems, or methods of operation, 

although it may protect the way these things are expressed. Copyright is affixed to the author as soon as 

the work is fixed in any tangible form, and is not dependent on publication of the work. Authors may 

secure, and/or transfer all or a subset of their rights via a signed written agreement.” (USetdA) 

Crosswalk – A relationship of specific elements between different metadata standards. Crosswalks allow 

an organization to transform and store the same metadata in the schema most useful to a particular use 

case. 

Dark Archive – A form of storage with no form of public access. Reasons for not providing access include 

IP and copyright restrictions. See Closed Access. 

http://www.usetda.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/ETD_Terms_and_Definitions_USETDA.pdf
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Deposit – “The electronic submission of an ETD. Usually an online process, the student logs in, is guided 

by a ‘wizard’ of prompts and screens to provide metadata as well as upload of the ETD document 

file(s).” (USetdA) 

Digital Curation – The management, preservation, and enrichment of digital resources. 

Digital Preservation – “The management process of ensuring digital objects and information are 

accessible over the long term. Development of standards, format compatibility, format migration, and 

systems interoperability are important aspect of this process. Digital preservation systems are under 

development to provide appropriate digital preservation techniques.” (USetdA) 

Digitized ETDs – see retrospective digitization 

Dim Archive – A form of online storage with access restricted to the ETD’s original institution. This would 

include on campus users as well as those in the university’s community who have access through off-

campus signing.  

Distribution License – A license agreement signed by ETD authors, “which grants certain rights to their 

institutions for making their works available to the public.” Ideally, authors share their rights with their 

institutions. (USetdA) 

Dublin Core – A metadata standard used to describe the basic features of an object such as author, title, 

document type, date, and rights. See Metadata. 

Embargo – “Restricting access to an electronic document for a specific period of time. Also, called 

Publication Agreement. ‘Publication’ is a technical term in legal contexts and especially important in 

copyright legislation. An author of a work generally is the initial owner of the copyright on the work. 

Copyrights granted to the author of a work include the exclusive right to publish and/or transfer rights 

to the work.” (USetdA) 

ETD – Electronic Thesis and Dissertation  

Fair Use – The doctrine of fair use is codified in the US Code, Title 17, Sect. 107. “It sets out four factors 

to be weighed to determine whether a particular use is fair:  

1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of commercial nature or is 
for nonprofit educational purposes [transformation]  

2. The nature of the copyrighted work  
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the work as a whole  
4. The effect of the use upon the current or potential market for the work   

 

The distinction between fair use and infringement is not easily determined. There is no specific number 

of words that may safely be taken without permission. Acknowledging the source of the copyrighted 

material does not substitute for obtaining permission.” (USetdA) 
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Fixity – The property that a digital object does not change over time. Fixity is checked with a variety of 

fixity information ranging from weak (filename and file size) to strong (cryptographic hash). 

Graduate schools – Composed of deans of libraries, colleges, and graduate schools; assistant and/or 

associate deans; deans from various colleges or schools; and graduate school staff who handle many 

details surrounding ETD programs. In addition, this group includes two other important stakeholders: 

graduate students and graduate faculty, both of whom are intimately involved in the development of 

theses and dissertations.  

Institutional administrators – Top-level decision makers such as the university president, provost, chief 

information officer, and representatives from graduate council and the office of general counsel. They 

are not involved in the day-to-day operation of an ETD program. Rather, they support the program in 

various ways, including providing general guidance and/or funding support. They may also be the links 

that ensure the cooperation among the various stakeholders. 

Institutional Repository (IR) – “An online database that provides access to digital collections such as 

theses and dissertations for online viewing and provides the associated metadata regarding the 

documents (e.g. student and university name, year of graduation, document title, abstract, keywords). A 

type of digital repository designed to collect the work of a particular institution.” (USetdA) 

Intellectual Property Rights – “Intellectual property (IP) refers to creations of the mind: inventions; 

literary and artistic works; and symbols, names, images, and designs used in commerce. IP is divided into 

two categories: Industrial property, which includes inventions (patents), trademarks, industrial designs, 

and geographic indications of source; and Copyright, which includes literary and artistic works such as 

novels, poems and plays, films, musical works, artistic works such as drawings, paintings, photographs 

and sculptures, and architectural designs. Rights related to copyright include those of performing artists 

in their performances, producers of phonograms in their recordings, and those of broadcasters in their 

radio and television programs.” (USetdA) 

IT personnel – Information Technology workers are composed of roles such as chief information officers, 

systems administrators, program analysts, application specialists, computer support specialists, and help 

desk staff. IT personnel may be in a centralized university unit and/or the library’s IT unit. They support 

the management of, among many other works, born-digital and retrospectively digitized theses and 

dissertations as ETD-related activities require running software applications and server hardware in a 

network environment. 

Item Record – The catalog entry related to a single bibliographic entity, such as copy two of a thesis. In 

library lingo this is based on the barcode. A catalog entry can have several item records attached to it. 

Light Archive – Online storage of digital objects that is accessible by users. 

MARC (MAchine-Readable Cataloging) – A metadata standard used to record the description of another 

object and serves as the basis of many library catalogs. See Metadata. 
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Metadata – Information about an object. In this document, metadata refers to the elements that 

describe an object. Different types of information (descriptive, technical, etc) are recorded in different 

metadata standards. See Dublin Core, MARC, METS, PREMIS.  

METS (Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard) – A metadata standard used to record the 

relationships between digital objects such as the association of a dataset to the ETD it supports. See 

Metadata. 

Microfilm – “An archival microform produced on 35mm film reels which contain micro-reproductions of 

documents for transmission, storage, reading, and printing. Microform images are commonly reduced 

about 25 times from the original document size.” (USetdA) 

Open Access (OA) – “Information readily available on the Web at no cost to users and without access 

restrictions. Also, the scholarly communication reform movement that aims to make scholarly literature 

freely available on the Web.” “Open-access literature is digital, online, free of charge to users, and free 

of most copyright and licensing restrictions. The full text and metadata of open access ETDs are available 

for downloading and viewing by anybody with access to the World Wide Web.” (USetdA) 

Patent – “A patent protects inventions or discoveries. Ideas and discoveries are not protected by the 

copyright law, although the way in which they are expressed may be. See Copyright.” (USetdA) 

PREMIS (PREservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies) – A metadata standard used to record 

technical information about an object for preservation purposes such as file format, fixity information, 

and associated intellectual property rights. See Metadata. 

Pre-print – “Documents in pre-publication status, such as a draft or version of an article, that have not 

yet been published, but may have been reviewed and accepted for publication; submitted but with no 

publication decision; or intended for publication and being circulated for comment.” (USetdA) 

Publication – "In the broadest sense, publication is to make content available to the public. While 

specific use of the term may vary between country, it is usually applied to text, images, or other audio-

visual content on any medium, including paper or electronic publishing forms such as websites, E-books, 

Compact Discs and MP3s. ‘Publication’ is a technical term in legal contexts and especially important in 

copyright legislation.” (USetdA) 

Redaction – Information that has been selectively withdrawn before publication. ETDs may have 

portions redacted for reasons such as intellectual property rights and academic fraud. 

Retraction – A publication that has been entirely withdrawn. ETDs may be retracted for reasons such as 

intellectual property rights and academic fraud. 

ROI (Return on Investment) – A metric to determine the efficacy of an investment to bring about a 

certain result. Potential ROIs for an ETD program include impact on institutional reputation and impact 

on author citation rate. 
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Restricted Access – “This generally signifies that the complete work or parts of the work will have access 

limited to a defined user community. During this time an ETD may be available only to the original home 

institution, although the metadata is generally available to the public. This term may be used to refer to 

ETDs that are available to a limited user community as well as ETDs where access is embargoed.” 

(USetdA) 

Retrospective Digitization – “The digitization of print documents such as bound theses and dissertations. 

Digitization involves a scanning process, application of standards for images files, and may but does not 

necessarily include OCR (optical character recognition) conversion. Digitized collections may be image-

based files and/or enhanced full-text files that have been subject to an OCR process.” (USetdA) 

University-only Access – “The full text of university-only ETDs are only available to authorized members 

of the institution’s students, faculty and staff via login or IP [internet protocol address] restriction. Many 

universities allow interlibrary loan of university-access only ETDs. Sometimes referred to as ‘Campus-

Only’ [i.e., IP] access.” (USetdA) 

Version Control – The process of managing content as it changes due to edits, redactions, format 

migrations, and other processes. 

 

 

 


